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Concept Design Report 
 

I O W A  R I V E R  A N D  R I V E R F R O N T  C R O S S I N G S  PA R K  I M P R O V E M E N T S  

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Concept Design Report is intended to provide guidance to the City of Iowa City for progression of the Iowa 

River and Riverfront Crossings Park Improvements Project.  This report summarizes the concept design phase for 

the proposed project, which is intended for concept screening and feasibility.  

The purpose of the project is to build a community consensus around a proposed plan to achieve the goals of 

enhanced water quality, improved fish habitat, flood mitigation, public safety, public recreation, and public 

access to the Iowa River. 

The project study area extends along the Iowa River from the Burlington Street Dam to U.S. Highway 6 in Iowa 

City.  The proposed project improvements are comprised of the following components: 

1. Burlington Street Dam Improvements – Key components include dam hazard reduction to improve 

public safety and providing fish passage. 

2. Riverfront Crossings Park – A new park located at the site of the City’s decommissioned North 

Wastewater Treatment Plant that will provide river access and serve as a focal point for the planned 

Riverfront Crossings mixed-use redevelopment area.  The park will provide areas of wetland and riparian 

vegetation and floodplain storage, helping to restore the site back to its historic condition. 

3. West Bank Improvements – Key components include river bank restoration and stabilization and a new 

regional pedestrian trail connection from Benton Street to U.S. Highway 6. 

Whitewater recreation was considered throughout the concept design process, but was eliminated from the 

planned improvements.  Initially, whitewater was envisioned as being combined with the Burlington Street Dam 

hazard reduction and fish passage improvements.  Without highly altering the existing dam, whitewater 

recreation as envisioned at Burlington Street Dam was found to be unfeasible due to floodplain impacts that 

could not be reasonably mitigated.  Following that conclusion, whitewater recreation located further 

downstream at the Riverfront Crossings Park was investigated.  Whitewater recreation was found to be 

achievable at Riverfront Crossings Park; however, the City eliminated the option during the concept design 

process based primarily on high order of magnitude costs. 

A Class 5 Cost Estimate corresponding to the AACE International Cost Estimate Classification System was 

developed for concept screening of the proposed improvements.  The estimated project cost is on the order of 

$36 million.  
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2. PROJECT INTRODUCTION 

Concept designs for proposed Iowa River and Riverfront Crossings Park Improvements located in Iowa City, Iowa 

are summarized in this report.  The project study area extends from the Burlington Street Dam downstream to 

the confluence with Ralston Creek just south of Highway 6 and proposed improvements include dam hazard 

mitigation, fish passage, river bank restoration and a pedestrian trail connection, and a new regional park 

(Riverfront Crossings Park).  The project site is in close proximity to the University of Iowa campus.  See the 

Project Schematic drawing below showing the general project area and location of proposed improvements. 

The design team for this project includes: 

 McLaughlin Whitewater Design Group – Prime Consultant, Whitewater, Dam Hazard Mitigation, and Fish 

Passage Design 

 John Anderson – Whitewater, Dam Hazard, and Fish Passage Design 

 RDG – Public Process, Landscape Architecture, and Planner 

 Stanley Consultants – Environmental/Preservation 

 Shoemaker & Haaland – Civil Engineering and Surveying 

 Terracon – Geotechnical Investigation 

 

Funding assistance for this project comes from several sources including the Iowa Flood Mitigation Program, U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Urban Waters Small Grant, Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs Great 

Places Grant, and Iowa Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Low-Head Dam Mitigation Grant. 

Project Stakeholders include: 

 City of Iowa City, Iowa 

 University of Iowa and Students 

 Iowa Department of Natural Resources 

 Federal Emergency Management Agency 

 Adjacent Landowners 

 Public/Community 

The Burlington Street Dam is located just downstream of the Burlington Street Bridge between the University of 

Iowa Power Plant and Stanley Hydraulics Lab.  The existing dam was originally built in the early 1900s by the 

University to provide hydroelectric power, but currently maintains a pool for diversion to the water intake 

structures for the University’s water and power plants.  The dam was modified in about 1926 to include a steam 

tunnel across the river.  The University’s hydraulics lab was later constructed in about 1928 just downstream of 

the dam as a strategic location to obtain a source of water for the lab’s operations.  Currently, the dam also 

provides a controlled upstream pool of water for recreation, such as rowing.  The existing dam creates 

dangerous flow conditions that have resulted in several drownings.  Another concern is that the dam impedes 

fish passage to upper reaches along the river.  For this project, two options were evaluated to improve the 

dam’s conditions.  Option A included dam hazard mitigation and providing fish passage.  Option B included 

whitewater recreation at the dam in addition to dam hazard reduction and providing fish passage.  
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The proposed regional park, Riverfront Crossings Park, is located at the site of the City’s decommissioned North 

Wastewater Treatment Plant and was a part of the previous master planning effort for the City in January 2013.  

Riverfront Crossings Park is planned to accommodate active uses as well as more passive trails and green space.  

The Park will include new constructed wetlands and restoration of Ralston Creek to the east; concept design of 

the Ralston Creek and wetlands improvements is being completed by Tetra Tech through EPA’s 2014 Green 

Infrastructure Technical Assistance Program and is not detailed in this report.  

Severe bank erosion has occurred along the west bank of the Iowa River between Benton Street and Highway 6.  

Restoration of this channel bank is a critical component of this project to protect the existing structures located 

along the top of the bank.  A regional pedestrian trail along this reach of the river was previously planned to be 

constructed by the City.  The preliminary design for this trail was completed for the City by Shive-Hattery in 

1997, but the trail has not been constructed.  Installation of the proposed trail, based on the Shive-Hattery plans 

was included in the bank restoration design and river hydraulic analysis.  To account for new buildings that have 

been constructed since the preliminary trail design was completed, the trail alignment will ultimately need to be 

adjusted; future design phases will focus more closely on modifying the previous trail design.   

3. PROJECT CRITERIA 

Design for the river improvements must be in accordance with the State Floodplain Mitigation Grant Project 

Plan, the Iowa City Floodplain Ordinance, FEMA Floodplain Regulations, and the Iowa Department of Natural 

Resources (DNR) Code.  The Riverfront Crossings Park design is guided by the Downtown and Riverfront 

Crossings Master Plan developed by HDR for the City in January 2013 and must also meet the requirements of 

the Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs Great Places Grant. 

Direction was provided from the University of Iowa, owner of the Burlington Street Dam, that for this study, it 

should be assumed that the existing dam structure would not be removed or substantially modified.  Also, the 

existing infrastructure such as the water treatment plant, power plant, and existing buildings would not be 

altered.  A subsequent feasibility study is ongoing to explore the costs and benefits of modifying the Burlington 

Street dam, but results of this study are not included in this report. The overarching constraint is that no 

structures or private property can have increased flood hazard risk as a result of this project. 

4. STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH AND PUBLIC MEETINGS 

Information was gathered from the project stakeholders and the general public throughout the project using the 

methods listed below: 

 Kickoff Meetings with City staff and project design team 

 Site visits with City staff, University staff, and project design team 

 Progress Meetings with City staff, project design team, University staff, City of Literature Board, Tetra 

Tech, and Strand Associates, as needed 

 Public Meetings, including Open House sessions to gather public input 

 Direct communication with various stakeholders, such as the University 

 Survey Monkey 

 Update reports to the grant providers (FEMA, EPA, Department of Cultural Affairs, DNR) prepared by the 

City. 
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Comments obtained from the public during the Open House portions of the public meetings held on April 29, 

2013 and January 28, 2015 are included in Appendix A.  Responses to the Survey Monkey are also included in 

Appendix A.  The Survey Monkey was performed in the summer of 2013.  Of the 168 participants, the 

demographics indicate that the main respondents were 35-54 (about 42%) and only about 5% were 18-24 (i.e., 

students), so there was some concern that the demographics for the survey were skewed. 

5. DATA COLLECTION 

5.1 Topographic Mapping and Field Surveys  

Topography for this project was developed from a combination of photogrammetric mapping, bathymetric 

survey, and supplemental field survey.  Following the floods in 2008, Ayres Associates completed a one-foot 

contour aerial survey of the site and the University of Iowa IIHR – Hydroscience and Engineering Department 

supplemented the aerial survey with bathymetric data of the river bottom.  Cross sections of the west bank from 

Highway 6 to Benton Street were surveyed by Shoemaker & Haaland for this project to assess apparent bank 

erosion, which showed significant change since the 2008 aerial survey (see Appendix G for cross sections 

comparing the 2008 topography to the 2013 field survey).  A depth of refusal survey to determine the depth of 

sediment and alluvium on the river bottom is planned to take place during preliminary design.  All topography is 

on NAVD 88 vertical datum. 

5.2 Utilities  

Utility information was gathered from the City and University as a combination of GIS mapping and as-built 

plans.  Approximate locations of all known utilities were compiled into AutoCAD base mapping.  Rims for the 

sanitary sewer manholes and the junction box to remain at the wastewater treatment plant were surveyed and 

as-built plans were used for pipe sizes and invert elevations.  All visible storm sewer outfalls to the river within 

the study reach from Highway 6 to the Burlington Street Dam were photographed and the inverts were 

surveyed with GPS.  The existing Burlington Street Dam crest with and without flashboards was surveyed to 

confirm the elevations used in previous studies. 

5.3 Geotechnical Investigations  

Previous geotechnical data for the project site was collected and analyzed.  Soil borings were provided to the 

team for the City’s following previous studies: 

1. Wastewater Treatment Plant Expansion, by Terracon for Metcalf & Eddy, 1987 

2. Sanitary Sewer Improvements, by Terracon for Metcalf & Eddy, 1988 

3. Phase II Subsurface Exploration, by Terracon for Stanley Consultants, 1994 

4. Proposed Pedestrian Bridge, by Terracon for Shive-Hattery 1995 

5. Water Main Crossing Replacement, by Terracon for Howard R. Green Company, 2009 

6. 21 West Benton Street, by Team Services, Inc. for Shive-Hattery, 2013 

A geotechnical investigation was completed by Terracon to supplement the previous data.  Three borings were 

drilled along the top of the west bank between Highway 6 and Benton Street.  The borings showed a substantial 

amount of uncontrolled fill material and relatively deep bedrock elevations; it is recommended that proposed 

structures on the west bank be supported on driven piles and that the proposed path be installed with over-
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excavation and geotextile placement.  Seven sediment samples were collected in the river from Highway 6 to 

just upstream of Burlington Street Dam and were analyzed for grain size.  The sediment consists of primarily 

sand with some silt.  The average D100 is 16.21 mm, D60 is 0.80 mm, D30 is 0.44 mm, and D10 is 0.33 mm for the 

samples.  These results will be used for scour analysis during preliminary design.  Please refer to the 

Geotechnical Report included in Appendix B. 

5.4 Other Available Plans  

With help from the City and University, we collected other background information for the project area 

including: construction plans for Burlington Street Dam, Burlington Street Bridges, Steam Tunnel Plans, UOI 

Underwater Structural Inspection Reports, North Wastewater Treatment Plant Environmental Investigation 

Report, North Excess Flow & Wastewater Treatment Facilities Improvements and Expansion Plans, Draft North 

Wastewater Treatment Plant Abandonment Plans, Riverfront Crossings Master Plan Report, Iowa River Corridor 

Trail from Benton Street to Sturgis Ferry Park Preliminary Plans, and Hydraulics Lab Flood Mitigation & 

Permanent Recovery Bid Documents. 

5.5 Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM)  

Shoemaker & Haaland performed an Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM) survey along Iowa River from just 

upstream of the Burlington Street Dam to the confluence with Ralston Creek.  The OHWM will be used in later 

design phases to determine fill within the OHWM for 404 permitting.  In this section of the Iowa River, the land 

and water below the OHWM is “Sovereign Land” held in public trust by the State of Iowa to protect the interest 

of all citizens in these lands and waters.  The Iowa DNR Sovereign Lands division enforces Section 571, Chapter 

13 of the Iowa Administrative Code which outlines the rules for construction or other related activities that alter 

the physical characteristics of public lands and waters.  Among other regulations contained in this section of the 

Iowa Administrative Code, paragraph 571-13.7(2)a states that “Placement of earth fill within the ordinary high 

water line shall not be allowed.  Retaining walls, sheet piling, gabions or other retaining structures shall be 

placed at or above the ordinary high water line.”  

Shoemaker & Haaland contacted the Iowa DNR to obtain guidelines for identifying and determining the OHWM 

prior to performing the field survey.  They used the Coralville Dam operations Regulation Schedule (see Schedule 

A-2 in Appendix D) combined with the field survey measurements to determine the general elevations of the 

OWHM along the river reach.  Their research determined that the water elevation for a 10,000 cfs flow rate, 

which is the typical maximum reservoir outflow, closely corresponded to observed physical evidence on the 

shoreline, and could be used to approximate the OHWM elevation.  The records for the USGS 05454500 gaging 

station located at the hydraulics lab just downstream of the Burlington Street Dam indicate that an elevation of 

636.1 is the water surface elevation that correlates to a flow of 10,000 cfs.  Based on the Ayres 2008 HEC-RAS 

water surface profile model for a flow of 10,000 cfs, the water surface at the confluence with Ralston Creek is 

about 1 foot lower than the elevation at the gaging station (i.e., elevation 635.1).  Using an elevation of 635.1 at 

the confluence with Ralston Creek and an elevation of 636.1 just downstream of the Burlington Street Dam, the 

OHWM limits were delineated using the project base topographic mapping.   
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5.6 Environmental Assessment  

Stanley Consulting prepared an Environmental Report for the project, including socioeconomic impacts, natural 

environmental impacts (wetlands, floodplain, wildlife, habitat, and threatened and endangered species, 

sediment sampling), physical impacts, and a cultural resources assessment.  A copy of the report is provided in 

Appendix C.  The report conclusions include: 

 A mussel reconnaissance should be completed prior to construction activities.  The results of the 

reconnaissance will determine if a full mussel survey is needed.  If a mussel survey identifies mussels, 

they may need to be relocated prior to construction activities. 

 A 404 permit from the USACE will be required for construction within Waters of the U.S. (i.e., below the 

OHWM for both the Iowa River and Ralston Creek). 

 Iowa River and Ralston Creek have defined FEMA floodplain limits for the 100-year floodplain, 500-year 

floodplain, and floodway.  Improvements within these limits will need to be evaluated to determine if 

they would cause a rise in water surface and/or increase the floodplain width. 

 The sediment samples reported arsenic values above the EPA Residential Soil Screening Level, but below 

the default background standard for Iowa soils, therefore, arsenic is not of concern and a Risk Evaluation 

and Response Action Plan is not required. 

 Verify with the State Historical Preservation Office (SHPO) and appropriate agencies that they concur 

with the cultural resource assessment’s findings. 

 Once the proposed project area is defined, a National Register Historic Places (NRHP) evaluation should 

be conducted. 

 An assessment of effect should be conducted for the U.S. Highway 6 Bridge and University of Iowa Main 

Power Plant. 

5.7 Wetlands Assessment  

As part of the environmental assessment, Stanley Consultants completed a wetlands assessment of the project 

study area during summer 2014.  No wetlands were found within or adjacent to the study area along the Iowa 

River and Ralston Creek.  Please refer to the Environmental Report in Appendix C for further information. 

5.8 Water Quality  

We obtained the IDNR 2007 Iowa River Total Maximum Daily Loads for Pathogen Indicators report for water 

quality background information.  Also, we obtained the test results for several constituents (dissolved oxygen, 

flow, pH, dissolved solids, temperature, and total suspended solids) from IDNR’s STORET water quality database 

website for two sites located upstream and downstream of Iowa City. 

The sediment sample results that were collected and analyzed by Stanley Consultants for the Environmental 

Report were uploaded to IDNR’s STORET/WQX database. 

6. HYDROLOGY 

Discharges on the Iowa River in Iowa City have been regulated by Coralville Dam since 1958.  The dam is located 

approximately nine miles upstream from the project site.  Hydrologic data used for this project is from the Flood 

Insurance Study for Johnson County and was developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps).  The 
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reported frequency analysis was last updated by the Corps following the 1993 floods.  The table below 

summarizes the design storm discharges for the Iowa River at the project site. 

 

Table 1 - Summary of Discharges 
Iowa River at USGS Gage in Iowa City 

Design Storm 
10-Year 50-Year 100-Year 500-Year 

(10% Annual Chance) (2% Annual Chance) (1% Annual Chance) (0.2% Annual Chance) 

Peak 
Discharge (cfs) 14,000 22,000 29,000 45,000 

 

An exceedance analysis was completed for mean daily discharge data from the USGS 05454500 gaging station 

located at the Stanley Hydraulics Laboratory on the Iowa River.  Data was collected from 1/01/1959 (post 

completion of Coralville Dam) to 3/27/2013 (last available at time of collection).  Typical Coralville Dam 

operations were discussed with the Corps and the only major operational change at Coralville Dam since its 

completion was an increase in the normal reservoir pool elevation.  This change did not affect the typical 

reservoir release rates and all data since the completion of the dam should be valid for the analysis.  The release 

rates do not normally vary based on time of day, so mean daily discharge data is applicable.  A copy of the 

Regulation Schedule for the Coralville Dam is included in Appendix D. 

The gaging station discharge data described above was used for an exceedance analysis of the targeted 

recreational months, May through September, to determine the recreational design flow of interest.  A separate 

exceedance analysis was completed for each month, and then the mean flowrate at each 10% exceedance 

interval was computed for May through September in order to determine the recreational exceedance curve.  

The recreational target exceedance range for river flows was selected as 20% to 80%, which is approximately 

700 cfs to 5,000 cfs.  Annual exceedance rates were also analyzed at the project site.  The computed 50% annual 

exceedance flow is approximately 1,400 cfs.  The exceedance charts are included in Appendix D. 

Based on conversations with the DNR, recommended target flows for fish passage range from the lowest 

exceedance until the dam is submerged.  The computed 99% annual exceedance flow is approximately 125 cfs 

(i.e., lowest exceedance).  The tailwater reaches the crest of the Burlington Street Dam at approximately 10,000 

cfs (i.e., dam submergence– about 2% annual exceedance flow).  Meeting the DNR criteria for fish passage at 

higher flows will be challenging given the project constraints and site limitations.  Please refer to the Fish 

Passage Section 7.3 for additional detail. 

7. BURLINGTON STREET DAM IMPROVEMENTS 

The Burlington Street Dam is a low-head dam located directly downstream of the Burlington Street Bridge and is 

situated between the University of Iowa Power Plant and Stanley Hydraulics Lab.  The dam was originally 

constructed in the early 1900s and has been modified through the years. Currently, the dam has an ogee type 

spillway and is approximately 12 ft. high, with a concrete crest at elevation 637.5 and flashboard crest at 

elevation 638.3.  Crude flashboards are attached to the crest of the dam and were used seasonally to control the 

upstream water depth for the University’s crew team.  However these flashboards are no longer functional.  The 

dam includes a utility tunnel for steam lines from the power plant.  Water intake structures for the University’s 

water plant and power plant are located about 400 feet and 20 feet, respectively, upstream of the dam on the 
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east side of the river.  Since the dam will not be significantly modified for this study, the operation of the intake 

structures will not be affected by the proposed improvements. 

7.1 Alternatives  

Two options were analyzed for this project.  Option A includes dam hazard reduction and fish passage, and 

Option B includes combined dam hazard reduction, fish passage, and whitewater recreation.  Concept exhibits 

for Option A and Option B are included in Appendix E.   

Option A 

The initial analysis for Option A assumed that concrete steps would be constructed across the entire river width 

on the downstream face of the existing dam to modify the flow hydraulics to reduce the dam hazard and 

provide fish passage.  Based on a cursory floodplain analysis, the dam hazard reduction portion of the project 

should not increase the river flood hazard. 

Installation of concrete steps will create fill within the river between the power plant and hydraulics lab 

buildings and modify the channel hydraulics.  Initial HEC-RAS modeling was completed to test the effect of fill in 

this area.  For an initial iteration, an average elevation of 634 would conservatively represent the dam hazard 

reduction improvements.  The modeling results demonstrate that a solid obstruction at elevation 634 would not 

raise the 100-year flood water surface elevation.  Above elevation 634, the water surface would begin to 

increase.  (For elevation reference, the dam crest is at 637.5 and the river bottom is at approximately 620.)  This 

is due to increased flow velocity from the constriction.  As the velocity head increases, the hydraulic grade line 

will decrease as a portion of the total energy.  At the same time, the total energy is also increasing from the 

added fill, and at some critical point the water surface will begin to increase with additional fill.  Due to the close 

proximity of the upstream dam, a limited increase in total energy will not affect the upstream floodplain.   

Option A appears to be feasible and was further analyzed.  See Sections 7.2 and 7.3 below for a more detailed 

discussion about dam hazard mitigation and fish passage improvements.   

Option B 

A river-wide whitewater course located directly downstream of Burlington Street Dam (to be left intact) was 

proposed for Option B.  For this concept level analysis, the whitewater course was designed as a series of five 

hydraulic drops of approximately 2-foot high with 150-foot long pools.  The recreational design flow range is 700 

cfs to 5,000 cfs as discussed in Section 6.  The drop crest sections were assumed to be trapezoidal-shaped weirs 

with shoulders that span the width of the river.  The weirs were designed to largely contain 700 cfs, allowing 

only trickle flow over the shoulders.  For this concept level analysis, the trapezoidal weirs have a 25 foot bottom 

width, 4 foot depth, and 2:1 side slopes.   

A cursory floodplain analysis was completed for the whitewater course as envisioned for Option B using the 

HEC-RAS model for the 100-year design storm.  As described below, based on the HEC-RAS modeling, it was 

conclusive that a whitewater course at this location is not feasible due to floodplain impacts.   

The whitewater course was first modeled with only the proposed hydraulic drop improvements added to the 

HEC-RAS model.  As expected, results showed a rise to the 100-year water surface elevations along the 3.5 mile 

reach upstream of the Burlington Street Dam to the Iowa Dam.  A 1.4-foot rise occurred to the 100-year water 

surface elevation just downstream of Burlington Street Dam, a 1.1-foot rise occurred just upstream of the 

Burlington Street Bridge, and a 0.4-foot rise occurred just downstream of the Iowa Dam for proposed conditions 
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without mitigation.  These rises in water surface elevations would significantly impact the existing floodplain 

along the river and would not be acceptable. 

In order to determine if the floodplain impacts could be mitigated (i.e., reduce the proposed condition water 

surface elevations to the existing elevations, or below), a proposed model with extreme mitigation efforts within 

the study area was completed.  Potential utility conflicts were ignored for this exercise.  Mitigation areas 

included the following: 

 The west bank was widened from the University Hydraulics Lab downstream to the Railroad Bridge.  The 

new top of bank was set approximately 20 feet from Riverside Drive.  The bank was sloped at 1:1 to the 

river bottom. 

 The east bank was widened downstream of the Burlington Street Bridge at the existing power plant 

property currently used for parking and storage.  Part of the property is currently in an ineffective flow 

zone due to the Burlington Street Bridge and the power plant building.  The effective zone was lowered 

to the river bottom elevation with a 1:1 bank slope. 

 The east bank was lowered for the Riverfront Crossings redevelopment between the Benton Street 

Bridge and the Railroad Bridge.  The area was lowered to elevation 637, the approximate elevation of 

the average annual peak flood. 

 The east bank was lowered for the Riverfront Crossings redevelopment at the decommissioned North 

Wastewater Treatment Plant between the U.S. Highway 6 Bridge and Benton Street Bridge.  The area 

was lowered to elevation 636, the approximate elevation of the average annual peak flood at this 

location. 

Results for the proposed whitewater course with extreme mitigation efforts were slightly lowered, but still 

showed a significant rise to the 100-year water surface elevations along the 3.5 mile reach upstream of the 

Burlington Street Dam to Iowa Dam.  A 1.1-foot rise occurred to the 100-year water surface just downstream of 

Burlington Street Dam, a 0.8-foot rise occurred just upstream of the Burlington Street Bridge, and a 0.3-foot rise 

occurred just downstream of the Iowa Dam.  Therefore, lowering of the banks to provide compensatory 

conveyance is not enough, and the impacts to the floodplain are too significant to be mitigated with fine-tuning 

of the whitewater course.  The whitewater course could be constructed with automated flashboards at each 

drop.  The flashboards would go down during flood flows, so the flood water surface elevations are not 

significantly impacted.  However, this type of whitewater course would be extremely costly to construct and 

require high maintenance.  Therefore we do not believe that this alternative is practical within this reach of the 

river. 

Based on floodplain impacts alone, Option B was dropped from further consideration and only dam hazard 

mitigation with fish passage improvements (Option A) were to be considered further within the vicinity of the 

dam.  Recreational whitewater was considered to be integrated into Riverfront Crossings Park but was later 

discarded by the City. 
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7.2 Dam Hazard Mitigation  

Conventional low head dams are deceptively dangerous.  The formation of a recirculating condition at the 

downstream toe of the dam, called a reverse roller, or submerged jump, or overly retentive hydraulic, has the 

potential to trap and drown people in the river (see Figure 1).  This perilous condition often appears harmless 

from the surface.  

 

Figure 1. Diagram of a reverse roller commonly known as a “drowning machine” 
 

The proposed project would add a stepped spillway to the existing dam to help prevent unsafe reverse roller 

hydraulics across a wide-range of river flows to improve public safety (see Figure 2).  The stepped spillway 

design creates visibly abrasive conditions, inherently warning people to stay away, unlike typical low-head dams 

that often appear much safer than they actually are.  The concept level design includes 10-foot horizontal to 1.5-

foot vertical steps extending from the crest down to the low flow tailwater elevation.  The final design of the 

step dimensions (length, height, and slope) will be determined with detailed hydraulic calculations and modeling 

in later phases.  The top step will be set about 1.5 feet lower than the existing concrete crest of the dam.  The 

crest elevation of the proposed flashboard gates will be unchanged from existing conditions in order to maintain 

the upstream pool.  See Appendix E for the concept plan, cross sections, and profiles for the Burlington Street 

Dam improvements showing the proposed steps. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Diagram of a hazard reduction step dam 
 

Construction of a low-hazard spillway can include grouted boulders, formed concrete, and Roller 

Compacted Concrete (RCC).  The cost of grouted boulders varies widely depending on source and availability.  

RCC is typically a lower cost option and has become one of the primary materials to construct low-head dams.  

Combinations of RCC and grouted boulders can be used to balance aesthetics, durability, and cost objectives.  

Availability and cost of local materials, input from stakeholders, and final spillway geometry will be considered 

during preliminary design to select construction materials.  During this phase, RCC or mass concrete fill has been 

assumed for costing purposes. 
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7.3 Fish Passage  

The concept design includes a naturalistic fishway at Burlington Street Dam.  See Appendix E for the concept 

plan, cross sections, and profiles for the Burlington Street Dam improvements showing the proposed fish 

passage channel.  A roughened channel is proposed on the west side of the river adjacent to the Stanley 

Hydraulics Lab.  The constructed fishway would be located entirely downstream of the existing dam to minimize 

required modifications to the existing structure.  A notch of about 15 to 35-foot wide would be constructed in 

the existing concrete dam crest to set the crest of the fishway about 1 foot lower than the concrete dam.  

Minimizing the depth of the fishway notch will help mitigate floodplain impacts and help control the hydraulics 

along the fishway, while leaving the existing utility tunnel through the dam intact.  Conceptual hydraulic 

modeling shows that a relatively steep rock ramp can likely be constructed without impacting the floodplain.  

The DNR provided the following criteria for fish passage through email correspondence with our project team: 

 Must operate year round. 

 Maximum hydraulic drop: 0.8 foot. 

 Maximum hydraulic slope: 20:1 (five percent). 

 Maximum velocity (burst speed) of 2 ft/s at one location at every channel cross section. 

 Minimum water depth of 6 inches. 

 Slow water areas must be provided for resting and staging a burst over a drop. 

 Attraction flow needed at or near the dam face itself; avoid dead ends since fish do not seek passage by 

traveling downstream.   

 Facilities must operate at the full range of flows from the lowest exceedance until the tailwater exceeds 

the dam crest. 

 A technical fishway should be avoided.  

The ability to meet these criteria for fish passage at Burlington Street Dam is controlled by the following project 

constraints and site limitations: 

 The existing Burlington Street Dam shall not be substantially modified. 

 Vertical walls confine the river at and downstream of the Burlington Street Dam. 

 Fill volume (i.e. length of structure and resulting slope) in the river is limited by floodplain constraints. 

 Fill height is limited by constructing against existing hydraulics lab and power plant buildings. 

Additionally, fish passage may be limited in the river by surrounding velocities not impacted by the proposed 

dam improvements.  Flood flows are highly restricted in this reach (between the hydraulics lab and the power 

plant buildings) and the stated maximum fish passage velocities may be exceeded.  This potential limitation will 

be assessed in future phases. 

The goal is to provide passage based on the DNR guidelines listed above for river flows up to approximately 

10,000 cfs, when the dam crest begins to be submerged.  Even after the dam crest is submerged, there is still 

hydraulic drop occurring across the dam through the 500-year event.  Once the dam crest is significantly 

submerged, fish passage will likely be unachievable since overbank flooding is impeded by existing structures.  

Detailed hydraulic modeling has not been completed for this concept design.  Comprehensive one-dimensional 

and two-dimensional modeling will be necessary in future phases to set the final fishway configuration, further 

assess the floodplain impact, and determine the range of flows that fish passage can reasonably be provided. 
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8. RIVERFRONT CROSSINGS PARK MASTER PLAN 

The City of Iowa City has realized several large floods along the Iowa River which have created extensive damage 

to public, private, and University of Iowa properties.  In an effort to move critical infrastructure facilities out of 

the floodplain after the major flood event in 2008, the City secured funding through the Iowa Flood Mitigation 

Program to decommission and demolish the City’s North Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) and convert the 

area into a new riverfront park.  This park will provide public open space area, recreational facilities, and access 

and trail connections to the river and the adjacent mixed-use redevelopment area; as well as provide floodplain 

storage and restoration of Ralston Creek to enhance Iowa City’s flood mitigation efforts.  Restoration of Ralston 

Creek was studied by Tetra Tech as part of the EPA Green Infrastructure Technical Assistance Program (see 

Reference 6).  Stream restoration and the associated wetlands were conceptually designed by Tetra Tech and 

have been incorporated into the park grading plan.   

The demolition of the plant was designed by Strand Associates for the City of Iowa City and construction is set to 

begin shortly.  Early grading plans for Riverfront Crossings Park were provided to Strand Associates to coordinate 

with the demolition design effort. 

In 2008, Iowa City was designated as a UNESCO City of Literature to recognize the City’s commitment to 

promote cultural diversity through creative literary works, programs, events, and festivals and make connections 

with writers and artists.  An Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs Great Places Grant was awarded to Iowa City to 

incorporate City of Literature elements into the park.   

The Riverfront Crossings Park Master Plan includes project goals, plan view of the park, a preliminary grading 

plan, riverfront connection and circulation plan, and description of major elements (park, recreational, and 

celebration of arts and culture). 

8.1 Park Case Study  

As part of the supporting research for this master plan, we looked at a series of riverfront parks across the 

country to better understand their strengths and challenges.  Here we focus on three parks that have tackled a 

primary challenge of transitioning from urban zone to riverfront edge with a variety of amenities and 

approaches.  The third park presented in these case studies, Denver’s Commons Park, perhaps best parallels the 

scope and conditions of Iowa City’s Riverfront Crossings Park.  All three parks, however, provide some 

interesting examples and insights to consider in the planning and development of Riverfront Crossings Park.  
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RIVERFRONT PARK, LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 

Source: www.lynchburgva.gov/riverfront-park 

This 3.38 acre park shares some commonalities with the circumstances of Iowa City’s Riverfront Crossings park 

by virtue of the park’s need to transition from an urban area to a more natural river’s edge treatment.  

The park focuses on connectivity – linking to a Riverwalk along the trail’s Northern edge and allowing users to 

make their way to a popular site in the James River known as Percival Island.  Unlike the terrain at Riverfront 

Crossings, this park addresses level terrain making connections simple – and less prone to erosion despite the 

site’s riverfront location. 

This park emphasizes parking on nearby streets, more 

so than within the park and employs a number of 

nature-based features for enhanced user experiences 

including rain gardens, shade trees and native wildlife 

plantings.  Boardwalks drive the connections of those 

features. 

To accommodate festivals and events, this park employs 

large open lawns and a specific stage area (used for 

apparently “routine” Friday night concerts during the 

summer months).  

A key feature of the park is its zero depth fountain, which serves as a backdrop for special events as well as an 

ongoing entertainment/recreation feature for park users.  
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JOHN W. GALBREATH BICENTENNIAL PARK, COLUMBUS, OHIO 

 

Source:downtowncolumbus.com/home/moving-forward/Scioto-mile 

Columbus, Ohio’s 4.66 acre Bicentennial Park serves as the south terminus of the dynamic and popular “Scioto 

Mile” – a wide array of features (public and private) intended to link from Columbus’s “Arena District” to the 

Whittier Peninsula. Described as “nature at its friendliest,” the mile and its associated parks connect through 

technology, structures, and signature features.  

A promenade sets the stage for the Scioto Mile’s connectivity – a promenade featuring a “stunning plaza” and 

an iconic fish-sculpture fountain.  

Two outstanding features drive “Mile” users to Bicentennial Park – 1) a permanent, striking performance 

pavilion, intended for significant event performances along the river; and 2) a fountain – more than 1/3 acre in 

footprint with 1,000 pop-up jets “creating a dancing wall of water, five halos that spray mist and fog, and a 

blossom features that shoots a stream of water over 70 feet in the air.”  In other words, this is a fountain to end 

all fountains.  It appears to serve as an icon for the park and the larger-scale Scioto Mile as well.  A popular 

restaurant also sited at the park turns Bicentennial Park into a true triple-threat.  

The Parks and Recreation 

Department programs the 

pavilion with a series of free 

concerts and other 

performances, and also 

makes the facility available 

for other community events.  

The Fountain operates 

seasonally from April through 

October.  It’s considered 

both an “architectural marvel 

and interactive area for 

aquatic play.”    Souce:www.sciotomile.com/explore/Scioto-mile-fountain/ 
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COMMONS PARK, DENVER, COLORADO 

Once a brownfield site, Commons Park is bordered by the South Platte River -on its western edge while its 

eastern edge borders an urban environment.  It’s accessible by foot, bicycle, bus and car.  The surrounding 

neighborhoods have a variety of connecting points via bridges, tunnels and paths.  

This park presents some distinct parallels to 

Iowa City’s Riverfront Crossings Park.  Despite 

the scale of the Denver Metropolitan Area, this 

park uses a similar approach to transition from 

the urban grid to a more natural riverfront 

setting through a tree-lined promenade, plaza, 

seating areas and park gateway features.  A 

cascading wall invites users more deeply into 

the park through a series of flex-spaces and 

artful features – aiding in that shift from urban 

lines to more organic features.  The park is 

directly connected to Denver’s dynamic 

downtown character and yet it successfully 

develops a landscape approach that allows 

wetlands and natural characteristics to fit into 

the overall park scheme.  

The large scale “commons” or lawn/open space areas also assist in that transition.  The emphasis in this park is 

on the greenspace and not on cars or parking.  As the Project for Public Spaces reports, the Commons hosts 

picnics, games, and pickup sports – even without formal designated sports fields (placemaking.pps.org). 

In addition to the cascading wall, facilities 

incorporated into Commons Park reflect 

the interest in providing a mix of areas for 

activity and for quiet or smaller 

scale/personal spaces.  In addition to 

bike/pedestrian paths, the park parallels 

the South Platte River with an active trail 

that also provides scenic vistas and resting 

points.  Benches, drinking fountains, shade 

facilities, additional jogging paths and 

direct access to natural areas strengthen 

both the urban and natural zones of this 

park.  The park also generates winter 

activity as a site for sledding. 

Source:www.denver.org/listings/Commons-park 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.everyaptmapped.org/apartments/denver,colorado,co/commons+park+west.html&ei=czAcVdefF4ergwTZ1YJA&bvm=bv.89744112,d.cWc&psig=AFQjCNGP5n0H9PO4jkdkJ7XIxS_Mo_fwHA&ust=1427997221176390
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8.2 Project Goals  

A draft of the park master plan was presented to the public on January 28, 2015 at the Terry Trueblood 

Recreation Area Lodge.  The draft presented at that public meeting was based on: 

 Past public involvement in support of Riverfront Crossings Master Plan 

 Public input developed through earlier park system planning efforts 

 Insights provided by city staff, and 

 A series of park case studies (See Park Case Study Section 8.1 of this report).  

The presentation and open house event specific to this plan was well-attended (crowd estimate, approximately 

150) with the public showing great interest in a variety of details related to the plan – from flood resilience, 

plantings and programs, adventure features, water quality treatment/wetlands and particularly strong interest 

in arts/culture/heritage components.  The consulting team received a number of thoughtful comments orally, in 

writing, and through interaction with the presentation boards.  

The final park master plan was modified to accommodate the public’s many helpful suggestions and address as 

many specific concerns as possible.  Based on past public input and input received at the January open house, 

several overarching goals have emerged:  

 Promote better environmental stewardship of our urban waters, in this case the Iowa River and Ralston 

Creek; 

 Improve public access to the Iowa River and Ralston Creek through enhanced trail connections, 

boardwalks, creek crossings, river overlooks and by providing new opportunities to get down to the 

water for fishing, boating, wildlife viewing, and other activities;  

 Provide a variety of active and passive recreational opportunities for all seasons; 

 Transform the land from impervious industrial hardscape into a regenerative and flood-resilient 

riverfront greenspace with a focus on native trees and landscapes, improved riparian corridors, 

wetlands, natural river and stream bank restoration, open greens, gardens and plazas that will invite 

quiet contemplation, nature play, education, community gathering, festivals and events;  

 Include features, elements and programming in the park that celebrate Iowa City as a “river town” and 

as a center for literature, art, and local history and culture; and  

 Consider the park a “changeable canvas” for environmental education, recreation and community 

events, celebrations and programs that respond to current and future needs and desires of the 

community as the new Riverfront Crossings neighborhood grows around it.  

As the park is constructed over the coming years, the community would greatly benefits public involvement to 

advocate and volunteer for park, river, and creek clean-up events, planting and maintaining landscapes, and 

organization of community events.  The formation of a “Friends of Riverfront Crossings Park” or “Friends of 

Ralston Creek” community organization could promote advocacy and action for the park in the future. 
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8.3 Riverfront Crossings Park Master Plan  

Below are exhibits showing the Riverfront Crossings Park Master Plan and Grading Plan.  Full size exhibits are 

included in Appendix F. 

Overall Riverfront Crossings Park Master Plan 
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Overall Riverfront Crossings Park Grading Plan 
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The planned components that make up the park include adventure elements, art elements, and park elements 

that provide a wide variety of activities for park users.  These elements are further described below. 

8.4 Adventure Elements  

Zip line 

Features such as zip lines activate the park, for not only the park users on the zip line, but also for those on the 

ground watching the people glide overhead.  The zip line would be a community attraction to draw users to the 

park.  The zip line is comprised of park towers with cables strung between them at inclines.  Users would zip 

from tower to tower, suspended from the cables via a harness and pulley system.  The towers would have two 

launch and landing platforms at different heights to allow two-way travel.  An optional third tower is illustrated 

on the west side of the river to allow for zip line travel across the river.  Due to their height, the towers become 

landmarks within the park and can be designed as icons, or canvases for art.  The zip line will require either City 

staff or a contracted vendor for operation and supervision. 

Some have expressed concern over operations and liability and have wondered about the “fit” of a zip line in a 

park with potentially beautiful, restive elements.  Many, however, endorse the concept of a zip line – particularly 

crossing the river – as a means of engaging young adults and providing some excitement in the park.  Some want 

to see the tower provide a potentially iconic art element for the park. 

   

Photo Credit: The Columbian    

Examples of a zip line (left) in Washougal, Washington, and an adventure tower (right) at Walker Johnson Park in 

Urbandale, Iowa 
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Bouldering Course 

Bouldering courses are another opportunity to activate the park and provide for a people-watching experience.  

The bouldering course would be composed of predetermined climbing hand-holds fastened in natural or 

artificial stone for climbing practice.  The height of the bouldering course would be kept at a lower height to 

mitigate the risk of falls.  Below the bouldering course, mulch, or rubberized play surfacing would be placed for 

added fall protection.  The proposed bouldering course would be located at the base of one of the zipline towers 

and built into a mounded hill.  This would allow access to both the top and bottom of the bouldering course.   

 

 
Bouldering course integrated into the topography of the park at the base of the north zip line tower 
 

       

Photo Credit: Nicros Inc.          Photo Credit: Sport Rock Intl, Inc. 

Examples of artificial stone bouldering course 
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Natural Playscape 

The natural playscape is an opportunity for non-structured play that relies on the child’s imagination while 

engaging the child in the outdoor environment.  The natural playscape can be comprised of salvaged materials 

that encourage children to think about new uses for everyday materials.  Old barrels can become drums, logs 

can become climbing steps, and stumps can be a performance stage.  Sand and water become the building 

blocks for miniature engineering projects.  

The natural playscape is located at the southeast corner of the park, near parking, restrooms, and the more 

natural elements such as the wetland and creek exploration areas.  Done well, the playscape should aid in 

transitioning young people from constructed, to true nature-based “real world “ experiences.  

 

  

Example of natural playscapes at Jester Park in Polk County, Iowa and ISU Vet-Med Child Care in Ames, Iowa. 
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8.5 Park Elements  

Restrooms / Concessions / Shelter 

A combined restroom building with concession stand and picnic shelter is located at the SE corner of the park.  

This will serve as the primary park shelter and restroom for the main portion of the park.  It’s located next to the 

artist’s plaza, natural playscape, zip line tower, and flexible park open space.  A secondary restroom building is 

identified in the northern portion of the park to serve the community garden and dog park areas.   

The program for these buildings would be sized to handle the average daily park users.  For large events 

additional food vendors or portable toilets will need to be added.   

The restroom building should be designed with durable, non-organic, non-porous materials and finishes that can 

withstand flooding.  Provisions for electrical and other equipment should either be removable or mounted 

higher on the walls above the protected floodplain elevation.  Consideration can be given to heating the 

concession stand for winter activities and/or providing a sufficient footprint to accommodate some basic 

equipment rental.  

   

Examples of a combination restroom building and park shelter at Memorial Park in Spirit Lake, Iowa (left) and a 

park shelter at Precedence Park in Ankeny, Iowa (right) 

Providing a flood resilient park building to host indoor activities, such as classes, art activities, winter activities, 

and a farmer’s market was considered.  While some citizens suggested using the 1930 Wastewater Operations 

Building for this purpose and to preserve the sense of history that it represents, others recognized that it would 

be difficult to flood-proof the building and make it accessible to persons with disabilities.  Since there is limited 

usable space within the building, the City Council determined that the costs of repurposing this building, flood-

proofing it, and making it accessible outweighed the potential benefits.  While the benefits of an indoor venue 

for community events in Riverfront Crossings would be considerable, particularly as the population increases 

over time, the location of such a facility should be carefully considered to ensure that it is accessible during flood 

events. 
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Creek / Nature / Wetland Exploration 

As stated in the Riverfront Crossings 2011 Subarea Plan, “the riverfront park has the potential to be designed to 

address water quality and quantity issues at a regional scale, as well as flood control during larger storm events. 

Ralston Creek has the opportunity to be designed to both stabilize the creek bank and create a restored riparian 

corridor alongside the creek.  A larger constructed wetland is designated for the southern portion of the 

riverfront park.  This wetland would be designed to retain, infiltrate and treat stormwater runoff.”  In 

furtherance of those stated goals, the City received a grant of technical assistance through the U.S. EPA’s Green 

Infrastructure Program.  Tetra Tech, a consultant hired by the EPA has developed a plan for naturalizing the 

reach of Ralston Creek that forms a portion of the east boundary of the park.  In addition, Tetra Tech has 

developed a concept plan for constructing a system of off-channel wetlands that will become a major feature of 

the new park.  The report and concept plan from Tetra Tech is available on the City’s Riverfront Crossings 

webpage.  This design will be further refined and be implemented as the first phase of park with estimated 

completion about December 2016.  

The public supports the reconstructed wetland areas and encourages these areas to be maximized at the park 

since wetlands are a source of beauty and habitat.  The educational story of the wetland areas is critical to 

enable park users to understand the importance of these natural systems.  Elements that can be implemented 

at the park to enhance learning about wetlands, habitat, and flooding through this feature are welcomed by 

members of the public. 

Bridges, gravel paths, stepping stones and interpretive elements along and across the creek and in the wetland 

area provide opportunities for nature exploration, observation and education.  Interpretive displays can 

highlight lessons about various topics, including native plant communities, aquatic animals, green storm water 

management, the importance of wetlands, and floodplain geology.  

   

Photo Credit: Maureen Bovet Horticulture Presentations 

Stepping stones along a pond at the Coastal Maine Botanical Garden (left) and proposed creek exploration area 

at Forest Grove Park in Bettendorf, Iowa (right) 
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Wetland Boardwalk 

A boardwalk is proposed for the wetland area to allow park users access to observe plant and wildlife commonly 

found in wetlands and along the Iowa River.  The boardwalk will provide another opportunity for educational 

and interpretive signage and public art highlighting the importance of the environmental features of the park. 

 
The boardwalk feature at Riverfront Crossings Park will provide park users unique opportunities to a connection 
to a restored wetland environment in an urban environment along the Iowa River. 

The boardwalk could be built of wood, composite, or metal decking and designed to withstand inundation 

during normal river/creek fluctuations.  Floating sections could even be considered. 

  

Photo Credit: Doug Cornelius 

Example of a wetland boardwalk at the Broadmoor Wildlife Sanctuary in Natick, Massachusetts (left), and a 

proposed boardwalk system along the I-35 Bluebelt in Ankeny, Iowa (right) 
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Flexible Open Spaces 

Flexible open spaces are planned for the park for year-round use.  These areas can be used for enjoyment of a 

sunny day, ball games, picnics, festivals, concerts, and winter activities.  Winter activities can include cross 

country skiing and snow shoeing along the trails, holding winter events in the plaza, interaction with the frozen 

creek, and viewing wildlife, particularly the eagles from the overlooks. 

As opposed to typical park turf grasses, we envision the lawn/meadow areas seeded in native, drought tolerant 

low-rise mixes, appropriate for periodic mowing.  The extent of the mowed areas can change throughout the 

year depending on space needs and mowing can occur in preparation for specific events.  In areas of anticipated 

frequent mowing, there may be a need to include some non-native species in the seeding mix; however, it is this 

plan’s intent for native species to dominate this park. 

             

Flexible open spaces in New York City’s Central Park (left) and the Palace Garden in Stuttgart, Germany (right) 

Landscape (Native and Ornamental) Plantings 

A combination of plant material will be planned for the park.  Native shade trees would provide the overstory 

canopy for the park. These trees will provide habitat for birds and bats which will help control insect 

populations, as well as provide shade and comfort for park users.  Trees will be used to frame views along 

promenades, as well as form an edge to the park along the adjacent streets.  In other areas trees will be located 

throughout the park to provide informal settings.   

In most of the park, understory shrubs and trees would be kept to a minimum to maintain open views and a safe 

atmosphere.  Along the river banks and in the wetland, native riparian shrubs would be planted to create 

additional stabilization and habitat.  Fruiting shrubs and trees could be located in key areas to provide edible 

food for humans and animals alike. 

Along the adjacent streets, ornamental plant beds would be an opportunity for showy native and or edible 

perennials to enhance the streetscape and park edge.  In open areas of the park, predominately native turf type 

grasses would be planted that could withstand mowing (see above).  Minimizing areas of highly maintained turf 

grass and mowed areas and substituting low-rise prairie plants or other landscaping reflective of our natural 

heritage will greatly reduce maintenance costs, enhance rain water quality and quantity management capacities 

of the park and limit the use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides.  
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Landscaping plantings at the artist’s plaza and ornamental garden areas will transition from traditionally formal, 

to a celebration of natives/prairie heritage.  Preservation and protection of the mature trees at rivers’ edge, 

especially considering their role in providing eagle habitat, will be a priority as the park is implemented. 

Along the perimeter of the park and in more natural areas, mesic native grasses and forbs would be planted.  

Paths within these native plantings could be mowed to allow for access and educational opportunities.  At the 

river, creek and wetland edges, a wet mix of native plants would be planted.  These would include sedges, 

rushes, water lily, iris, buttonbush, rose mallow among other water loving plants. 

     

Photo Credit: Matthew Rothenberg & Pam Penick 

Native grasses and forbs at Standing Bear Lake in Omaha, Nebraska (left) and mixed native and non-native 

ornamental plantings at the Lurie Garden in Chicago, Illinois (center and right) 

Community Gardens 

Community garden plots are proposed at the north end of the park, but based on community interest, 

particularly as the new residential neighborhood grows around the park, additional areas may be designated for 

community gardens.  Edible plant material and fruit trees would be planned for this area and in other 

appropriate areas of the park to supplement the community garden plots.  A tool shed would also be located in 

this area along with hose bibs for watering plants.  

  

Photo Credit: NYC Community Garden Coalition          Photo Credit: Eye On Design 

Example of urban community garden plots in New York City (left) and a garden shed and shelter at the P-Patch 

Community Garden in Seattle, Washington (right) 
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Dog Park 

Also located in the north end of the park is the proposed off-leash dog park.  This would be a fenced area with a 

combination of shaded and open spaces for dogs to run freely.  The size of this area will need to be appropriate 

for the limited space within this urban park.  Activity structures could be installed.  A source of potable water 

should be included.  Maintenance and upkeep should be carefully considered due to the limited size, particularly 

if the area is heavily used.  

 

Photo Credit: City of Coconut Creek 

Example of off-leash dog park at Windmill Park in Coconut Creek, Florida 
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8.6 Riverfront Connection and Circulation  Plan  

Neighborhood Connections 

The importance of the trail network and its connectivity to the surrounding neighborhood cannot be overstated 

as a means of encouraging walking, biking, and other alternative modes of transportation in the Riverfront 

Crossings District.  See the next page for an exhibit showing the Riverfront Connection and Circulation Plan.  A 

full size exhibit is included in Appendix F. 

The location of the Park within the larger Riverfront Crossings District Sub-Area provides several opportunities 

for connections between high density land uses and public open space.  The 2011 Riverfront Crossings Sub-Area 

Plan identifies a 76-acre redevelopment zone east of the Park designed to accommodate up to 900 residential 

units and up to 220,000 sq. ft. of ground floor retail/office space.  The goals established for the Sub-Area Plan 

below are reinforced by the programmatic elements of the Park: 

 Develop a new mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented district 

 Create a resilient riverfront park system 

 Enhance Ralston Creek to become a community asset 

 Develop a multi-modal transportation system 

 Create a network of green streets throughout the district 

 Promote sustainable design practices within the district 

Connectivity of the Iowa River Trail along the east bank of the Iowa River from the south to north edges of the 

Park, safe and accessible crosswalk connections from the Park across Capitol Street and Kirkwood Avenue as 

well as pedestrian connections to the Benton Street bridge, which will provide access from development on the 

west side of the river.  The main entranceway to the Park is planned at the terminus of Clinton Street, which will 

provide a direct connection between the park and Downtown Iowa City along the planned Clinton Street 

promenade. A bridge across Ralston Creek is proposed to provide a trail connection and direct access between 

the Park and adjacent mixed-use development proposed on the east side of Ralston Creek, west of Gilbert 

Street.  Pedestrian streets will extend from Gilbert Street to Ralston Creek where they will intersect with a trail 

network on the east side of Ralston Creek and the planned bridge crossing across the creek.  A stepping stone 

pathway crossing is also proposed across Ralston Creek to the adjacent mixed-use development proposed on 

the east side of Ralston Creek.  This pathway is intended to provide a ‘creek exploration’ experience for Park 

users. 
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Overlooks and River Terraces 

The Iowa River has a diverse wildlife and riparian habitat culture, including eagles that congregate and nest in 

the tall trees along the river.  In order to provide views and access to the river several overlooks and access 

points are planned along the east bank of the Iowa River in the park.  A large river overlook point is proposed for 

the end of the Kirkwood Promenade.  This deck structure would be cantilevered over the river bank with views 

up and down the river.  Benched river terraces north and south of this overlook would provide spots to walk 

along the river.  Three ramped and or stepped access paths are proposed connecting the terraces to the trail 

that runs along the river bank. 

   

Photo Credit: Turenscape    Photo Credit: WKVI FM 

Examples of overlooks at Shanghai Houtan Park in Shanghai, China (left) and at Tippecanoe River State Park in 

Indiana (right) 

Boat Access 

At the north end of the park, a paved boat ramp and turn-around space is planned for launching canoe, kayaks, 

and motorized boats.  This boat ramp could also be used as a put-in point to the Iowa River for those portaging 

around the Burlington Street Dam.  In addition to the boat access, a few members of the public expressed an 

interest for a kayaking course to be considered along the Iowa River at the park. 

Trails 

Combinations of paved and granular trails would be planned for the park.  The main trail links would be paved 

and at ADA accessible grades.  Secondary trails could be gravel covered, or simply mown paths.  Where feasible, 

trails within the Park should be located above the 10-year flood elevation of 640 feet.   

  

Examples of paved trails (left) and granular trails (right) 
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Kirkwood and Clinton Street Promenades 

At the end of Kirkwood Street, Capital Street, and Clinton Street, two promenade spaces are proposed that 

would continue the street grid into the park and provide inviting framed views and termini from the adjacent 

streets.  Many park and art elements would be located within these promenade areas.  

 

Aerial view of the proposed Krikwood Avenue promenade 

Parking (Auto and Bike) 

Two parking areas are planned for the park.  One area is located at the north end of the park to serve the boat 

ramp, community gardens, and dog park.  The other parking area is located just south of Kirkwood on the east 

side of the park to serve the main park area.  Bio-retention areas within or adjacent to the parking lot would be 

installed to collect, treat, and infiltrate storm water run-off before it is released into the Iowa River or Ralston 

Creek.  Bicycle parking areas with bike racks would also be provided at these and other locations in the park. 

8.7 Celebration of Arts and Culture Elements  

Initially, the concepts related to public art for inclusion in this park were focused primarily on City of Literature 

components.  The City of Literature is an exceptional honor bestowed on Iowa City and worthy of celebration.  

To a large extent, the public endorsed the concepts proposed in the master plan to celebrate the City’s 

designation as a UNESCO City of Literature.  They viewed these elements as dynamic and potentially significant 

to the overall park impact.  They appear to resonate as a powerful, valuable distinction for the park.  Goals for 

the City of Literature park components, based in part on the City of Literature charter, include: 

 Engaging the public in appreciating the importance of words/language 

 Creating an awareness of the role of literature in the larger Iowa City community  

 Connecting writers to readers, and  

 Developing new audiences for literature through awareness and interaction 
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At the same time the designers developed components to address those goals, they learned through the public 

engagement process of the strong community interest in expanding the arts components for the park to appeal 

to a wider audience to also engage visual arts, theatre, dance, movement, and music – diverse arts experiences.  

They look for hands-on arts activities, opportunities for artists/artisans to display/demonstrate, and visual and 

interactive elements (e.g., sculpture park or changing visual arts exhibits).  On a related note, a few emphasized 

the need for the arts components to appeal to persons of wide-ranging developmental abilities.  The public 

spoke of welcoming City of Literature as a vital component of the park, but it was not their exclusive interest in 

the arts.  The arts elements still work cooperatively to achieve City of Literature goals, but they also provide the 

public a variety of opportunities to engage in many different art forms as artist or audience.  As an example, 

some would like to see the trail markers expand beyond the City of Literature feature to become more distinct 

art objects in and of themselves, and/or serve as means to display sculpture or other art components.   

Finally, these arts and interpretive components also serve to achieve an equally significant park goal – to build 

awareness around the role of floodplains, water quality, and natural water systems in our everyday lives.  The 

concept of a curvilinear public art installation as the signature entranceway feature to the park that combines 

the theme of water with literary or artistic themes, a sort of “river of words or ideas,” resonated with the public 

particularly with its potential for water play and for creating small performance, community gathering, or 

activity spaces within the curves.  

Gateways 

Also dubbed “poetry portals,” these gateways to the park are purposely monumental in scale, designed to link 

downtown to the park.  The designers sought a vertical visual that could be captured from a distance to help 

with that link.  These portal sites have been chosen to frame significant views from the urban-grid environment 

as the park user transitions into a more natural, organic setting.  They essentially lead the visitor to water while 

echoing City of Literature themes.  Addressing more than poetry, these portals intend to intrigue the park 

visitor.  Much like a book cover begs to be opened, these portals compel you to pass through.  These portals 

lend themselves to celebrating a wide range of literature options.  While the design of these portals will need to 

refined, there would be opportunities for dynamic lighting and specific words or phrases incorporated into the 

design.  

       

View of City of Literature Gateways from S. Clinton Street looking into the park.  Close-up view of City of 

Literature Gateway 
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Sabin Arches 

Due to major flood damage to the University of Iowa arts campus in 2008, the University is relocating its music 

school and art museum to the northern part of the Riverfront Crossings District.  As a result of this move and 

resulting exchange of properties, the former Sabin Elementary School will be demolished.  To mitigate for loss of 

this historic building, certain architectural elements of the school building will be preserved and interpretive 

signage developed to celebrate the history of the school.  These architectural features, including the distinctive 

entryway arches, will be featured prominently in the new park.  

Through preservation of the Sabin arches (significant artifacts of an historic area school), coupled with the 

resonance of the poetry portals above, this park reflects past, present, and future.  The alignment of the arches 

reflects their historic configuration in relation to each other and provides destination point, river view 

observation point, and performance/gathering/display space to serve multiple purposes based on public needs 

and interests.  The design of the courtyard formed by the arches will be designed with seating, gardens, plaza 

space or a combination of the above depending on the desires of the community. Interpretive signage will 

provide historical information about the stone arches and the school.  

    

View of Sabin arches looking west along the Krikwood Avenue Promenade (left) and view of the Sabin School 

(right) 

 

An Artist’s Trail  

Iowa City’s new Riverfront Park is a large park with many opportunities to locate art and experience it.  In 

addition to the many gathering spaces, mowed-meadow venues, and the plaza already mentioned, a series of 

informal pads are planned along the trail.  Their function is to provide an additional option for ongoing 

artistic/cultural and/or interpretive display and interactivity.  The temporary placement of public art on an 

ongoing basis is one of the outcomes this trail feature hopes to encourage.  
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Stone Markers and Creek Stepping Stones  

While this park plan launches literature skyward through the poetry portals, it also engages the public in 

discovery of words etched in stone markers and stepping stones.  These elements lead the public through the 

park and into/through Ralston Creek, creating more informal park spaces and ultimately, direct immersion into 

the park’s environment.  They provide a “poetic” connection as stones and words disappear and reappear as the 

waters rise and fall. 

   

Proposed stone markers viewed from the wetland boardwalk (left) and example of a stone marker at Jester Park 

in Polk County, Iowa (right) 

    

Photo Credit: Andrew Lawson 

View of poetry art installation “Little Sparta” near Edinburgh, Scotland by Ian Hamilton Finlay (left) and proposed 

stepping stones crossing Ralston Creek (right) 
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Artist’s Plaza 

The Clinton Street terminus and primary gateway into the park had originally been slated to serve as the 

Writer’s Plaza, but public feedback confirmed the interest in developing this space to serve wide-ranging artistic 

interests.  It was desirable to introduce water engagement at this park’s entryway, but a fountain-display was 

less valuable to the public and planners than a more organic feature, aiding in that city-to-river transition. 

Through a meandering wall, runnel, and seeps, the plaza offers many spaces for medium-sized gatherings, 

smaller group interactions, and also personal, reflective experiences.  Voice plays, music performances, 

temporary outdoor “galleries”, dance, yoga or larger markets – all have opportunity to occur at the plaza.  The 

programming options have few boundaries.   

     Photo 

Credit: David O’Brien       Photo Credit: Ian Poellet 

Examples of limestone wall water features at City Garden in St. Louis, Missouri (left) and Jamison Square Park in 

Portland, Oregon (right)  

The gateway wall’s form evolved from the desire to lead park visitors to the water as well as provide these 

varied spaces.  The main plaza promenade blends some formality with the introduction of wilder spaces and 

provides a unique, dramatic backdrop for large-venue events occurring on the main gathering meadow.  

      

Examples of serpentine stone and pavement patterns at Western Technical College in La Crosse, Wisconsin, that 

serve as inspiration for the water feature in the artist’s plaza. 
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The Artist’s Plaza at Riverfront Crossings Park will provide spaces for smaller intimate gatherings and larger 
community events. 
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9. WEST BANK RESTORATION AND PEDESTRIAN TRAIL 

During a site visit in November 2013 to the City’s North Wastewater Treatment Plant (now decommissioned), 

the team observed severe erosion along the west bank of the Iowa River between U.S. Highway 6 and Benton 

Street.  The east bank of the river appeared to be more stable and riprap and concrete rubble protection is 

visible along the waterline for much of the reach.  Photos from the site visit are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. 

 

Figure 3. View of the eroded west bank of the Iowa River looking 

southwest from the City’s WWTP 

 

Figure 4. View of the eroded west bank looking west from the City’s WWTP 
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Figure 5. View of the east bank of the Iowa River from underneath Benton St. Bridge. 

To investigate the apparent bank erosion, Shoemaker & Haaland surveyed sections of the damaged west bank 

spaced at approximately 200 feet to compare to the aerial topography developed by Ayres Associates in 2008 

after the historic flooding occurred.  Cross sections from the west bank survey effort are included in Appendix G 

comparing the 2008 topography to the 2013 field survey.  The surveyed sections demonstrate that drastic bank 

erosion has occurred since 2008, especially within 700 feet upstream of Highway 6.  The bank has eroded as 

much as 17 feet horizontally and 10 feet vertically when compared to the topography from 2008.  It is likely that 

saturation of the bank, scour at the toe of the bank, and loss of armoring and vegetation that occurred during 

the 2008 flooding contributed to the rapid bank erosion that followed.  Much of the west bank is highly 

susceptible to further bank erosion.  This threatens existing structures and the installation of the proposed trail 

along the bank.  Additionally, it detracts from health of the aquatic environment and should be addressed to 

make the river an amenity to the community.  Efforts to restore or at least stabilize the bank and protect it from 

future erosion are paramount. 
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Figure 6. Existing channel bank represents possible model for restored river bank – note that the proposed 

riprap armoring would be buried beneath the surface. 

The structural portions of the proposed bank improvements include restoring the bank with fill at a maximum 

slope of 2:1 and placing soil-mixed rock riprap under a layer of topsoil and seeding (above normal flows).  The 

toe of the bank would be protected by extending a riprap layer of armoring to existing bedrock or below the 

estimated scour depth, or with self-launching rock.  The selection of the toe armoring will depend upon future 

analysis and survey of bedrock elevations.  Self-launching toe protection typically requires less excavation to 

install in the streambed compared to the more traditional method of extending rock riprap protection below the 

estimated scour depth.  Armoring the toe of the bank in one of these manners is needed to safeguard the bank 

from the destabilizing effects of potential riverbed scour.  A scour analysis should be completed during 

preliminary design to determine scour depth and required size of riprap protection.  For initial costing purposes, 

an approximate scour depth of 10 feet was assumed and Iowa Department of Transportation Class D revetment 

was assumed to be sufficient for the riprap.  Riprap will extend up to 15 vertical feet from the toe of the bank 

where restoration is needed.  Areas of existing bank that have not eroded are planned to be left undisturbed 

and the remaining vegetation above the scour zone would be protected and left in place.  Additional vegetation 

would be integrated into the bank armoring for a more natural appearance.  The concept plan and cross sections 

for the west bank improvements are included in the Appendix G.   

Preliminary design for a regional trail along the west bank was completed for the City by Shive-Hattery in 1997.  

The portion of this trail from Benton Street to Highway 6 should be designed in conjunction with the bank 

restoration improvements to coordinate the proposed grading.  The trail will connect to the existing path on the 

upstream side of Benton Street, be routed under the Benton Street Bridge, and connect to a proposed trail on 

the upstream side of Highway 6 that is proposed to be routed under the Highway 6 Bridge by others.  The 

majority of the 1997 trail design is shown along the top of bank.  This alignment will need to be adjusted to 

account for new buildings that have been constructed along the river since the preliminary design was 

completed.  The City may also want to consider an alternative alignment to lower the trail on the bank in order 
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to allow trail users to get closer to the river and to preserve some of the taller overstory trees that are currently 

providing habitat for bald eagles and osprey.  The 1997 plans proposed a pedestrian bridge to cross an existing 

tributary channel.  An option is shown on the concept plan to extend an existing 10’ x 5’ concrete box and fill in 

the channel, instead of installing a bridge.  At this concept level, the design by Shive-Hattery was used to provide 

concept-level costs.  The approximate trail alignment, adjusted for existing buildings and parking lots, has been 

shown on the west bank concept plan and cross sections included in Appendix G. 

10. FLOODPLAIN HYDRAULICS 

The Iowa City Floodplain Ordinance requires new and substantially improved structures to be constructed a 

minimum of one foot above the 500-year flood elevation.  The floodplain ordinance also prohibits any use in the 

floodway that increases the 100-year flood elevation, unless approved by the Iowa DNR.  For these reasons, 

both the 100-year and 500-year design storms were assessed for the proposed improvements.  It is critical that 

the proposed project does not increase the flood risk of existing structures or private property. 

HEC-RAS version 4.1 software was utilized for conceptual flood modeling.  The University of Iowa provided the 

HEC-RAS model prepared by Ayres Associates in 2009 along the Iowa River.  This model was developed with 

more recent topography than the FEMA regulatory model and was calibrated with surveyed high water marks 

from the historic flood of 2008; it is considered to be the best available 1-dimensional hydraulic model for the 

project site.  

The Existing Conditions Model used for this study was developed from the Ayres HEC-RAS model with a few 

modifications.  The topography on the west bank of the river between Highway 6 and Benton Street was revised 

to reflect recent bank scour (2013 land survey by Shoemaker & Haaland) and new cross section locations were 

added to the model to provide additional detail within the study reach. 

A proposed HEC-RAS model was prepared based on concept-level grading for the planned improvements: dam 

hazard mitigation, fish passage, west bank trail and stabilization, and Riverfront Crossings Park.  The proposed 

conditions water surface elevations were compared to existing conditions for the 100-year and 500-year storm 

events and it was found that minor water surface increases occur through Riverfront Crossings Park (see Tables 

1 and 2 for comparisons for the 100-year and 500-year storm events, respectively).  While the hydraulic grade 

line (water surface) increases slightly through the proposed park, the total energy decreases with the proposed 

improvements.  A limited increase to the water surface elevations is a common result of slower flood velocities 

at locations with modest increases in flood conveyance area.  Just upstream of the park, the proposed water 

surface elevations are slightly below the existing elevations.  We believe that a variance for the limited water 

surface elevation increases should be requested for the following reasons: 

 

1. No private property or existing structures are impacted. 

2. The increase is minimal (<0.05 feet) and limited to a short distance at the park. 

3. The increase is the result of improved flood conveyance area rather than fill. 

A FEMA letter of map revision process would need to be completed for the proposed project to document the 

revised floodplain conditions. 
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100-Year Water 

Surface 

Elevation (ft)

100-Year Energy 

Grade Elevation 

(ft)

100-Year Water 

Surface 

Elevation (ft)

100-Year Energy 

Grade Elevation 

(ft)

20944 647.75 648.2 647.71 648.17 -0.04

20905 Burlington St Bridge -- -- -- -- --

20866 647.44 647.9 647.4 647.87 -0.04

20854 647.37 647.88 647.34 647.85 -0.03

20844 Dam Crest 647.37 647.88 647.34 647.85 -0.03

20798 646.4 646.75 -- -- --

20768 Proposed Dam Safing ends 646.41 646.74 646.26 646.83 -0.15

20716 646.44 646.69 646.39 646.67 -0.05

20634 646.28 646.67 646.22 646.64 -0.06

20475 646.14 646.61 646.11 646.58 -0.03

19969 646.03 646.44 645.99 646.4 -0.04

19512 645.97 646.31 645.93 646.28 -0.04

19025 645.86 646.22 645.83 646.18 -0.03

18950 Railroad Bridge -- -- -- -- --

18865 645.69 645.95 645.65 645.91 -0.04

18569 645.57 645.89 645.59 645.87 0.02

18438 645.53 645.84 645.51 645.82 -0.02

18293 645.49 645.81 645.47 645.78 -0.02

18193 Benton St Bridge -- -- -- -- --

18093 645.37 645.72 645.33 645.68 -0.04

17848 645.35 645.65 645.3 645.6 -0.05

17648 645.28 645.61 645.23 645.56 -0.05

17447 645.37 645.52 645.08 645.51 -0.29

17339 645.06 645.47 645.09 645.45 0.03

17297 645.05 645.46 645.06 645.43 0.01

17217 645.04 645.43 645.07 645.41 0.03

17097 645.03 645.4 645.06 645.38 0.03

16858 645.04 645.32 645.08 645.32 0.04

16633 Upstream HY 6 Bridge 645.01 645.29 645.01 645.29 0

Cross 

Section Description

Table 2 - 100-Year Concept-Level Flood Analysis Results

Existing Conditions Proposed Conditions

100-year Flood 

Elevation 

Change (ft)
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At Burlington Street Dam, both the stepped dam spillway (hazard mitigation) and the roughened fish passage 

channel result in “fill” to be placed in the river between the University power plant and the hydraulic lab.  

Limited fill in this location does not increase flood hazard due to increased flow velocity from the constriction.  

This is essentially the converse condition to what is occurring to the floodplain at Riverfront Crossings Park.  As 

the velocity head increases, the hydraulic grade line decreases as a portion of the total energy.  At the same 

time, the total energy is also increasing from the added fill, and at a critical point the water surface will begin to 

increase with additional fill.  Due to the close proximity of the upstream dam, limited increase in total energy at 

this location does not affect the upstream floodplain, as shown in the proposed HEC-RAS model results.  As 

proposed, fill from the stepped spillway and roughened fish passage channel does not go beyond the critical 

point to cause an increase to the flood elevations.  Additional fill resulting from a fishway with a lower slope 

would provide slower velocities for fish passage, but would not be feasible due to negative impacts to the 

500-Year 

Water Surface 

Elevation (ft)

500-Year 

Energy Grade 

Elevation (ft)

500-Year 

Water Surface 

Elevation (ft)

500-Year 

Energy Grade 

Elevation (ft)

20944 651.89 652.57 651.99 652.67 0.1

20905 Burlington St Bridge -- -- -- -- --

20866 651.57 652.29 651.67 652.38 0.1

20854 651.49 652.26 651.59 652.36 0.1

20844 Dam Crest 651.49 652.26 651.59 652.36 0.1

20798 650.77 651.35 -- -- --

20768 Proposed Dam Safing Ends 650.77 651.33 650.54 651.41 -0.23

20716 650.84 651.24 650.74 651.17 -0.1

20634 650.61 651.2 650.5 651.13 -0.11

20475 650.46 651.14 650.37 651.06 -0.09

19969 650.36 650.92 650.27 650.84 -0.09

19512 650.3 650.78 650.21 650.69 -0.09

19025 650.14 650.66 650.05 650.58 -0.09

18950 Railroad Bridge -- -- -- -- --

18865 649.91 650.32 649.82 650.23 -0.09

18569 649.84 650.26 649.79 650.15 -0.05

18438 649.83 650.22 649.74 650.11 -0.09

18293 649.78 650.19 649.64 650.07 -0.14

18193 Benton St Bridge -- -- -- -- --

18093 649.17 649.68 649.02 649.52 -0.15

17848 649.18 649.57 648.99 649.43 -0.19

17648 649.16 649.52 648.95 649.39 -0.21

17447 649.22 649.45 648.92 649.34 -0.3

17339 648.78 649.39 648.98 649.26 0.2

17297 648.71 649.37 648.82 649.24 0.11

17217 648.71 649.33 648.84 649.21 0.13

17097 648.7 649.28 648.83 649.18 0.13

16858 648.72 649.19 648.81 649.14 0.09

16633 Upstream HW 6 Bridge 648.91 649.06 648.91 649.06 0

Table 3 - 500-Year Concept-Level Flood Analysis Results

Cross 

Section Description

Existing Conditions Proposed Conditions

500-year Flood 

Elevation 

Change (ft)
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floodplain.  The following tables summarize the existing and proposed conditions 100-year and 500-year flood 

elevations based on the concept-level design. 

At the crest of the dam, the proposed condition 500-year water surface elevation is about 0.1 feet higher than 

the existing condition for the concept-level analysis.  During preliminary design, the fish passage notch will need 

to be adjusted to reduce this increase.  In addition, a more detailed analysis of the dam hydraulics will be 

performed to verify the proposed conditions. 

Appendix H includes 100-year and 500-year profiles and results tables for the existing and proposed condition 

HEC-RAS models. 

11. OPINION OF PROBABLE COST 

A Class 5 (AACE International Recommended Practice No. 18R-97) opinion of probable costs for construction of 

the proposed improvements was prepared for the project.  Class 5 cost estimates are typically for concept level 

screening, are based on parametric models, judgement, and/or analogy, and have an expected accuracy range 

of -50% to +100%.  The major project elements have been identified, approximately sized, and sufficiently 

located to reflect the concept level design.  These determinations are based upon input from the City, 

professional judgment, the hydraulic modeling, and the field efforts included in our scope of work.  

Costs have been divided into three categories.   

Burlington Street Dam Improvements 

This category includes improvements to reduce the demonstrated hazards of the Burlington Street Dam and to 

provide fish passage (Option A) as shown on the concept plan (see Appendix E).  Elements include: 

 Roller compacted concrete steps 

 Concrete wall along east side of steps to transition grading along power plant building 

 Modification of dam crest to create fish passage notch 

 Grouted boulder/grouted rock fish passage channel 

 Concrete divider wall to form fish passage 

Riverfront Crossings Park 

The Riverfront Crossings Park estimate is based upon the major items shown on the Park Master Plan (see 

Section 8.3).  Park elements include: 

 Earthwork to lower park to increase flood conveyance and grade the park area 

 Bury overhead power lines along the west and south sides of the park area 

 Trails, Bridges, Boardwalks & Overlooks 

 Parking 

 Buildings (restrooms, concessions, storage) 

 Natural Playscape 

 Dog Park 

 Zip Line 

 Bouldering Course 

 Artist’s Plaza Fountain 
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 Artist’s Plaza 

 Site Furnishings & Shelters 

 City of Literature Elements 

 Landscaping 

 Wetlands 

West Bank Restoration and Pedestrian Trail 

These improvements located between Benton Street and U.S. Highway 6 include river bank restoration along 

the west bank of the Iowa River where bank erosion threatens existing structures and providing a pedestrian 

trail.  Costs for the trail related improvements is based on the 1997 Shive-Hattery preliminary design.  Elements 

include: 

 Earthwork (cut and fill) to restore eroded river bank and install rock riprap 

 Imported soil 

 Buried Class D revetment/rock riprap\ 

 Topsoil 

 Seeding 

 Vegetation/trees/shrubs 

 Erosion control blanket to establish vegetation 

 Concrete pedestrian trail 

 Concrete walls where needed to create bench for pedestrian trail 

 Pedestrian bridge or extension of 10’ x 5’ concrete box 
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This conceptual construction cost estimate for all three categories is on the order of $34 million dollars.  An 

approximate breakdown between the three categories is shown in the pie chart below.  The improvements will 

be constructed as funding is available and can be phased as needed, especially the park improvements.  Other 

projects supporting these diverse and integrated project objectives (safety, economic development, protection 

of existing infrastructure, fish passage, etc.) have often received funding from various state, federal, private, and 

local sources.   
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Burlington Street Dam and Iowa 
River Improvements Study

� Dam safety

� Fish passage

� River bank restoration

� Improved access

� Whitewater recreation (option)

Photo of Burlington 
Street Bridge taken 
between 1915 and 1920
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Why a dam?

� 2 University steam pipes, 1 condensate line

� Water intake for University power/steam plant

� Water intake for University

� City water intake
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Whitewater 101

� Why Whitewater?

� Whitewater Fundamentals

� Examples
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Why Whitewater?

� Recreation Benefits

� Economic Development Benefits

� Environmental Benefits
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Economic Development
Confluence Park, 

South Platte River

Denver Colorado
� Before (1966):

� Today: centerpiece for
sports stadiums, amusement
park, residences, and
“walkable” retail
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Confluence Area, Denver Return on 
Investment

Project Funding

� Public $55 m

� Private/Corporate   $15 m

Cost to Date $70 m

Private Investment

� Coors Field $220 m

� Pepsi Center $175 m

� Invesco Field $350 m

� R.E.I. $35 m

� Six Flags Elitch Gardens $110 m

� Aquarium, Children’s Museum  $120 m

� Residential Development $3 billion

Investment to Date $4 billion

Source: South Platte River Greenway Central Platte Valley Investment Summary (10/06)
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Chattahoochee River Restoration

� 60,000 to 100,000 visitors per year

� $4m to $7m annual economic 
impact

� Significant increases in river front 
real estate development and values
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Whitewater can be part in town’s image 
and a major attraction for visitors
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South Bend Indiana

� Over $50m private investment in former mill district
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Environmental Benefits

� Fish Passage

� Water Quality

� Habitat Connectivity

� Habitat Diversity
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Whitewater Fundamentals

� Flow

� Drop

� Access
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Drop

� Up to 12 feet of drop at weir
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Flow + Drop = Attraction
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Access

� Visibility from shore

� Construction access

� Spectator and participant access

� Portage path-self rescue
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Access

� Proximity to University

� Pedestrian Friendliness, Parking

� Spaciousness, Land Area

� Access to the Water Level

� Egress from River

Location, Location, Location. A good site will have 10 people or more on shore for every boat in 
the water.  The most valuable locations are those which have the greatest possibility of a chance 
visit by a non-boater
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Summary of Existing Fundamentals

�Flow
�Drop
�Access
�Total
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2008 Iowa River Flood
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Burlington Street Dam

� Low river flow

� Flood conditions
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Offsetting Flood Impacts
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Examples

� Full Width Passage

� Partial Width Passage

� Off River Channel
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Full Width Passage
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Whitewater Course Location - Floodplain
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Partial Width Passage
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Off River Channel Passage
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Project Options

� Option A
� Dam hazard reduction

� Fish passage

� River bank restoration

� Improved access

� Option B - Whitewater recreation in addition to items in Option A
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Dam Safety
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Fish Passage 

� Naturalistic 
Roughened Channel

� Technical Fishway
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Whitewater Course as Envisioned
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Next Steps

� Gather public input

� Develop alternatives

� Select alternative – Fall 2013

Public survey

www.icgov.org/ExploreOurRiver
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MEETING NOTES 

Burlington Street Dam and City of Literature Public Meeting 

Meeting Date: April 29, 2013 

Re: Public Meeting 

Location: City Hall 

Notes by: Jeanne Boyle (MWDG) 

 

Summary of Items Discussed:  

Presentations: 

1. City of Iowa City introduced the Public Open House and provided an overview of the project. 

2. MWDG provided an overview presentation of the Burlington Street Dam, dam safety, fish passage, 

river bank restoration, improved access, and whitewater recreation (option). 

3. Participants were provided with an opportunity to engage in small group discussions, ask questions, 

and provide comments and feedback to the City and consultant representatives (MWDG, RDG). 

 

Tablet Pad Feedback: 

Below are comments provided by participants and recorded on large tablet pads displayed during the 

public open house: 

 

1. Burlington Street Dam: 

A. Safety:  increase risk of drowning? 

B. Passable in open deck canoes – easy mild whitewater 

C. Portage path all the way around dam and whitewater 

D. Preserve open ice-free water for eagles in winter 

E. Bird watching 

F. Canoe house on river – preserve 

G. Dining barge up & down 

H. Parking ramp 

I. Portage area immediately adjacent?   i.e., canoe 

J. Access near Dairy Queen 

K. Drop off at west bank just south of dam at existing parking 

L. Start whitewater at Iowa Avenue? 

M. Involve Touch the Earth Outdoor Recreation and Education program at University of Iowa.  

i.e., drive thru 

N. Is traffic a concern? 

O. Boat rental? 
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P. Access at Burlington – i.e., How?, Too tight. 

Q. Area on the river is “dead”.  i.e., Enliven it? 

R. Develop (compatible) at Benton and River. i.e., Launch?  Outfitters? 

S. Out at Sturgis Ferry? 

T. Dodge dealer is moving at Benton.  i.e., Business to support in that location – maximized? 

U. Vehicular access.  i.e., Congestion! 

V. Apartment complex north of dam.  i.e., parking and dropoff? 

W. Traffic and parking impact.  i.e., NCAA diving is existing use 

 

2. City of Literature 

A. Iowa-based writers, workshop writers, quotes about rivers, water, landscape, sculpture, art, 

functional elements (benches, pavement) 

B. Regular Iowa water station – data – put science as part of the public project – IFC stuff 

C. DT brass etchings, statuary 

D. River-themed literature (Austin example, San Antonio) 

E. Area as inspiration for producing literature/places to sit 

F. Wifi hot spot to enjoy or produce e-literature 

G. Iowa City Community School District connection 

H. A lot of books on rivers 

I. Literature at river festivals 

J. Literary walk transition to river 

K. Places to read – a covered place, “Reading shelter” – transform bus stops to reading friendly 

places for book clubs to meet, etc. 

L. Study by river 

M. Link to River of Words 

 

 

END OF MEMO 

 



 

Second Public Meeting 
January 28, 2015 

 



Community Planning Event

January 28, 2015



City of Iowa City

• Department of Neighborhood and Development Services

• Department of Parks and Recreation

• Department of Public Works



• 6:00 – 6:40 - Presentations 

• 6:40 – 8:00 - Public Open House Input Session

• 8:00 – Wrap-Up 



Study Area looking East



June 2008



Wake-up Call
 Chance to rethink our 

relationship to the Iowa 
River and Ralston Creek

 Be more prepared for 
future flood events 

 Opportunity to create a 
new “great place” to 
celebrate who we are as a 
community.



Riverfront Crossings 
Planning since 2008 Flood
 2008 Flood

 2009 EPA funding to promote sustainable redevelopment 
in flood-damaged Iowa communities

 2010 – Iowa City one of only 5 communities in the country 
to be selected by the EPA for their Brownfield Pilot 
Program through the federal Partnership for Sustainable 
Communities – adoption of 2011 sub-area plan for 
Riverfront Crossings

 2013 – Adoption of the Downtown and Riverfront Crossings 
Master Plan

 Iowa River Restoration Project and Riverfront Crossings 
Park master planning effort



Goals for Riverfront Crossings
 Encourage pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use 

redevelopment

 Create a resilient riverfront park system

 Enhance Ralston Creek to become a community 
asset

 Develop a multi-modal transportation network

 Promote sustainable design practices within the 
district

 Celebrate Iowa City as a center for art and culture



Public Input for River Restoration
Over-arching themes

 Promote better environmental stewardship of our urban 
waters;

 Improve public access to the Iowa River for boating, 
fishing and wildlife viewing;

 Provide new opportunities for passive and active 
recreation;

 Promote sustainable practices



Acknowledgements
 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
 Iowa Great Places Program (Iowa Dept. of Cultural Affairs)
 Iowa Department of Natural Resources – Dam Mitigation 

Program
 Iowa Flood Mitigation Program – provides funding to:

 Decommission flood-prone North Wastewater Treatment Plant 
 Move those functions to our South Wastewater Treatment Facility
 “Give the land back to the Iowa River” by clearing the site
 Restore Ralston Creek and create wetland habitat
 Create new opportunities for public open space, recreation, 

increasing environmental awareness, and improving access to the 
river for boating, fishing, and wildlife viewing



Project Overview
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Burlington Street Dam and Iowa River 
Improvements Study

 Dam Safety

 Fish Passage

 River Bank Restoration

Photo of Burlington 

Street Bridge taken 

between 1915 and 1920
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Why a dam?

 2 University steam pipes, 1 condensate line

 Water intake for University power/steam plant

 Water intake for University
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Dam Safety Problem
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Burlington Street Dam
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Option A - Whitewater Course
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Whitewater Course Location - Floodplain

 Fill downstream of dam impacts floodplain elevations
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Whitewater Course Location - Floodplain

 Upstream of the dam has less impacts to the floodplain.
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Upstream of Dam is More Promising
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Option B - Dam Safing 
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Dam Safing
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Environmental Benefits

 Fish Passage

 Water Quality

 Habitat Connectivity

 Habitat Diversity
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Fish Passage 

 Naturalistic Roughened Channel

 Provide Suitable Habitat

 Provide Minimum Depth

 Provide Reduced Velocity
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Burlington Street Dam Concept

 Existing View Looking East at UOI Power Plant
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Burlington Street Dam Concept

 View Looking East at UOI Power Plant with Proposed Improvements
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Burlington Street Dam Concept

 Existing View Looking West at UOI Hydraulics Lab
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Burlington Street Dam Concept

 View Looking West at UOI Hydraulics Lab with Proposed Improvements
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River Bank Restoration

 Benefits

 Bank stabilization

 Reduced erosion potential

 Improved water quality

 Improved aesthetics

Existing View Looking West Between Benton Street and Hwy. 6
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River Bank Restoration

 Typical Cross Section of Proposed Bank Restoration
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River Bank Restoration

 Regional Trail Improvement Plans by Shive-Hattery, dated 1997
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River Bank Restoration
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Project Overview



North Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

Restoration 

Russ Dudley, PE, LEED AP



EPA Green Infrastructure Program

 EPA Technical Assistance 

Projects

2014 14 communities 

$860,000

 Organizations submit a letter of 

interest describing their need 

for green infrastructure support

 Creating green infrastructure 

conceptual designs

 Quantifying the benefits of 

green infrastructure

 Exploring options for green 

infrastructure outreach



Existing Conditions



Proposed Design

Source: Iowa State University Forestry Extension

STREAM STRUCTURES 
PROPOSED 
CHANNEL 

HIGH TERRACE 

84" MAIN 

WETLAND AREA 
EXISTING 
CHANNEL 

IOWA 
RIVER 



Restoration of Ralston Creek

Source: University of Iowa

Source: USGS StreamStats

STREAM STRUCTURES 

PROPOSED CHANNEL 

HIGH TERRACE 

84" MAIN 

EXISTING CHANNEL 

Source: NRCSSource: EPASource: WSSC

1947 Historical Map of Iowa City

Site



Off-channel Wetlands

 Connection to 
groundwater table 
to provide 
consistent water 
source

 Nearly an acre of 
emergent wetlands

 Increases sediment 
and nutrient 
removal through 
physical, chemical, 
and biological 
processes

STREAM STRUCTURES 

HIGH TERRACE 

WETLAND 
AREA 



Connection to the Park

Source: RDG

 Exposure to multiple 
ecosystem types

 Public access to 
Ralston Creek and a 
variety of vantage 
points

 Green infrastructure 
opportunities 
throughout the park
 Pervious 

parking/sidewalks

 Rain gardens

 Conservation grading

 Urban agriculture

 Educational signage 
and research



Source: HDR, Inc.Source: HDR, Inc.

Connection to Surrounding Redevelopment Areas

Source: UNH

Source: IAN/UMCES
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ADVENTURE ELEMENTS
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NATURAL PLAYSCAPE
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A
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C

C

B

A

The character images to the right 
show examples of adventure elements 
planned for the Riverfront Crossings 
Park. The final appearance and style of 
these elements will be different from the 
images, and will be developed further in 
future park design phases.
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The character images to the right show 
examples of park elements planned for 
the Riverfront Crossings Park. The final 
appearance and style of these elements 
will be different from the images, and 
will be developed further in future park 
design phases.
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PARK ELEMENTS

KEY PLAN
NOT TO SCALE NORTH
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The character images to the right show 
examples of park elements planned for 
the Riverfront Crossings Park. The final 
appearance and style of these elements 
will be different from the images, and 
will be developed further in future park 
design phases.
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CITY OF LITERATURE ELEMENTS 
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Date: January 28, 2015 Date of Issuance: February 9, 2015 

Project: Riverfront Crossings Park Master Plan 

Project No.: 2013.405.00 File No.: C.4 

Location: Terry Trueblood Recreation Area, 4213 Sand Road Southeast, Iowa City, IA 52240 
Comments, additions, or corrections to this memo should be communicated in writing to RDG Planning & Design within seven (7) days of issuance. If no 
comments are received within that period, this memo will be assumed accurate and filed as a part of the permanent record for this project. 
 
Discussion: 
 
Presentations: 

 
1. City of Iowa City introduced the Public Open House and provided an overview presentation of the process and parallel 

planning efforts: 
a. Ralston Creek improvements planning. 
b. Wetland mitigation planning. 
c. Dam safety improvements planning. 
d. Riverfront Crossing Park and City of Literature planning. 

 
2. Tetra Tech provided an overview presentation of the Ralston Creek improvements and wetland mitigation planning. 

 
3. McLaughlin Whitewater Design Group provided an overview presentation of the dam safety improvements planning. 

 
4. RDG Planning & Design provided an overview presentation of the Riverfront Crossings Park and City of Literature 

planning. 
 

5. Participants we provided with an opportunity to engage in small group discussions and provide comments and feedback 
to City and consultant representatives. 

 
Tablet Pad Feedback: 
 
Below are comments related to the Riverfront Crossings Park and City of Literature planning provided by participants and 
recorded on large tablet pads displayed during the public open house: 

 
1. Park Elements: 

A. Community gardens are great, consider more areas for these. 
B. Community garden area is great, but make sure runoff from parking lot does not go into the garden. 
C. Community gardens – is the location good? Flooding concerns? 
D. Consider Park as our community food forest – native edibles, labeled with educative element: look-touch-

eat-move. 
E. Integrate food and recreation and habitat and water management everywhere in the Park. 
F. Botanical/ornamental gardens are a huge draw and beautiful and educational. 
G. Include ADA accessible tables and chess tables. 
H. Add some seating within grassy areas and under trees 
I. Consider including a bicycle rental and/or repair station, World of Bikes has bicycle rental in this district. 
J. Consider including cross country skiing-sledding – lots of winter in Iowa. 
K. Consider a raised overlook/overlook into a labyrinth. 
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L. No real invitation to get feet in river. 
M. Don’t let open lawn be turf and no chemicals or spraying 
N. Consider including a large Farmer’s Market building, climate controlled– like NewBu in Cedar Rapids. 
O. Consider including an Arts Center, ±20,000 SF (flexible use). 
P. Consider pervious paving for trail. 
Q. Mimic nature as much as possible. 
R. Less (or no) turf grass, more native plants and community gardens 
S. No chemical sprays – consider alternatives to highly maintained turf grass that community can still play 

ultimate soccer on. 
T. Cultural, historic, and archaeological investigation and interpretation for the public-historic Iowa City 

boardwalk could be interpreted along w/ natural landscapes 
U. Bikeways – connect with community through bike “paths” not a on road lane or route. 
V. Dog park is a great idea for south part of Iowa City.  
W. Provide additional connections/outlets to/from wetland boardwalk. 
X. Consider including permanent shade elements for Writer’s Plaza and other Park nodes.  

 
2. Adventure Elements: 

A. Affordability of activity – zip line, etc.  Consider a “free zipline day” once a month for everyone. 
B. Zip line is asking for trouble, silly. Cable car maybe? 
C. Zip line would be staffed, correct?  Everyday, weekends?  Costs? 
D. Zip line would be an attractor worth the expense. 
E. Combine zip line tower with an eagle observation tower. 
F. Zip line town dual use as a firefighters practice tower – funky, tall, tactile, interactive, visual. 
G. Consider canoe rentals. 
H. City needs to plan for operations and maintenance of adventure play elements. 
I. Consider public-private partnerships to operate certain adventure play elements.. 
J. Consider including a kayak trail. 

 
3. City of Literature Elements: 

A. Poetry portals are great. 
B. Portal idea is interesting. Are they electronic?  May be a bit harsh/too large. 
C. Consider including a portable/travelling book vendor…i.e. Defunct Books (similar toKyle’s food truck, but 

sells used books).  What about a cozy branch library? 
D. Sabin school too far away, what’s the tie-in with the Park?  
E. Plaza water feature maintenance and operation costs – can it be net zero? 
F. A lot of history, archeology to bring in here – heritage interpretation. 
G. Consider spontaneous impromptu art and/or a traveling book vendor. 
H. City could collaborate with Iowa Youth Writing Program for events at the Park. 
I. Consider including spaces book vendors, like on ped mall. 
J. Water writing(s). 
K. Writing passive, consider sculpture park integrated with City of Literature elements. 
L. Writing covered elsewhere – downtown and constantly in press – too much. 
M. Consider a sculpture park or temporary installations. 
N. Writer’s plaza – good; Growers/Farmers Plaza – great. 
O. A public performance space could be framed by Sabin archways instead of current “empty room” effect 

between the archways. 
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P. Would like to see other elements of the arts celebrated at Park. 
Q. Arts and culture as the core of the Park. 
R. Want to see big commitment to the arts – need Arts Center at Park. 
S. Park as an outpost for Arts Center. 

 
4. General Comments: 

A. Noise pollution on west riverbank may be a challenge. 
B. Existing conditions for pedestrians along west riverbank at railroad bridge are poor. 
C. Existing Control Building: 

I. Let Ecopolis have the control building – it can be repurposed. 
II. The control building can be used for public meeting space 
III. Repurpose the control building – let Ecopolis have it! 
IV. Let’s keep something old to remember what was at this location 
V. The building is a dump – leaks bad, cold, obstructs flood waters, something better needs to be there. 

Take a few pieces away and preserve/interpret somehow. 
VI. Not a dump, but a rare example or a 1920-1930 municipal building not found in IC. 
VII. Preserve/fix, re-purpose. 
VIII. Moving the building, could that be explored? 

D. Let’s develop a plan for all of Ralston Creek – something we can grow into as a community. 
E. Educational component and water quality monitoring could be considered. 
F. City needs to be mindful of Park impacts on football weekends. 
G. Lighting will be critical, within walking distance of football areas. 
H. Concerns about noise if concerts permitted. 
I. Was expecting a protective levy – concerned about sustainability. 
J. Need to preserve large riverside trees – eagle grounds + observational area (low rise prairie mix) 
K. How can we travel through when water is high?  Trail atop berm/levy? 
L. Fishing community not present tonight. 
M. If possible, ensure a bike/walking route for community – but if it can’t be done on the berm, please address 

when the area to the east on Gilbert Street is planned.  
N. Affordable housing for those with low income adjacent to the Park – inclusiveness housing options. 

 
Comment Cards Feedback: 
 
Below are comments related to the Riverfront Crossings Park and City of Literature planning provided by individual participants 
written on 5x7 comment cards and submitted anonymously (unless otherwise noted) into a collection box during the public 
open house: 
 
5. Park Elements: 

A. Area for Performing Arts – a performance arts center and studio space for adult artists to gather, socialize, 
collaborate, present. 

B. Coffee place and wine bar. 
C. Sustainable gardens. 
D. Ideally the development of this arew would include a cultural hub that encompasses facilities for visual and 

performing arts, Arts Incubaters for entrepreneurs, meeting and exhibition areas as well as rehearsal, 
performance space, and a place where those uncultured in the arts can gather as in a café/wine bar.  

E. The fewer mowed areas, the better. Keep it as natural as possible – butterfly bushes, milkweed, etc. 
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F. Would like more of a natural environment – more grasses, trees, native Iowa. 
G. Need to have area to promote butterflies, i.e. monarchs. 
H. Incorporate center for arts into the park – displays. 
I. Also, show connections to bike trail system.  
J. Great start – keep it up. 
K. Dog Park – Recapturing trail users along Ralston Creek creates a network of pet-friendly users. Do not need 

a large dog park – like the one you presented tonight.  
L. Austin, TX – has “leash-free” zones on various trails that allow more freedom for pet owners – less 

structured than fenced dog parks. 
M. Consider river overlooks that fluctuate with high water. 
N. We have winter ±6 months. Please give some thought to incorporating winter activities: x-country skiing, ice 

skating, etc. 
O. Save and add more large trees on the riverbanks not only to hold the banks in high water but also to provide 

perching places for the bald eagles – let’s not take them for granted. 
P. Consider bicycle parking located near car parking (covered parking?).  How do I access parking from trail?   
Q. Include wayfinding at Park. 
R. Make trails wide – likely to have fast bikes traveling through.  
S. Consider Arts Iowa City non-profit project “The Artifactory” Art Center. We’d like to see more media 

presented than emphasis on writers. Create opportunities for hands on use of tools and instruction in many 
media studios for sculpture, clay, metals, exhibition spaces, photography, dance, income producing 
reception, galleries & spaces, “Artist Commons”, coffee shop, public art projects, both permanent and 
temporary. Sales shop studios that open out to the marsh – “garage” doors that allow the floor to roll out in 
good weather, work outside! People stop and watch you working. More interesting than watching a writer 
writing. Enough writing represented downtown. Our board of 12 would love to talk to you more. We have 
architects, MBA’s, business people, and artists for well-rounded input. Working on this for 2 years 

T. Leave the multi-use potential – the boardwalk, writer’s space are lovely as well. Maybe less turf and more 
native plants. 

U. The wetland is certainly an opportunity for education – is there a way to incorporate more learning 
opportunities? Activity spaces, historical monikers, etc. 

V. Dog park, yes, please – like the one at the peninsula. 
W. How about a small electric train that would run around the perimeter of the park? This would help families 

with small children to access points further from the parking areas and would allow elderly or disables 
people to be able to enjoy the scenery, perhaps do some strategic walking.  

X. This development can provide the ideas opportunity to make the Iowa City area an epicenter for the arts and 
culture in the Midwest. The plans should include a vibrant center for the arts in both performance and fine art 
and craft. 

Y. Fruit trees? Urban camping?  
Z. I love the wetlands in the park poster. Wetlands are key to flood control, eco-health, and diversity and they 

belong on the riverfront. The literature stuff is nice too. Please plant wetlands along the river! 
AA. What about a public performance space? I have an inclusive dance company. Many of my friends would like 

some co-op studio space in town. The Shakespeare stage in City Park is nice but almost impossible to 
anyone to use outside of Riverside Theater and it seems like a waste. There are so many talented performers 
in dance and theater in town and they need more public performance spaces. A place that would be easy for 
the community to get to and use. Many people I know what to bring more dance and performance art to this 
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town but there needs to be more support from the city. I love this idea of bringing a more beautiful landscape 
that is engaging. I would like to make it more engaging for performers and watchers.  

BB. I especially love the natural playspace adventure element; the native plants, creek exploration, and wetland 
board walk park elements; and the written plaza and poetry portals, City of Literature elements. Have you 
thought of making the portals more like arches and incorporating literature into the sidewalk/trail – like in 
downtown? Thank you! 

CC. What about another (2nd) swimming pool. City Park’s pool sucks. Coralville is better but there are families. 
 
6. Adventure Elements: 

A. A zip line is asking for fun! 
B. I love the idea of a zip line going across the river – but will it be affordable to use? Free zip line day for 

everyone? 
C. Consider including a kayak trail – would differentiate Iowa City from Coralville. 
D. NO zip line. 
E. I think the zip line would really detract from the concept of the south end park as passive space, and a 

natural space. I’d drop them or move them to the active space end.  
F. Include a building that would be used for education – ecology/environment 

I. Offer classes during the summer 
II. Officer classes on the weekend 

 
7. City of Literature Elements: 

A. I love the concept of the two promenades of Clinton and Kirkwood as blending from culture to nature. 
Interfacing/transition for City of Literature element to work, you’ll probably need to have significant input and 
interest from the writing community. 

B. Make City of Literature elements adaptable to be able to recognize our heritage as well as ongoing creativity. 
The designation is a living thing.  

C. Name the Writer’s Plaza after Paul and Hualing Engle – without Paul’s efforts in particular, we would not be a 
City of Literature. His efforts should be tangible recognized. 

D. Keep Literature elements sealed off somewhat from “adventure” elements. Allow for peaceful contemplation 
parallel to – not in competition with – those pursuits. 

E. Seems like there is too much focus on “City of Literature” – could have a smaller area. 
F. Would like to see the writing elements integrate the water and the themes of restoration. Yes, mark the City 

of Literature, but ultimately the elements should be in tune with the Park as a whole. And the Park should be 
viewable through the lens of literary creation.  

G. Water in the Writer’s Plaza would be one connection. So, too, would the Kirkwood walkway to the overlook.  
H. I like the idea of the City of Literature elements – please keep. Whether the emphasis is on celebration of 

Iowa City history, the quiet escape of reading, or the “flow” of literary creation – these elements will be a 
place that becomes part of the “there” when literature lovers visit. 

I. Far too much emphasis on this “city of literature”. Enough is enough. Already too much on this. Sidewalk 
quotes, etc. Iowa City is getting tired of this. 

 
8. General Comments: 

A. Move sales tax money from Gateway project to River Crossings. 
B. 71,591: less than two tenths of one percent of the community attended. That is no knock on the topic, but 

needs to be carefully considered when reading comments. If you are indeed searching for the desires of the 
community as a whole, I would strongly urge you to ask 600 people walking out of grocery stores. Do not 
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gather and ponder these comments alone. Actionable items and relevant topics must come from the masses, 
not the fringes. Thank you for your consideration. 

C. Thank you for getting our input but will you also get input from others/ This crowd is virtually 100% white and 
most 40+ and this meeting is not accessible by public transit. Please make sure others get a chance to give 
input. 

D. Do not “promote” sustainability – REQUIRE it. Just as the farmers are supposed to “voluntarily” clean up their 
waste runoff, it won’t happen without some teeth 

E. Find additional ways to entice people down the river itself – not just look at it, but get down to the banks. The 
river is NOT an accessory, it is THE focus of the park. The river doesn’t flood every year – it’s ok to get close 
to it and play on its banks. People could picnic there or sit there vs. up on the top of the bank.  

F. To truly realize sustainable design plan goals: 
I. Larger wetlands: for more habitat, flood protection, ecosystem services. 
II. Increase boardwalk connectivity, expand, make less linear and more exploratory. 
III. Native/wetland planting along river. 

G. My concern is with the affordability of the space/living units – especially with increasing development costs 
of the Park. 

H. Existing Control Building: 
I. Allow groups like Ecopolis to take control of the old water treatment plant. 
II. Keep old building – repurpose it for something. 
III. Save the control building. 
IV. Really think that the admin building should be kept. It is a beautiful building that could be repurposed.  
V.  
VI. A public space for performing arts is perfect for this building. Iowa City wants it. Listen to us.  
VII. We have a group in Iowa City – Ecolopis – which has some great ideas for the park (and all urban 

parks) and you should use their expertise. They are connected to the city, they know what they are 
talking about, they are out there doing it, not just talking about it. If you want this park to reflect what 
Iowa City is all aobut and reflect the people who live there you should invite Ecolopis and other 
grassroot groups to help in the planning process. You have neglected this aspect in the design 
process that I have seen so far.  

VIII. I am disturbed that Iowa City seems to have no possibility of recycling old buildings into new creative 
uses. These kinds of decisions are made in the back rooms by big players, City, U of I, developers, 
before the public ever has a chance to weigh in. We’re losing the control center, Sabin School, 
probably UU. Where will it stop?  I think conditions here are driven totally by the cost of real estate, 
and it seems like the city operates on the side of developers and “progress” but at what cost?  We’ve 
been looking for space for an art center. Pete Kollasch, pkollash@gmail.com, 319-400-5667. 

IX. If there is a non-confrontational way to encourage further consideration of preservation and 
remodeling/repurposing of the Central Building. I would strongly support it. I recognize that some 
consideration has been given and the reuse approach defeated. But I think this is significant support 
for recognition. If the designers who have presented the plans this evening put equal energy or found 
other equal expertise, the building could be incorporated into the design in exciting and meaningful 
ways. 

X. Building would allow indoor meeting space for public groups – something at a premium in Iowa City.  
XI. The structural issues/EPA issues/bureaucratic/$ issues can all be negotiated and mitigated with 

political will to do so. Smart builders/designers can re-purposed the building in a manner beneficial 

mailto:pkollash@gmail.com
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to citizens. We can overcome all these obstacles if we want to. While introducing many new elements 
into the Park, let’s also maintain some old. -Tom Carsner. 

XII. Re: issues of new vs. preservation of old sewage plant building: 
a. If the Czech Museum in Cedar Rapids can be moved so can the Sewage plant be raised 

and saved. Not hard to do. You want not to manage the headache?  You demolish and 
then you construct new at what cost? One cost of losing something that can make 
history.  Dual issue vs. what we face in the growth of Iowa City. Saving vs. new.  

b. It is apparent to people who are arew of Iowa City history that many feel a few “token” 
examples will be all that is left. Change is good.  

XIII. Maintain the existing Operations building – it will remind us of what used to be at this location. It is a 
monument to something that served the city for 50+ years. 

XIV. Prefer to renovate old buildings – bring in old buildings – funky, fun, not perfect. Let’s move the 
control house if it can’t stay in that position. Iowa City has so few buildings of that era that are 
available to renovate and repurpose. Read Jane Jacobs – invite us to talk more. Tricia Knox, 319-
325-1277, tlknoxy@gmail.com, Arts Iowa City, Chamber of the Board, 501(c)3 corp. 

XV. Use existing buildings and structures – do not destroy buildings just because they are old. Preserve 
Iowa City history – save buildings, re-purpose buildings like people do everywhere in the world.  

I. What quality of the Iowa River; I think the nation for most pollution. Do you have a concern for the adventure 
of park of a “park” Liability for City: Not anything like sledding banned in some Iowa towns recently but an 
“attractive nuisance” to be an insurance term. Who will monitor the adventure areas and how will these be 
safe after hours. The nightlife here is, as you have to know, very active. On the horizon I see a lot of possible 
trouble. Just some clear thoughts here. Do you have some same concerns?  

J. Need to explain tie into downtown better. How does the Park connect? 
K. Farmer’s Market – Relocate to Riverfront Crossings Park Area 

I. Will remain “downtown”. 
II. Will attract urban dwellers to the Riverfront Crossings area. 
III. Need a climate-controlled structure (similar to New Bo in CR) to have a year-around presence. 
IV. Also provide central area that can house the seasonal market and allow for other festival-type 

activities. 
L. Grant Schultz is a nationally known hydrologist. Listen and dialogue.  
M. Need a safe walkway across Highway 6 bridge. 
N. Hooray for these plans! But one word of precaution: The area is in walking and illegal parking radius of 

football weekends. Please be mindful of measures to resist: Physical abuse of space, messy partying, 
amplified noise, illegal vending. Thanks! Frank Salomon franksalomanpersonal@gmail.com. 

O. Please leave the place as is. 
P. What about a mechanism for public water testing? That way folks could learn firsthand about the urban 

contribution of Iowa City to the Iowa River and communities downstream. 
Q. This seems like a great opportunity to require developers to install “green” energy systems. 
R. Looks like a good way to mitigate flooding while adding some green space to an otherwise ugly grey area. 
S. There were more questions. Why did you insist on cutting off our whole community discussion before 

breaking up? 
T. Thank you for moving forward. Progress. Ecopolis was a cute little sideshow for a couple weeks. Next. 

 
END OF MEMO 

mailto:tlknoxy@gmail.com
mailto:franksalomanpersonal@gmail.com
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Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

22.6% 37
72.0% 118
54.3% 89
50.0% 82
46.3% 76
45.1% 74
2.4% 4

26
164

4

# Other (please specify)
1

2 live nearby, aesthetics
3

4 Habitat restoration and water purification.
5 A park with a sculpture garden, art centers and amphitheater for music.
6

7 Visual . . . opportunity to view the waterfront without being in the water.
8 Beautification
9 Enjoying aesthetics

10 Picnic spot
11 too Risky for our population to build water rapids
12

13 Safety.  Making sure we can encourage river use with safety.
14

15 Would love to have an area where our family can be entertained and use the waterways in Iowa City.
16

17 improving water quality through structural changes and shore/floodplain management.
18 I'm also interested in seeing an improvement in the way the city interacts with the river!
19 bank side restoration and housing with river access

What is your interest in the Project?

Whitewater challenge

answered question

Fishing

Floating or tubing

Observing others on the water

Other (please specify)

Answer Options

Other paddling

skipped question

Walking, running, or excercising in the area

Preserving the status quo – no change

Improved bike paths in, around, through facility.
Care for natural environment of area.
Education for water quality and water resources and water environment built into project.

Please clean up the river and riverfront south of Burlington Street.  Please also make a south "gateway" to Iowa 
City at Hwy 6 / Hwy 1 / S Riverside Drive Interesection

I'd like to see more waste concrete for stabilization poured along the banks, all visible from all the city bridges, 
along with more volunteer trees and scrub bushed planted.  Maybe we could mark where the pieces of concrete 
came from, and give guided tours telling the history of each piece.  Waste concrete is one of the most aesthetically 
pleasing bank features ever to be used in the history of bank stabilization.  I'm glad Iowa City has chosen this 
product as their means of erosion prevention.  I'm guessing that using waste concrete in this fashion brings us up 
to date with stream locations across the state as in counties such as Adams and Kossouth.  It's genius.

I want it to be a community gathering place. Sort of like a impressionistic painting of the working classes having 
picnics on the Seine. i don't want white water rafting. that is foolish. i do want clean water, beautiful habitat for 
creatures, plenty of flood management built into anything, and a place for people to hang out.

I doubt I'll get on the river since I can only dogpaddle, but if it gives others a chance at recreation and economic 
development that doesn't harm the environment or increase risk of injury and take away from other 
emergency/safety needs, then yes, I'm for it.

I would participate in paddling/water sports if the quality of the water was much cleaner. That's the priority, in my 
opinion.
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What is your interest in the Project?
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What is your interest in the Project? 



Answer Options
Very 

important
Somewhat 
important

Somewhat 
unimportant

Very 
unimportant

Rating 
Average

Response 
Count

Improve quality of life for local residents 144 17 0 3 1.16 164
Economic boost to local businesses 86 56 13 8 1.65 163
Appeal for University of Iowa 67 60 22 11 1.86 160
Overall environmental improvements 140 18 4 3 1.21 165
Improve water quality 139 18 4 3 1.21 164
Preserving the status quo – no change 6 7 19 111 3.64 143

167
1skipped question

answered question

Please rate the importance of the following project goals:

Burlington Street Dam and Iowa River Improvements Study

0 50 100 150 200 

Improve quality of life for 
local residents 

Economic boost to local 
businesses 

Appeal for University of 
Iowa 

Overall environmental 
improvements 

Improve water quality 

Preserving the status quo 
– no change 

Please rate the importance of the following project goals: 

Very important Somewhat important Somewhat unimportant Very unimportant 



Answer 
Options

Very 
important

Somewhat 
important

Somewhat 
unimportant

Very 
unimportant

Rating 
Average

Response 
Count

109 50 5 3 1.41 167
167

1

Burlington Street Dam and Iowa River Improvements Study

answered question
skipped question

How important is a water quality warning system? A water quality warning system would include monitoring stations and a 
notification system if water quality was unsafe for recreation.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

How important is a water quality warning system? A water quality warning system would 
include monitoring stations and a notification system if water quality was unsafe for 

recreation. 

Very unimportant Somewhat unimportant Somewhat important Very important 
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Would you prefer a more NATURAL or URBAN appearance at the park?

Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

67.7% 113
17.4% 29
15.0% 25

167
1

# Other (please specify)
1 not sure, would have to see what is meant
2

3 Lots of nice landscaping ... So ... Naturally planned
4 Urban with natural elements, but whatever the choice, more waste concrete should be included.
5 mixed
6 Combination
7 lots of green lawn for sitting and watching and a bandshell for concerts
8

9

10 Blend of Natural and Urban
11

12 try to blend the two as best as possible
13 Combination to allow access to river at several points.
14 A mixture.  Doing right by the needs of the river can go along with urban amenities.
15 I would love to see an integrated community/ river
16 Not sure.
17 Both
18 educational; inviting INTO the water
19 Can we include elements of both?
20 Whatever is necessary for the safety of the people using it.
21 Either would work, as long as it fits the aesthetics of the area and our community
22 Both have advantages; leaning towards urban.
23

24 A combo of both would be ideal
25 Mixture: sidewalks and greenery

Natural

Other (please specify)

Answer Options

I love the large boulders placed at the whitewater features at the Charles City whitewater park as well as at the parks in 
Salida and Buena Vista, CO

skipped question

Urban

I'm afraid I need an actual description of what those two options might look like to give an accurate opinion. I don't have 
much experience with river park areas except in Cambridge, England, where the punting boats made it quite lovely to 
both watch others and be on the river.

Some of both. Nature trails so we can see butterflies,  baby turtles and other forms of life in natural setting (like we used 
to see at Terry Trueblood park). Some areas modernized because we have to change and grow as a community.
I'm not sure how "natural" and "urban" are being applied in the question. Areas accessible to the public should be user-
friendly and resilient (with respect to choice of building materials and plantings). Curvilinear lines may be more 
appropriate in the site plan to mirror the shape of the river.

Be creative and incorporate both urban elements with strong landscaping/natural elements as well. The entire length of 
the riverside in that area and Riverfront Crossings is horrid now.

answered question
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Would you prefer a more NATURAL or URBAN appearance at the park?

Would you prefer a more NATURAL or URBAN appearance at the park? 

Natural 

Urban 

Other (please specify) 
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Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

42.9% 66
42.2% 65
15.6% 24
64.3% 99
11.7% 18
19.5% 30
61.0% 94
22.7% 35
21.4% 33
3.9% 6

25
154
14

# Other (please specify)
1

2

3 Other areas of Art and fine craft need to be emphasized now, not just writing.
4

5
6 Use literature and science writings to explain the importance of protecting rivers.
7

8

9 I think we have plenty of sculptures, plaques, and kiosks. :)
10 Something of a monument. Too often we try to explain things in detail. Make it a monument, not an exhibit.
11 There is little reason value to connecting a river project to the City of Literature.
12

13 I support the City of Literature, but a connection here seems rather contrived.
14 River festivals that combine the two (with music, of course), and that are actually on and around the river.
15

16 Iowa City Community School District interaction-space
17 It would be cool to have a water feature that highlights literature!
18

19

With this river improvement project comes an opportunity to let the public know of Iowa City's world class designation as a 
UNESCO City of Literature. How should we connect this project to that distinction? Check your favorite THREE.

Showing the intersections between rivers and literature

answered question

Sculpture or artistic messaging

Mobile apps

Kiosks describing Iowa City's literary history

Interactive writing workshops

Other (please specify)

Interactive games about writing and literature

A focus on the University writer's workshop

skipped question

Answer Options

Poetry

Other technology

Programs with visiting writers and poets

Something permanent that informs the public (local and visitors) about the UNESCO distinction and what it is and means. 
Most people walking by would stop at a scenic overlook and read a plaque.

A Little Free Library somewhere.  And a Kiosk with 'The unabridged history of: 'Waste Concrete:  It's Mood and Asthetics'

I only like one.  I think it's a stretch to connect it to UNESCO/city of lit.  Why not just make it safe and attractive for the 
general public?
Working in conjunction with Iowa City Public Library, which draws more than 700,000 visitors to the downtown annually.

I'd rather keep that downtown. I'd  like to see this as a learning opportunity for the names of plants, flowers, butterflies, turtles 
and other things that live along the river.
I don't believe a riverfront relates to a UNESCO designation for literature, nor should the focus of this project relate to that 
designation.

Like the kiosk idea but don't feel this is the appropriate place for them. Iowa City should create a true, destination-based 
literary walk with kiosks at appropriate locations. Kinda weird to shove it into this project.

I very much support both endeavors--the City of Literature and this water project. This survey question, however, feels very 
forced, and this kind of attempt to bring the two projects together feels a bit ridiculous. The City of Literature should be about 
quality literary programming and events. If this water-focused environment provides a nice location to do some of that, then 
great. But please don't try to force cheesy tourist attractions into the landscape in the name of culture. (For God's sake, 
please don't replicate anything like that awful Writer's Workshop themed rest stop on I-80. That's one of the tackiest things 
I've ever seen.)

Please don't make this some of requirement for evry new project. While I think the City of Literature designation is a 
wonderful thing I Do not think that it needs to be a part of evry project. In fact, I think too much of this literary stuff is 
beginning to look contrived and takes away from those places where it really has a meaningful connection.
I don't think this is at all important to highlight or connect to the river improvement project. NOT AT ALL! It is irrelevant.
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With this river improvement project comes an opportunity to let the public know of Iowa City's world class designation as a 
UNESCO City of Literature. How should we connect this project to that distinction? Check your favorite THREE.

# Other (please specify)
20
21 I'm not sure how this project is tied to UNESCO...both should stand on their own.
22 Integration with K-12 education
23

24 Podcasts while paddling
25 Website information

a simple site that focuses on the events and the people. please don't try to over design it or have it "do everything"

Connecting the project with other recreational & tourism opportunities in Iowa City would probably have a greater economic 
benefit than connecting the project with Iowa City's designation as a "City of Literature."  The designation is nice; however, I 
don't want it to cost the taxpayers money and any writers who are coming will come anyway and probably won't spend much, 
if any, additional money.   The connection should be used mostly to get support for the project but not be the focus of the 
project.
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With this river improvement project comes an opportunity to let the public know of Iowa City's 
world class designation as a UNESCO City of Literature. How should we connect this project to 

that distinction? Check your favorite THREE. 
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Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

79.0% 124
21.0% 33

157
11

# Yes (please specify)
1 not sure
2 near the soon to be demolished wastewater plant
3 Closer to the proposed park at the old waterplant site
4 I think this is a bit of a stretch as well.  Is "whitewater" a relative term like "high speed train"
5 Anywhere other than Iowa City.
6 Up stream from the Burilington St. Dam
7 Don't know enough to answer.
8 Clear creek...tiffin to the Iowa river
9 Not sure which locations are appropriate, but I vote for as long a course as possible.

10 Perhaps near the new park planned in Riverfront Crossings district.
11 I don't know of any, specifically. But it seems that other locations should be considered.
12 Maybe further up stream from the industry's that possibly pollute the water if that is plausible.
13 I don't know enough to answer this question.
14 City Park, dam near Iowa River Power Co.
15 don't know. currently the Iowa River seems to lack access, and alot of the river has an industrial feel to it -
16 Any other that might be feasible
17 depending how far north the course would go, perhaps backing up to the Union...
18 IRP dam in Coralville. This would make a double whitewater run over a few miles.
19

20 Near city park
21 I have no opinion on this.
22 Coralville
23

24 Iowa River Power dam
25

26

27 Iowa River and Power
28 Peninsula Dam and Pedestrian Bridge
29 Always th more the better but I am not sure where really
30 Downstream from dam at Iowa river power
31 Iowa River and Power, Coralville Reservoir
32 Iowa River Power Co Dam in Coralville
33 South at park

The project will consider a whitewater course located just downstream from the Burlington St. Dam. Are there other locations 
near the project site that you would like to be considered for whitewater recreation?

I do not have any specific areas - but love the idea of more whitewater in the area - so, wherever it works would be 
wonderful!

Iowa River Power Dam should be mitigated and rapids put in so you can float from the CRVL res to the Mississippi River

The trail should go at least as far as McDonalds and something should be done with the old Mum's bar location.  Then the 
river should be cleaned up between Coralville and as far downstream as Terry Trueblood.

After the Burlington St. Dam project I would like to see a similar project at the Iowa River Power Dam in Coralville.

skipped question

Answer Options

No
Yes (please specify)

answered question

The project will consider a whitewater course located just downstream from the 
Burlington St. Dam. Are there other locations near the project site that you would like 
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The project will consider a whitewater course located just downstream from the Burlington St. Dam. Are there other locations 
near the project site that you would like to be considered for whitewater recreation?

g          p j    y    
to be considered for whitewater recreation? 

No Yes (please specify) 
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Are you interested in learning whitewater kayaking or rafting skills?

Answer Options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count
Yes 52.5% 85
Maybe 31.5% 51
No 16.0% 26

162
6skipped question

answered question

Are you interested in learning whitewater kayaking or rafting skills? 

Yes 

Maybe 

No 
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Response 
Count

124
124
44

# Response Text
1

2

3 river awareness, active recreation, economic dev't
4 The river is for more than fishing. There could be badstands or other sites by the river for the public to gather.
5 recreation options, overall making city more attractive
6

7 Riverfront is currently ugly and is a distraction from our otherwise beautiful city
8

9 less urban blight
10 A dumping place for waste concrete.
11 More trails for walking and biking.  Improvement of the scenic environment.
12

13 community cohesiveness
14

15 Draw people to downtown for recreation
16 improving the godawful water quality and ugliness
17 benefits to me would be hanging out near the river and being able to watch and participate in paddling activities.
18 Draw people from surrounding area
19 Making it an attractive city park where people will want to gather.
20

21

22 more recreation and seanic value to the river area in town.
23 Visual - appreciation of the riverfront, environment.
24

25 Easier access to canoeing and kayaking the Iowa River, with uninterrupted river routes.
26 Unless it does not infringe on conservation of the river,  I don't see benefits.
27 Aesthetic, fun activities right here and letting people know IC is more than just bars and drunk sports fans.
28 Enhancing the experience along the river

Answer Options

answered question
skipped question

What do you see as the possible benefits for you and the community in planning Iowa river improvements in the vicinity of the 
Burlington Dam?

It's important that Iowa City offer a variety of activities for its residents to improve the quality of life here, and attract more 
residents and jobs.
I think that this would make IC more desirable.  Would make River safer.  Would spur developent/redevelopment on S 
Riverside Drive.  Riverfront should be beautiful focal point as it is NORTH of Burlington St, not a dumpy looking eyesore as 
it is now on Riverside Dr, south of Burlington St

making use of the resources available to us in IC, making IC a more interesting place to live and visit, exercise 
opportunities (a great tie in to the Blue Zones initiative), healthy family activities

River improvements will bring many visitors to town with great economic benefit.  It will also draw locals to the downtown 
Iowa City area who will shop and eat.  The river improvements will also serve as another draw for students at the 
University.

An aesthetic enhancement for workers, residents and visitors to the downtown and University.  FINALLY utilizing the river 
instead of ignoring it until it floods.

Iowa needs to change its farming practices in order to be able to improve the water quality in lakes and rivers- that's 
obvious.  When more people see the horrible condition of the water, they may be able to put pressure on the Iowa 
Legislature or wake some of these polluting farmers and industries to change what they are doing to the water.

The river is a resource for the city that is not currently being realized. Other cities with riverfronts have incorporated them 
into the urban environment by making the river accessible.  The riverfront south of Burlington is an asset for recreation and 
businesses.
I see it as an opportunity to landscape with the flood plane in mind. I see it as an opportunity to reclaim something industrial 
and turn it into a place where people come to read, socialize, picnic, canoe, etc.

A new appreciation for the poor quality ofthe water which may encourage people in this community to work towards 
improving the  quality of river water in Iowa. Most of us do not directly experience the poor quality of the river, When more 
of us use the river, I think we may be more inclined to campaign on behalf of the Iowa River and others,
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What do you see as the possible benefits for you and the community in planning Iowa river improvements in the vicinity of the 
Burlington Dam?

# Response Text
29 Making the city more beautiful
30 We can use the river which is something we don't do now.
31 making the water and dam more safe
32

33 Maximizing recreation, aesthetic, and environmental improvements to a currently underutilized area.
34

35 improving the environment and quality of life for residents.
36

37 Higher life quality.Being in tune with nature.
38 Outdoor recreation near indoor recreation. Just the overall appearance and health benefits of physical activity
39 Prompting additional development in the River Crossings area
40

41 Would really like to see better access for kayakers, canoeists, innertubes, etc.
42 none
43 Recreational outlet
44 Turning our faces to the river which is a great community attribute.
45 Awesomeness
46 The opportunity to have more recreational options along the beautiful river
47 awareness about the river and increasing the use of the river
48 safety, riparian health
49

50 A more walkable area to access the river and enjoy natural features near downtown.
51 Cleaner water, more attention paid to the river and its role in our community.
52

53 Great way to showcase the river, the city, and the university of Iowa.  Summer recreation alternatives.
54 Tourism. Beautification. Heightened interest in water quality.
55

56

57 An interesting attraction/destination for visiting guests.
58

59 Safety from going over current dam.Recreational use in middle of city rather than isolated location.
60

61

The beautification of the area would be a huge benefit to everyone, even though it is difficult to quantify that benefit. People 
need to be reconnected with nature, and these improvements help them do that, visually, emotionally, and physically.

The Iowa River is one of our community's greatest assets, but we have turned our back to it. Opening up the river again to 
recreation, cultural and economic activities will make central Iowa City and the University of Iowa campus even more 
vibrant and inviting for residents and visitors alike.

Push us to clean up the river and draw attention to Iowa as a river city (other than flooding). Natural beauty. Great outdoor 
activity.

To beautify the area, which sorely needs it. To draw folks to downtown. To showcase the beauty of the river and the natural 
setting.

Better and cleaner natural environment. Improved water quality (as you know, Iowa's water quality, including the Iowa 
River, is quite low). Improved aesthetics along the riverbank, which today looks quite rundown and neglected.

Using the river! People care more about their role in their watershed when they utilize the rivers/streams. Giving people the 
opportunity to use the river downtown, will bring more awareness and interest to preserving our waterways.

More usability, recreation, appreciation, education, positive environmental impacts, and improvements on the atmosphere 
and mood of the immediate area and of the entire city.
Helping all people re-engage with the river in a positive way that offers economic benefits but also provide environmental 
benefit; raising awareness about how endangered the river is -- importance of reducing pestidices and other chemicals and 
practices that contribute to runoff

Enhance and revitalize Downtown Iowa City.  We are the hub on the population and I want to see a focus on Iowa City 
rather than our outlying suburbs of Coralville and North Liberty.  We are vibrant and the Riverfront Crossings Project is 
exciting!

Removing the danger of the current dam.  Making the river navigable from City Park to the Mississippi R. Get people closer 
to the river and raise awareness of water quality issues.
offering recreational opportunities, and making the area more interactive, giving it more of a presence residents and visitors 
to the city, and giving the city more character
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What do you see as the possible benefits for you and the community in planning Iowa river improvements in the vicinity of the 
Burlington Dam?

# Response Text
62

63 Anoher but very different attraction to an already great city of attractions...
64

65 Areas for hiking, picnics & enjoying the river.
66 Statewide attraction.  University attraction.  Potential competitions hosted at the site.
67

68 More recreation for communityTourist destinationIncreased income for hotels, restaurants
69

70 Improvement of quality of life in iowa city
71 a healthier river
72 Aesthetic improvement, new rec and exercise opportunities
73

74 enhancing quality of life for IC
75

76 EconomicQuality of life
77 safetycommunity attraction
78 Environmental improvement, public use of the water, attraction intra and inter, UNESCO branding...
79 Increased use of a very underused river.water quality education.SAFETY improvements!
80 Extra recreational activity
81 Economic and overall quality of life.
82 Recreation opportunities and economic benefit.
83 Flood prevention, park/green space, beautification, improved quality of life, economic opportunities
84

85 Learning new skills and fun activities. Making Iowa City even more enjoyable.
86 More parks are always good!
87 Increase river recreation and beautify the city.
88

89 I like the idea of having increased access to the river, along with the recreational activities.
90 Increased pride of and interest in our community.
91

92

93 I frequently bike along the west side of the dam. I'd like to see a walking/biking trail along the east side too.
94

95

96

The river has long been at best a step-child in IC, and it should be a focal point, a jewel for the downtown.  Columbus, OH 
has done a good job along much of the Olentagy River, and even Charles City has embraced their river.

New recreational opportunities, tourism from paddlers outside the area, better fishing, improved safety over existing dam

Economic gains - more business along the river.  Particularly restaurants/bar with outdoor seating overlooking the water.

Getting more people to know and enjoy the river.  Now it is either ignored or seen as a threat.  It should be a beautiful and 
active resource for many parts of our community life.

Any efforts to reduce the pollution in the river are a positive thing. Making that area more pedestrian and bike friendly is 
also key.

KEEP PEOPLE FROM MOVING AWAY!  Particularly with a white-water component- it could be a huge boon to our 
community's resident retention rate.

It provides another recreational area - right in the middle of town - that will provide entertainment for our residents along 
with an attraction for out of town visitors. Great way for kids to become more active!

Just being close to the river will help people to be more environmentally aware. This will hopefully lead to better water 
quality and attention to storm water.

reimagining the river as a positive feature; at some point in our history the river was something that could be enjoyed; it is 
currently viewed as a liability or source of issues.
The river should be a much more important focus of our city's recreation and landscape; rather than trashy riverbanks, we 
should find ways to draw residents to the river and make use of it.

Great recreation for all ages. Business boom for the local merchants during the dead time of summer. This could be a year 
round 12 month destination whitewater and keep kids off computers and put them outdoors.
If you can provide easy access, I can see the recreational options being huge for the University student population as well 
as the community.

Greater connection of the public to the River.  Healthier lifestyles and more opportunities for kids to connect with rivers.
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What do you see as the possible benefits for you and the community in planning Iowa river improvements in the vicinity of the 
Burlington Dam?

# Response Text
97 Safety, Access and Recreation
98

99

100 FinancialTourismbeautification
101 economic improvement, opportunities for the university students, removal of a life safety hazard
102
103

104 Economic benefits
105 SafetyMore use by the publicBetter fishing
106

107

108 Making good use of resources
109 Aesthetic improvement. Economic boost bringing in a new "tourist" type to the area.
110 Whitewater Kayaking!!!
111

112 More people using the river as a recreation source, and a more esthetic appearance of the whole area.
113

114

115

116 Draw in people from surrounding regions.
117 regional attraction, add to redevelopment in downtown area
118 Increased safety and recreation opportunities. Plus, it will become a focal point for the area!
119

120

121 Additional recreation activities, economic growth,
122 Giving me a close opportunity to playboat instead of driving 2+hrs. Water conscious community.

It will be an alternative to drinking for students.  We will want to care for our river.  It will be in Iowa City, this will help Iowa 
City business.
The dam is dangerously unsafe and the project would mitigate this.

People will take better care of the river if they are on it.

Taking advantage of a natural resource that heretofore has been treated as a barrier between the two sides of town.
River improvements that decrease pollution, decrease flooding, increase wetlands are welcome.  The whitewater area does 
none of these.  The recent presentation actually stated there may be a slight increase threat of flooding upstream from the 
whitewater area.

-tourism and the economic benefits
-youth activities that at for the good. Whitewater is a team experience even though it is as much for the individual. People 
depend on each other on the river and it is a tight community.
IowaCity can provide more opportunities for the people living here that many other cities and towns cannot provide for their 
residents. It will (hopefully) cause a surge in interest in outfoor activities and bring people to Iowa City.

I think that this bring another interest to the vicinity. We are creating a tourist attraction for people in Iowa and surrounding 
areas.
More possibilities of recreation, especially when we are fourtunate enough to have a river so close to everything.  Also, 
making the river an attraction instead of an eye-sore.

Create a riverfront destination, much like some great riverfronts that other small cities have developed (Dubuque IA, St. 
Charles and Naperville IL are some examples I have seen and enjoyed).

Not only will the fishing population increase greatly due to the better migration of fish but think of having a nationally known 
whitewater park in the heart of a town.  Businesses will see an increase in sales.  It's one more way to bring random 
members of the community and others from around the state/country together to make connections.  Iowa City is known 
football in the fall.  what about being known for its whitewater any time it is warm?  I'm actually moving to a different town 
for it's whitewater park, Salida Colorado.  Another thing: Think of the events which can be held at this whitewater park.  
Salida Colorado has FIBArk.  Iowa City could have it's own annual event such as this which would bring in people to this 
beautiful city.

I see a world class whitewater course which attracts local boaters as well as boaters from surrounding states. I see 
whitewater kayak classes offered to college students and the public. I see a draw in Iowa City for college students as well 
as everyone of any age. The environmental benefits of removing the dam will be great for aquatic species in the Iowa River.
The Iowa River has been sorely disrespected and the opportunity for people to recreate safely and enjoy the peace, fishing 
and beauty of the river and it's seasons in a beautiful setting would be a great asset.
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What do you see as the possible benefits for you and the community in planning Iowa river improvements in the vicinity of the 
Burlington Dam?

# Response Text
123

124 Fun for everyone

Give young people something positive to do in town.  Making the dam less dangerous, so safer for leisure boating 
upstream.
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What do you see as potentially the greatest challenges in achieving those benefits?

Response 
Count

122
122
46

# Response Text
1 Cost for the project; appeasing the "don't change anything, ever" nutjobs.
2

3 funding
4

5 liability issues, water pollution makes river unsafe to be in.
6 Cleaning up the riverbanks and naturalizing or landscaping them
7 Funding and cooperation between the city and university.
8 developers wanting to make money & influence city hall
9

10 the Physical plant is ugly
11 Cost, design integration with the River Crossings concept, length of time until River Crossings develops.
12 $$$$$
13 The agricultural of Iowa,  the farm lobby and the Iowa state legislature as well as the Federal Government.
14 Safety
15 1) the coal powerplant, 2) the coal powerplant 3) lack of environmental awareness of Iowans/ lack of will
16 health nuts trying to say the water isn't safe to be in
17

18 water quality.
19

20 Cost, University of Iowa views the river at this juncture as theirs.
21 Lethargy and the feeling that the problem is too big to handle.
22

23 Economic development.
24 Many people wanting to let things stay the same.
25

26 Citizens reluctant to positive change
27 Water quality
28

29 Cost.
30 low water level below damn and steep shorelines
31 Financial costs of the needed improvements.
32 Cost.
33 That we monitor the quality of our water.We only allow the highest quality of all things in our lives and bodies.
34 Cost and existing facilities

Answer Options

answered question
skipped question

y       g                  
Change place, Muffler place, Tire place with old tires strewn all over, eyesore recycling center with junk strewn all over, 
abandoned dilapidated old bar, etc, etc.

Prepare for flooding--but build to allow flooding to come and go without damaging the structural integrity o the building--
like the UI Boathouse that allows its first floor to take on water.

Finding enough waste concrete, volunteer trees and scrub bushes to make the city happy that there's enough of these 
plants and materials to heighten the city's visual appeal.

Cost is usually the biggest challenge in any public works project, and, perhaps disagreement on what it should look like 
and represent.

The water quality of the Iowa River is horrendous! I am not sure I would ever fish from it. And I doubt I would take a dunk 
in it. Totally disgusting water quality. That is a much bigger issue than Iowa City.

The "don't do anything different" crowd. Fortunately we have fewer of those in IC than in CR, but their presence is 
annoying.

From the standpoint of promoting pedestrian use, is the riverfront near Burlington Dam sufficiently connected to 
pedestrian flow patterns?

getting the local tax payers to understand the project,most of it is how it fits with the other parks and development that is 
planned south of Burlington Street,not to much information for the genaration that dont have computers or smart phones.
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What do you see as potentially the greatest challenges in achieving those benefits?

# Response Text
35 Costs
36 The water quality seems very low.
37

38 Safety
39 Funding. Stakeholder agreement.
40 $
41 This is certain to have a high cost
42 constrained site
43 cost, fear of change
44

45 Pollution and jerks.
46 funding
47 Cost. It's always about the money.
48 cost
49 Financing the project.
50

51 safety issues; we've gone decades without addressing the water quality of the Iowa River
52 Funding.
53

54 Financing.
55 Politics and a misinformed or disinterested public.
56 funding it.  also, keeping it tasteful.
57 As always, money, and maybe cooperation from the Univ.
58 why not?
59 Funding
60

61 Suitability of the river to be used for this purpose.  Funding.
62 Smell of the water at different times of the year
63 Financing.Other pressing demands on community like schools, new court house, safety
64

65 Money
66 Cost
67 money
68 Financing
69

70 misunderstandings of the public
71 The political will to get this project done right.
72 Dealing with city government
73 expense
74 Cost

MAny challenges I would foresee. Natural landscape should stay that way, and the water quality. Too Risky for a 
downtown location.

I suppose fully funding the project. Getting public buy-in. And just that so much improvement is needed. But, gotta start 
somewhere.

The project, from what I've seen, has a ton of support from many different people, not just students. The main challenge I 
think would be getting those people who don't support the project and those who create speed bumps in the projects 
development to support the project.

Current commercial properties on both sides of the Iowa River that don't allow greenspace nor wetlands adjacent to the 
river.

Would like to see native prairie and wetland species be introduced, and see invasive trees and plants erradicated along 
the river. this is good for people and animals.

Getting all the principals to work together.
Balancing the visions of brilliant designers with the wishes of the general public.
Funding, with the present governor.

It's an area that will need more "eyes on the street" to feel really safe and inviting. I hope that plans and development will 
attract a mix of residents, many of whom would be out and about on sidewalks, etc, to make the area feel safe.
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What do you see as potentially the greatest challenges in achieving those benefits?

# Response Text
75

76 Perserving wildlife and water quality
77 Cost
78 Finding the funding.
79 delicate balance between commercial and green/natural space
80 Fighting the status quo
81 Not sure
82 Cost
83 The dam needs to go. The dam inhibits recreation and natural processes.
84 funding
85 Designing a really attractive space. I am not terribly confident in our city administration or city council.
86 Making sure we address any issues that might come from an increased risk of flood downstream from the dam.
87 Awareness...and attracting more Iowa Citians to see what is offered.
88 water quality improvement.
89 What do you do during the 6 months of winter?  I've seen old pictures of people ice skating on the river.
90 Resistance to water quality improvements and money.
91 Getting right of way.
92

93 Easy river access, funding for the actual build.
94

95 Funding
96 Parking, also not letting people try and stop any change from coming to Iowa City.
97

98 funding!
99 balancing the space with flood control, access to parking

100 Cost, convincing residents to use the amenities once they are in place.
101 No parking; traffic congestion; limited access on east side below dam
102 The money to pay for the project.
103 Funding, I don't know anything about fund raising.  But I'm willing to help.
104 Getting people to change!
105
106 Cost
107 Making a clear vision and getting the information out there. OVercoming the "nae"sayers.
108 Parking, as always, in Iowa City!
109 Opposition from folks who like the status quo or see development as an unnecessary expense.
110

111

112

113

The location is difficult with the power plant and hydraulics lab on either side and the Burlington Street bridge to the north.

#1 Public acceptance #2 Iowa City Red tape with too many depts. involved and too many engineers ....too many chiefs 
and too few Indians for the process. #3 This whitewater park should be up and available Summer of 2014 while the 
interest is at its peak if you take too long interest will dye off.

The public's fear of the river (see your previous question on water quality).  The public overestimates the potential 
"dangers" of recreating in rivers compared to the benefits of outdoor recreation.

The city needs to keep communicating the economic and environmental benefits to the community so more people 
appreciate the benefits and will be supportive of a trail.

The flood plain is my only concern, as more damage to the city, especially the Univeristy, would be very detrimental.

locating parking and boat input/takeout points and portage paths so they are convenient enough so people can actually 
use the area.
Parking/ Access.  Since the plot is in a busy part of town it'll be a challenge to find places for people to park.  You can 
have the best amusement park in the world but if people can't access it then it is a lost beauty.
Public interest, opposing fishermen, securing funding, existing mussels beds, McLaughlin's projected cost, IDNR 
(specifically Nate Hoogeveen)
Getting enough land on the east bank to provide for the community access.  The River is very narrow at Burlington Street 
and access is so limited to the general public.
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What do you see as potentially the greatest challenges in achieving those benefits?

# Response Text
114 Water qualtiy may be unable to improve.
115 poor water quality upstream in the river that cannot be improved much by this project
116 Cost
117 Funding and resources for such areas are few and far between though a growing interest.
118
119 Public opinion against the project
120 My wife letting me go boating every other day!
121

122 Flooding risk

The fact that the university has made it essentially impossible to re-form the U Iowa kayaking club due to liability.

Getting the University to recognize the benefits to them of recreation the length of the River in Iowa City and giving right 
of way all along river.
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Answer Options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count
Under 18 0.6% 1
18-24 5.6% 9
25-34 23.1% 37
35-54 43.1% 69
55-74 27.5% 44
75+ 3.1% 5

160
8skipped question

We're almost through! Please answer just a couple of questions about yourself to help us know we're  hearing from a cross-
section of residents. Which category below includes your age?

answered question

0.0% 
5.0% 

10.0% 
15.0% 
20.0% 
25.0% 
30.0% 
35.0% 
40.0% 
45.0% 
50.0% 

Under 18 18-24 25-34 35-54 55-74 75+ 

We're almost through! Please answer just a couple of questions about yourself to help us know 
we're  hearing from a cross-section of residents. Which category below includes your age? 
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Answer Options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count
Male 54.4% 86
Female 46.2% 73

158
10skipped question

What's your gender?

answered question

42.0% 

44.0% 

46.0% 

48.0% 

50.0% 

52.0% 

54.0% 

56.0% 

Male Female 

What's your gender? 
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Response 
Count

76
76
92

# Response Text
1

2 Thanks!
3 Great idea, hope you can make it happen.
4

5 Thanks to all whose efforts bring this much needed renovation to the riverfront
6 This is a GREAT project!  Let's make it happen!
7

8 we need passenger rail!
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16 Is it necessary? More development is likely to negatively impact the community.  Don't do it.
17
18 Make sure the Burlington St. bridge provides a bike-specific connection to unite the two halves of the city.

Answer Options

answered question
skipped question

Anything else you'd like to tell us about this project that we either failed to ask, or you would like to emphasize? And thanks 
for answering these questions!

Please clean it all up and make it beautiful and safe.  Another problem with that area (bounded by Gilbert, Hwy 6, Riverside 
and Burlington) currently is that it is kind of "spooky".  GETTING TO  the Riverfront (south of Burlington) from ANYWHERE 
other than from the North on foot or bicycle is not something I would currently want to subject my kids to.  One has to go 
past/though dumpy areas (abandoned water treatment plant, recycling center area very spooky - frightening people 
wandering / bicycling / lurking around, etc.  There is not parking to speak of down there (near power plant).  I went to return 
recyclables at 1:00 PM on a sunny Saturday and at one point I was there alone.  I did not feel safe.  I have biked over the 
Benton St bridge and gone down the path behind Dairy Queen.  Not pretty.  I did not feel safe.  I have never gone the other 
way (south) on the bike path - too spooky.  Please do what you can to to redevelop / revitalize the entire south side - 
Riverside Dr south of Burlington AND Hwy 6 and Gilbert St (dumpy U of I Surplus bldg,  and other various unsightly run 
down bldgs, lack of pedestrian safety, etc.  Same is true for new area by the new Hampton in - there is nowhere for people to 
go across the street from the hotel to the restaurants on the other side of the street.

I would love to see both a tranquil boating area upstream of the dam - near the IMU (like punting boats in Cambridge 
England) - and a whitewater area south of the dam. They offer very different types of entertainment and draw two different 
crowds. I think both would be a true asset to our community!

I know it's not apparent now, just like the financial crisis of 2008 wasn't apparent to economists or the business community, 
but how will the city respond to a crisis shortage of waste concrete if it should come about in the future?  And, how do city 
fathers (and to be PC, mothers) sleep at night knowing how the visual appeal of waste concrete makes it so tempting a steal 
for folks to covet and make off with a few pieces for their front yard gardens?  I sincerely hope that all that taxpayer funded 
waste concrete is adequately protected for future generations to appreciate.

Provide plenty of observer amenities and seating for those who cannot engage in white water rafting! Any chance for 
passenger boating outings?
flooding - climate change- the power of agribusiness and permission to pollute - the elephants in the room ! the fact that 
there is no  willingness whatsoever by the UIHC to reduce its environmental foot print (been there done that)
there was a lot of opposition to the whitewater course in Charles City but it turned out to be a great success for the town and 
area.
Good luck.  It's a good idea to capitalize on the Dam but I would keep it low-key; natural, attractive with few bells and 
whistles
A white water rafting project is totally short sighted. Its like a theme park. A short economic boost that doesn't last and 
eventually becomes shabby. Please consider Ladybird Lake in Austin Texas as an example of an urban water facility.
The Rivercrossings area has the opportunity to expand the area's natural beauty. I truly hope this aspect is considered vs. 
bricks and mortar and more housing for UI students.
I hope the governmental and university folks involved in bringing about recreation on the river will actively engage the public 
to participate and help.

Really excited about the project! My adult children are excited too!
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Anything else you'd like to tell us about this project that we either failed to ask, or you would like to emphasize? And thanks 
for answering these questions!

# Response Text
19

20

21 I would hope safe, easy to use portages around the damn are an important priority of this project
22

23 Thanks for asking!
24

25 Please keep the setting natural vs. urban!
26 Look at Des Moines. Also -- engage the UI in this discussion. Talk to the IMU and other facilities on the river.
27 No
28 It's a game changing project.
29 Thanks!
30 Get rid of the deathtrap dam!
31 Great project. Improving the riverbank and trails/access along it will be wonderful. Thanks!
32

33

34

35 Great creative and innovative idea.
36

37

38 I think this has the potential to be a really great improvement.
39 nope
40 Great potential to add a unique feature to our city with very little downside. Keep emphasizing the benefits.
41 biking trails! please!
42 Steve Long is the greatest!
43 No. Thanks!
44 LET'S DO IT!
45 Please proceed with this project
46 I think it's a really great idea, and I look forward to seeing/experiencing the reality!
47

48 Let's do this!
49 I am very excited about this opportunity for our residents!
50 It sounds awesome
51 Looking forward to the improvements

the project needs to talk about who maintaines this after it is installed and how much more of a work load is it for area 
agencies that may have to respond to an emergency on the water.
I think trees are really important! Please don't cut trees down in the course of making these improvements--if anything, plant 
more. (This is a great article on the link between human health and trees: 
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/2013/06/can-lack-of-trees-kill-you-faster.html.) Thanks!

This is an important project for the community that will help revitalize Iowa City's river corridor, add recreational and cultural 
amenties, enhance recreation and educational opportunities at the university, and propel the Riverfront Crossings 
development forward.

I just want to emphasize the importance of nature intertwined within a city landscape.  I love this about European and South 
American cities, and I would like to see us in Iowa City set an example for what nature and literature can bring to people.  
Let's make a difference!

Keep it up and follow up on your plans! There is a ton of support for this project so I believe if there needs to be any help 
from the community I'm sure you could get it!
Please use this project to raise awareness about water quality/flooding not just to make connections between the UNESCO 
designation and the river. You could even do all three: The Iowa Review had an entire issue devoted to the flood, for 
example.
Bodies of water often are the lifeblood and focus of communities.  I want to see the riverfront transformed into an attraction.  
I lived in Austin, Texas, and Town Lake has incredible hike/bike trails that tie into tributaries that really enhance the vitality of 
the area.  Thanks for all your work!

Keep the momentum going and moving the ball forward.  Emphasize safety and the economic impact of the project to the 
public.
get more input on the aesthetics.  I knew of no one who appreciated the herky statues, or the giant books.  there might be a 
taste issue with the "deciders" on city development projects...

A whitewater element would be a huge draw to our community. It is a unique and interesting idea that would do much to 
continue building our reputation as an interesting and stimulating city in which to LIVE, not just visit while in school.
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Anything else you'd like to tell us about this project that we either failed to ask, or you would like to emphasize? And thanks 
for answering these questions!

# Response Text
52

53

54

55

56 I think its a great idea.
57

58

59

60

61 Hoping it happens!
62

63 Would be fun and we would come to Iowa City for the excitement.
64
65 I think that this is an amazing opportunity for our community!!
66 Changing rooms/Restrooms
67 The riverfront is a wonderful resource that is currently not being utilized. Please make this happen!
68

69

70

Please get rid of the dam.  The time has come for progressive forward thinking. The dam is inhibiting the free movement of 
people and the fish population.
Look to create a natural stream bank, not something over engineered or over constructed. I look at the renovations to the 
exterior Robert A. Lee Rec Center, including the new entry at the back of the building, and the paving along Iowa Avenue 
near the parking facility and think their is just a total lack of aesthetics. Same goes for the street "improvement" on South 
Gilbert Street.
I would rather see a fully developed non-whitewater water trail with a convenient portage to foster regular canoeing and 
kayaking on the Iowa River through Iowa City.
structural improvements/changes that connect to water quality improvement (say, watershed planning so upstream projects 
can be aligned with this initiative). major improvements to the quality and perception of that quality are needed for the public 
to engage in the river. since it (mostly) sources from Lake MacBride, it might be a good to make strong connections between 
the two, while actually improving the quality.

I think increasing access to the river, especially south of Burlington St. would be of great interest and benefit to all residents.

The UI needs to be involved in planning since they own the dam and the land all along the proposed site north and south. 
Anticipate large amounts of vehicles trying to drop off eq and then park...where will they park? Where will they buy lunch? 
Where are the showers for after being on the river all day. Is there camp grounds for the native camper(No Winnebago's). 
Observation stands for events concerts speakers and shelters from the sun. First aid station attached to the showers and an 
emergency station for lifeguard during peak times. Fully accessible for all types handicap accessible for fishing and floating. 
Walkways on both sides of the river to get out of the river and portage back to the drop off point.
As the owner of DQ on the river I think this would be amazing.  Everyday people use our lot to walk by the river.  It is 
beautiful and more people would realize it was there and care for it.
Please make a water trail that can be used by all.  Ideally, the trail be would able to be navigated both ways so it wouldn't be 
necessary to park a car downstream.  Create some small parks along the trail where there are currently none for people to 
stop at.  Make sure clean restrooms are available.  Consider making public lockers available along the shoreline for the 
public to store kayaks.  

You didn't address drowning possibilities; nothing on warnings posted during various water levels; increased monitoring by 
DNR or IC police during heavy use weekends;  Failed to assess flood mitigation potential of removing the dam and restoring 
the river to natural state without a "unnatural" water ride in the middle of the city.

The project has so many benefits even if no one kayaks there.  But I know for sure that there will be plenty of kayakers.

Don't emphasize the "whitewater" aspect so much.  Be sure to make it known that the area will be for EVERY LEVEL of 
canoeing and kayaking, with ways to get around the actual "whitewater"
I think that asking what this would do for the university is another thing to cover.  I came to this university for its diversity and 
the fact that it was a very highly ranked outdoor school for it's landlocked location.  If I were a new student touring campus 
and I came across this whitewater park.  There is no doubt in my mind that I would attend school in Iowa City.  This 
whitewater park has the potential for bring consistent outdoor classes for the University.  There are weekend sea kayaking 
classes and climbing classes.  I know whitewater kayaking could easily be a consistent weekend class.  Something the town 
and the university would both benefit from.
I would emphasize the quality and importance of building a world class whitewater course specifically designed for 
whitewater playboat use with a combination of waves and holes for all skill levels.
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Anything else you'd like to tell us about this project that we either failed to ask, or you would like to emphasize? And thanks 
for answering these questions!

# Response Text
71

72

73
74 What can the supporters of this project do to get it accomplished?
75

76 please make this happen

Need to convince status quo folks that benefits will offset negatives of such an attraction, ie. traffic, increased possibility of 
accidents, change.

As a resident I don't want to any special  taxed for this project it should come from private funding or gambling funds or UI 
service fees from those students who will benefit.
Again touch on the positives a whitewater park can bring to a community: youth participation, team building, goal driven 
sportsmanship, financial benefit for local establishments, etc,
A whitewater kayaking park would be AWESOME!! I would consider staying in Iowa City for law school if we got one.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A geotechnical exploration has been performed for the proposed Iowa River Improvements
located on the west side of the Iowa River from Burlington Street to U.S. Highway 9 in Iowa City,
Iowa.  Terracon’s geotechnical scope of work included the advancement of three test borings to
approximate depths of 36.5 to 47 feet below existing site grades, as well as sediment sampling in
the Iowa River at seven locations.  Information from other explorations performed along the
alignment were also used to supplement this exploration.

Based on the information obtained from our subsurface exploration, the site is suitable for
development of the proposed project.  The following geotechnical considerations were identified:

Significant depths (i.e. 7 to 13 feet) of uncontrolled existing fill were encountered along the
trail alignment in the borings.  Uncontrolled fill is not considered reliable for the support of
structure foundations.  Complete removal and replacement of the fill is not anticipated to be
economical for this project.  Structures such as the proposed bridge and retaining walls should
therefore be supported on driven pile foundations.

If the box culvert alternative to the bridge is chosen at the creek crossing, a shallow mat
foundation supported on native materials may be feasible.  However, to adequately dewater
the bearing soils during construction, a cofferdam and well points will likely be required.

The risk of poor trail pavement performance due to uncontrolled fill can be reduced with the
recommended partial overexcavation and geotextile placement; however the designer and
City should understand that the risk cannot be eliminated without completely removing the fill.

Portions of the existing fill materials could potentially be used as site grading fill; however,
significant sorting to remove unsuitable materials, as well as moisture conditioning of the soils
would be required.

Based on the limited subsurface information obtained during our site exploration, the 2012
International Building Code (IBC), seismic site classification for the proposed bridge or culvert
site is C.

Earthwork on the project should be observed and evaluated by Terracon.  The evaluation of
earthwork should include observation and testing of engineered fill, subgrade preparation,
foundation bearing materials, and other geotechnical conditions exposed during construction.

Only preliminary design information was available for the preparation of this report, therefore
as the design advances additional recommendations will likely be required.  Terracon should
be provided plans at the schematic stage to determine if additional recommendations are
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required, and at the pre-bid stage to confirm that our recommendations have been properly
implemented.

Our recommendations did not include design and construction of USACE approved flood
protection structures.  Additional field exploration, laboratory testing, and analyses would be
required if the project will include flood protection.

This summary should be used in conjunction with the entire report for design purposes.  It should
be recognized that details were not included or fully developed in this section, and the report must
be read in its entirety for a comprehensive understanding of the items contained herein.  The
section titled GENERAL COMMENTS  should be read for an understanding of the report
limitations.
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PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING REPORT
IOWA RIVER IMPROVEMENTS

BURLINGTON STREET TO U.S. HIGHWAY 6
IOWA CITY, IOWA

Terracon Project No. 06145620.01
January 12, 2015

1.0  INTRODUCTION

This preliminary report presents the results of our subsurface exploration and geotechnical
engineering services performed for the proposed Iowa River Improvements to be located on the
west side of the Iowa River from Burlington Street to U.S. Highway 6 in Iowa City, Iowa.  The
purpose of these services is to provide information and preliminary geotechnical engineering
recommendations relative to:

subsurface soil and rock conditions groundwater conditions
excavation considerations dewatering considerations
site preparation and earthwork foundation design and construction
lateral earth pressures pavement design and construction
seismic site classification per IBC frost considerations

The subsurface exploration scope of work for this project included the advancement of three test
borings to depths ranging from approximately 36.5 to 47 feet below existing site grades.  Sediment
samples were also obtained at seven locations from the Iowa River channel bottom.

A Site Location Plan (Exhibit A-1), a Boring Location Plan (Exhibit A-2), a subsurface soil profile
(Exhibit A-4) and logs of the borings (Exhibits A-5 to A-7) are included in Appendix A of this report.
The results of the laboratory testing performed on soil samples obtained from the site during the
field exploration are included on the boring logs and/or in Appendix B of this report.  Descriptions
of the field exploration and laboratory testing are included in their respective appendices.

Terracon performed a prior subsurface exploration for a proposed pedestrian bridge (Terracon
Project No. 06955103, Geotechnical Engineering Report dated October 19, 1995).  The
information from this prior exploration was also used in developing the preliminary
recommendations contained in this report.  The boring log from that exploration is also included
in this report as Exhibit A-8.

A planned fourth boring was not performed at the request of the client, McLaughlin Whitewater
Design Group (MWDG), since the City of Iowa City (City) provided us with logs of borings
performed by Team Services (TEAM Report No. 1-3398, dated October 9, 2013) on the 21 Benton
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Street property, which included borings on the proposed alignment.  Borings 2, 3, and 3A from
this report are included as Exhibits A-9 to A-11.

The following are not included in this preliminary geotechnical engineering report:

Stability analyses of the proposed retaining walls are not included in our scope of services.
We can provide these analyses, once the preliminary wall designs are completed.  It should
be noted that our field exploration was not intended to develop recommendations for a
USACE certified flood protection system; if such a system is planned, additional exploration
and testing would likely be required.
Flashboard gates and scour protection recommendations are not included in our scope of
service, and we understand that the required analyses will be performed by MWDG.

2.0  PROJECT INFORMATION

2.1 Project Description

The client has provided us with the Iowa River Corridor Trail – From Benton Street to Sturgis
Ferry Park preliminary plan set dated October 27, 1997 by Shive-Hattery, Inc.  We understand
the final geometric design has not been determined, but the final alignment will be similar to that
shown on the preliminary plans.  In addition, we understand a box culvert may be substituted for
the pedestrian bridge over the unnamed tributary to the Iowa River.

Item Description

Project

River bank restoration and trail extension
o West side of Iowa River from the Benton Street

bridge to south of the U.S. Highway 6 bridge
o Flashboard gates at locations to be determined
o River bank erosion protection
o Retaining walls (locations not specified)
o Bridge over unnamed tributary to the Iowa River
o Paved multi-use trail

Retaining wall construction Wall cross-sections, height, and type not provided
Cut and fill slopes
(assumed) No steeper than 3H:1V (Horizontal to Vertical)
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Item Description

Trail construction
(assumed)

Aggregate surfaced and/or paved trail
o Cuts and fills of less than about 5 feet

Single-span bridge supported on integral abutments
o Span length on the order of 120 feet
o Reaction loads at abutments not provided
o Potential for wing walls

Box culvert alternative to bridge
o Bottom elevation near 635 feet
o Further details not provided

2.2 Site Location and Description

Item Description

Location Iowa River from Burlington Street bridge to south of U.S.
Highway 6 bridge in Iowa City, Iowa

Existing improvements

Burlington Street bridge
Burlington Street dam
Railroad bridge
Benton Street bridge
U.S. Highway 6 Bridge
Subsurface utilities, including below the Iowa River channel
bottom

3.0  SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

3.1 Bedrock Geology

The 2004 Bedrock Geology of Southeast Iowa, Digital Geologic Map of Iowa, Phase 7: Southeast
Iowa map, prepared by the Iowa Geological Survey indicates the uppermost bedrock underlying
the site is the Cedar Valley Group of the Upper Middle and lower Upper Devonian Series, which
has a primary lithology of fossiliferous, part argillaceous limestone.

Approximately the northern one-third of the proposed trail alignment is mapped as “Karst and
Potential Karst” by the Iowa Department of Natural Resources (IDNR).  However, mapping by the
IDNR shows no sinkhole activity within 1 mile of the site.  Further exploration, including rock coring
and/or geophysical survey methods would be required to better evaluate the bedrock for Karst.
However, we are not aware of any Karst related foundation/structure distress in the vicinity.
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3.2 Typical Profile

Based on the results of the borings, subsurface conditions on the project site can be generalized
as follows:

Stratum Approximate Depth to
Bottom of Stratum (feet) Material Description Consistency /

Relative Density
Surficial 3 to 5 inches Topsoil / Root Zone N/A

1 7 to 13.5

Variable fill1 consisting of a combination of
lean clay, silt and sand with varying

amounts of gravel, cinders, crushed stone,
broken concrete, rootlets, topsoil, other

organic materials, and debris

N/A

2
18 to 19.5

(B-101 and B-102)
Native silty clay and lean clay with varying

organic content
Medium stiff

3 36 to 47 Interbedded native sands with varying silt
and gravel contents, and lean clay

Sand – loose to
medium dense2

Clay - stiff

4
61.5

(B-1, 06955103)
Sandy lean clay (glacial till) Very stiff to hard

5
More than 49 to 60 feet 3

(Team No. 2, 3, and 3A)
Sandy gravel with layers of cobbles and

boulders
Dense to very

dense

6 More than 40.5 to 62  4, 5 Limestone Highly weathered
to depths drilled

1. Variable fill is material that was placed without moisture and density control.  This material is typically
variable in composition, consistency, density, moisture, and/or depth.

2. Very dense below about 33 feet in Boring B-1 (06955103).
3. Team Borings 2, 3, and 3A terminated at auger refusal in cobbles and boulders.
4. All borings terminated at practical auger refusal in this stratum.
5. Borings by Team on the 21 Benton Street property to the west of the alignment encountered bedrock

at depths ranging from about 74.5 to 78 feet.

Conditions encountered at each boring location are indicated on the individual boring logs.
Stratification boundaries on the boring logs represent the approximate location of changes in
native soil and rock types; in situ, the transition between materials may be gradual.  Details for
each of the borings can be found on the boring logs in Appendix A of this report.  The subsurface
conditions encountered in our exploration were generally similar to those found during our
September 1995 exploration.
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Sediments from the Iowa River bottom were fine to coarse and medium to coarse sands with trace
gravel.  The sand samples farthest downstream (S-1 and S-2) were “silty” and “with silt”,
respectively, while the remaining samples had trace silt.  All the sediments were poorly graded.
Plots of the particle size distribution are provided on Exhibits B-2 and B-3.

3.3 Groundwater Conditions

The borings were observed for the presence of groundwater during drilling and sampling.  The
mud-rotary procedure introduces drilling fluid into the boreholes, making water level observations
shortly after the completion of drilling (e.g. same day) unrepresentative.  After completion of our
drilling operation, the boreholes were backfilled with on-site soils.  Water levels observations are
presented in the table below.

WATER LEVEL OBSERVATIONS

Boring No.
While Drilling

(feet)
Depth Elevation

B-101 NI - -
B-102 NI - -
B-103 13 632

B-1 (06955103) 22 626.5
Team No. 2 23 624.5
Team No. 3 23 623.3

NI: No Indication prior to mud-rotary drilling.

These water level observations provide an approximate indication of the groundwater conditions
existing on the site at the time the observations were made.  Longer-term observations using
cased holes or piezometers, sealed from the influence of surface water, would be required for a
better evaluation of the groundwater conditions along the alignment.

Fluctuations of the groundwater levels will likely occur due to seasonal variations in the Iowa River
stage, amount of rainfall, runoff, and other factors not evident at the time the borings were
performed.  Therefore, groundwater levels during construction or at other times in the life of the
structure may be different than the levels indicated on the boring logs.  The possibility of
groundwater level fluctuations and perched water should be considered when developing the
design and construction plans for the project.
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4.0  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

4.1 Geotechnical Considerations

Based on the results of the subsurface explorations, laboratory testing, and our analyses, it is our
opinion that the proposed bridge and retaining walls should be supported on deep foundations
such as driven piles that extend to competent bedrock.  If the box culvert alternative is chosen, a
grade supported mat foundation appears feasible.  Primary geotechnical considerations include:

Existing variable fill;
Bedrock variability;
Shallow groundwater;
Rubble zones and cobbles and boulders.

Further details are provided herein.

4.1.1 Existing Uncontrolled Fill
Existing fill was encountered in the borings to depths ranging from about 7 to 13 feet below
existing grades.  Based on the SPT results (N-values ranging from 1 to 16 blows per foot) and
highly variable composition of the fill, it appears that the fill was not placed as engineered fill with
consistent control of moisture and density.  Records regarding fill placement were not provided to
Terracon for the preparation of this report, and likely do not exist.  As such, the existing fill should
not be considered reliable for support of foundations, and risk of possible poor performance for
trail pavements must be accepted if portions of the existing fill are allowed to remain in place as
a cost saving measure.

Support of pavements on or above existing fill soils is discussed in this report.  However, even
with the recommended construction testing services, there is an inherent risk for the City that
highly compressible fill or unsuitable material within or buried by the fill will not be discovered.
This risk of unforeseen conditions cannot be eliminated without completely removing the existing
fill, but can be reduced by performing additional testing and evaluation.

We anticipate that complete removal of the fill will not be economical for this project.  Therefore,
as a minimum to reduce some of the risk of abrupt differential settlement, we recommend at least
18 inches of granular fill be placed below pavements.  A high-tensile geogrid could also be placed
below the crushed limestone base course to further reduce the risk of abrupt differential
settlement.

4.1.2 Soil Improvement Systems
As an alternative to supporting retaining walls on deep foundations, they could be supported on
existing fill materials that have been improved with methods such as “Geopier ® Rammed
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Aggregate Piers”, “Vibro-Replacement Stone Columns ®”, or other similar aggregate pier systems
that extend through the fill soils to suitable native soils.  These soil improvement methods are
proprietary systems designed by licensed contractors who could provide further information
regarding these support options.  Typically, foundations supported on aggregate pier improved
soils can be designed with net allowable bearing pressures ranging from 3,000 to 6,000 psf.  The
design bearing pressure is provided by the aggregate pier designer/installer.

4.1.3 Bedrock Variability
The depth to bedrock varied along the alignment from about 36 feet to a depth of more than 70
feet estimated based on our familiarity with bedrock conditions in the vicinity.  Deep foundation
lengths will vary along the alignment due to the varying depths to bedrock and degree of bedrock
weathering.  Additional borings and/or geophysical methods could be used to better evaluate
bedrock depths along the alignment.  Wherever deep foundations are planned, we recommend
that the bid documents include an add/deduct line item to account for bedrock variations.

4.1.4 Shallow Groundwater
Dewatering should be anticipated for deep excavations that extend to near or below Iowa River
stage.  Quick conditions will result in sandy soils if excavations extend below the water table and
proper dewatering measures are not performed.  If the box culvert alternative is chosen, we
anticipate that a coffer dam and well points will be required for construction dewatering.

4.1.5 Rubble Zones and Cobbles and Boulders
Zones of both rubble/debris in fill sections and cobbles and boulders in native sand and gravel
strata were encountered in the borings.  These could act as obstructions during deep foundation
installation, requiring pre-drilling through fill sections, and/or requiring offset and/or additional
replacement piles.

4.2 Site Preparation and Earthwork

4.2.1 Site Grading
Pavements, topsoil, vegetation, uncontrolled fill consisting of rubble or debris, and any otherwise
unsuitable materials should be removed from the construction areas.  Excessively wet or dry
material should either be removed or moisture conditioned and recompacted.  Soft and/or low-
density soil should be removed or compacted in place prior to placing new fill.

After rough grade has been established (e.g. the planned overexcavation for minimum
recommended 18-inch crushed stone section), the exposed subgrade should be proofrolled by
the contractor and test probed by Terracon.  Proofrolling of sandy soils could be accomplished
using a vibratory drum roller (gross weight of 10 tons or more), while clay subgrades could be
accomplished using heavy, rubber-tired construction equipment or a tandem axle dump truck
(gross weight of 20 to 25 tons).  This surficial proofroll would help to provide a stable base for the
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compaction of new structural fill, and delineates low density, soft, or disturbed areas that may
exist below subgrade level.  Unstable materials that cannot be satisfactorily improved by
scarification and recompation should be removed and replaced with new structural fill. Subgrade
conditions should be observed by Terracon during construction.

Dewatering during construction could be required; design and deployment of dewatering
measures are the responsibility of the contractor.  We expect that sump pits and pumps would
generally be adequate for dewatering excavations above the water table where perched water is
present.  More extensive dewatering measures, such as sheeting and well points will be required
for excavations extending below the water table, which is anticipated to be at to slightly above
Iowa River stage.  The groundwater level should be maintained at least 2 feet below the lowest
excavation level.

Upon completion of filling and grading, care should be taken to maintain the subgrade moisture
content prior to construction of pavements.  Construction traffic over the completed subgrade
should be avoided to the extent practical.  Where practical, grading should be performed to
prevent ponding of surface water on the prepared subgrades or in excavations.  If the subgrade
should become frozen, desiccated, saturated, or disturbed, the affected material should be
removed or these materials should be scarified, moisture conditioned, and recompacted prior to
pavement construction.

4.2.2 Soil Stabilization
As previously discussed, the existing fill soils are anticipated to vary in composition,
consistency/relative density, and strength.  The City should budget for additional costs to provide
the required corrective measures.  If left in place, corrective measures will probably be required
to increase subgrade stability during subgrade preparation.  If the existing fill soils are left in-place,
a layer of crushed limestone at least 18 inches thick should be placed below new pavements as
previously discussed; however, a greater thickness could be required in some areas.  A geotextile
stabilization material could also be placed below the crushed stone to help stabilize the subgrade
soils.  To improve stability and create a stable base for compaction of new fill, we recommend the
exposed soils be scarified, moisture conditioned and recompacted as discussed above.

4.2.3 Excavation Considerations
All excavations should comply with the requirements of OSHA 29CFR, Part 1926, Subpart P,
"Excavations" and its appendices, as well as other applicable codes.  This document states that
the excavation safety is the responsibility of the contractor. Reference to this OSHA requirement
should be included in the project specifications.  Slope heights, slope inclinations and/or
excavation depths should in no case exceed those specified in local, state or federal safety
regulations, including current OSHA excavation and trench safety standards.  If any excavations
extend to a depth greater than 20 feet (e.g. box culvert), side slopes and/or bracing must be
designed by a professional engineer according to OSHA regulations.
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Where granular soils are encountered, excavations will likely require shoring or bracing to
maintain stability.  The bracing or sheet piles should be designed to resist the lateral earth
pressures and any adjacent surcharges while maintaining tolerable deformations, and would
reduce the potential for caving or sloughing of these cohesionless soils.  Sloped excavations could
be considered if the lateral extent would not impact adjacent utilities, pavements or structures.
Where poorly compacted variable fill materials are encountered, flatter slopes than those required
by OSHA could be required to maintain the stability of the excavation(s).

The information provided in this report is intended for its use by our client for this project only.
Under no circumstances should the information provided below be interpreted to mean that
Terracon is assuming responsibility for construction site safety or the contractor's activities; such
responsibility is not being implied and should not be inferred.  Construction site safety is the sole
responsibility of the contractor, who shall also be solely responsible for the means, methods, and
sequencing of construction operations.

4.2.4 Fill Material Requirements
Fill placed in structure and pavement areas should be low plasticity cohesive soil or granular soil.
Fill placed in confined excavations, utility trenches crossing pavements and structure foundation
overexcavations should consist of relatively clean and well-graded granular material.  This should
provide for greater ease of placement and compaction in confined areas where larger compaction
equipment cannot be operated.  The use of granular fill in these isolated and potentially deeper
excavations would reduce the potential for differential settlement.

The native sand soils encountered in the borings are considered suitable for use as site mass
grading fill.  The clay soils from the fill sections could possibly be reused; however, significant
sorting will be required where zones of highly variable composition, organic materials, rubble, or
other deleterious material are encountered in the existing fill.

Compacted structural fill should meet the following material property requirements:

Fill Type 1 USCS Classification Acceptable Location for Placement
Low Plasticity

Cohesive2 CL-ML, CL, ML General site grading fill

High Plasticity
Cohesive

CL/CH, CH, MH Green (non-structural) locations

Granular GW, GP, GM, GC
SW, SP, SM, SC

General site grading fill, below foundations,
pavements

Unsuitable CL-OL, OL, OH, CH-OH,
MH, PT Green (non-structural) locations
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Fill Type 1 USCS Classification Acceptable Location for Placement

On-Site Soils CL, CL-OL, SC, SM, SP
The on-site inorganic soils encountered in the
borings generally appear suitable for reuse as

structural fill.3

1. Structural fill should consist of approved materials that are free of organic matter and debris.  Frozen
material should not be used, and fill should not be placed on a frozen subgrade.  A sample of each
material type should be submitted to the geotechnical engineer for evaluation prior to use on this
site.

2. Low plasticity cohesive soil would have a liquid limit less than 45 and a plasticity index of less than
23.

3. Fill materials used for proposed site grading should have less than 5 percent organic content.

Appropriate laboratory tests, including Atterberg Limits for cohesive soils, organic content tests
for dark colored soils and/or those that exhibit a noticeable odor, and standard Proctor (ASTM
D698) moisture-density relationship tests should be performed on proposed fill materials prior to
their use as structural fill.  Further evaluation of any on-site soils or off-site fill materials should be
performed by Terracon prior to their use in compacted fill sections.

4.2.5 Compaction Requirements
Item Description

Maximum Fill Lift Thickness

9 inches or less in loose thickness when heavy,
self-propelled compaction equipment is used
4 inches in loose thickness when hand-guided
equipment (i.e. jumping jack or plate compactor) is
used

Minimum Compaction
Requirements1,2,3

98% beneath foundations and within 1 foot of
finished pavement subgrade
95% above foundations and more than 1 foot below
pavement subgrade

Moisture Content Range1 Low plasticity cohesive: -2% to +3%
Granular: -3% to +3%4

1. As determined by the standard Proctor test (ASTM D698).
2. If the granular material is a coarse sand or gravel, or of a uniform size, or has a low fines content,

compaction comparison to relative density may be more appropriate.  In this case, granular
materials should be compacted to at least 70% relative density (ASTM D 4253-00 and D 4254-00).

3. Moisture levels should be maintained at levels satisfactory for compaction to be achieved without
the granular fill material bulking during placement or pumping when proofrolled.

4.2.6 Grading and Drainage
Final surrounding grades should be sloped to provide effective drainage away from the top of
retaining walls and pavements during and after construction.  Grades around retaining walls and
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pavements should also be periodically inspected and adjusted as necessary, as part of the
structure’s maintenance program.

Water permitted to pond next to the retaining walls or on pavements can result in greater soil
movements than those discussed in this report.  These greater movements can result in
unacceptable differential wall and pavement movements.  Estimated movements described in this
report are based on effective drainage for the life of the walls and pavements and cannot be relied
upon if effective drainage is not maintained.

4.3 Deep Foundation Recommendations

Heavily loaded and/or settlement intolerant structures, such as the proposed bridge and retaining
walls should be supported on driven pile foundations.  Augercast piles were considered; however,
due to the relatively shallow depth to bedrock over portions of the alignment as well loose sands
being present, only a relatively low capacity would be developed.  Drilled shafts could also be
considered; however, construction through the existing fill materials and water bearing sand soils
would require a combination of casing and slurry drilling.  We can provide design and construction
recommendations for augercast piles and shafts upon request.

4.4 Driven Pile Foundations
Steel H-piles or pipe piles driven to practical refusal in the limestone bedrock could be used for
support of the bridge and retaining wall structures.  Driven piles will derive their compressive load
capacities from end bearing in the underlying bedrock.  In our opinion, where piles will be driven
near existing structures or other improvements, H-piles should be used instead of pipe piles to
reduce lateral movement and heave of the soils.

Preliminary allowable design compressive load capacities of driven steel piles could be calculated
by taking the allowable steel working stress of 15 kips per square inch (ksi) for piles driven to
refusal times the cross-sectional steel area.  However, we recommend that the steel have a f’y min

of at least four (4) times the working stress (e.g. a pile designed for 15 ksi should have a f’y min of
60 ksi) to reduce the potential for damage to the piles during driving.  For example, an HP 10x42
pile could be used for this project and an allowable design load of about 185 kips could be used
for piles driven to practical refusal in the underlying limestone bedrock.  Typical rock penetration
for driven piles will vary based on pile size and location across the building area, but is estimated
to small.

Individual pile settlement should be on the order of ½-inch when designed according to the criteria
presented in this report.  Differential settlement between individual piles can typically be estimated
at ½ to  the total settlement.
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4.4.1 Driven Pile Lateral Earth Pressures
Lateral loading on the driven piles may be resisted by the passive pressure of the soil acting on
the sides of the piles and grade beams.  An allowable passive resistance of 6 kips is
recommended for driven steel H-piles, if a detailed lateral load analysis is not performed.
Preliminary input values for LPILE are provided below.  We can provide input parameters for other
analysis programs and/or perform the LPILE analysis upon request.

Recommended input values for use in LPILE analyses that represent the materials encountered
in the borings are shown on the table below.  LPILE will estimate values of k h and E50 based on
strength; however, non-default values of k h should be used where provided.  Since deflection or
a service limit criterion will most likely control lateral capacity design, no safety/resistance factor
is included with these parameters.  Our recommendations are based on Boring B-103 being the
controlling case for maximum lateral deflection; LPILE input parameters can be provided for other
borings upon request.  We recommend setting the water table at the 100-year flood elevation in
analyses.

CRITERIA FOR LATERAL PILE CAPACITIES
Material Property Recommended Value

Material Existing Fil
Sand – Loose to
Medium Dense Limestone Bedrock

Depth in Boring B-103 0 - 13 13 - 36   > 36
LPILE Soil Model Soft Clay (Matlock) Sand (Reese) Neglect

Moist Unit Weight1

(pcf) 110 115 Neglect

Saturated Unit Weight1

(pcf) 115 120 Neglect

Effective Unit Weight1

(pcf) 53 58 Neglect

Cohesion2

(psf) 300 - - Neglect

Internal Friction Angle2

(degrees) - - 32 Neglect

Non-default
E50 (strain) 0.020 - - Neglect

Non-default
Soil Modulus kh – Static

(pci)3
30 60 Neglect

1. Effective unit weight should be used below the expected water table.  We recommend using the 100-year flood
elevation in analyses.

2. Should be ignored within frost depth.
3. Soil modulus (kh) for static loading; for cyclical loading of clays, values should be no more than 40% of the

values shown.
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Group action for lateral resistance of piles should be taken into account when spacing is less than
six (6) diameters (center to center), and design parameters for allowable passive resistance in
the direction of the load should be reduced in accordance with the following table.  We can
provided guidance for p-y multipliers if detailed analyses using LPILE are planned.

Pile/Shaft Spacing (Diameters) Reduction Factors
6D 1.0
4D 0.85
3D 0.65

The piles should be spaced the greater of at least three pile flange widths or web heights (for H-
piles) or diameters (for pipe piles) apart (center-to-center) if they will be used to resist lateral
loads.  Pile caps and/or grade beams could be subject to uplift loading due to frost action; thus,
perimeter foundation elements beneath unheated areas should extend at least 4 feet below the
lowest adjacent finished grade for frost protection.

It should be noted that the load capacities provided herein are based on the stresses induced in the
supporting soil and rock strata.  The structural capacity of the piles should be checked to assure that
they can safely accommodate the combined stresses induced by axial and lateral forces.  Lateral
deflections of piles should be evaluated using an appropriate analysis method, and will depend
upon the pile’s diameter, length, configuration, stiffness and “fixed head” or “free head” condition.
We can provide additional analyses and estimates of lateral deflections for specific loading
conditions upon request.  The load-carrying capacity of piles may be increased by increasing the
section (for H-piles), diameter (for pipe piles) and/or length.

4.4.2 Construction Considerations – Driven Piles
The contractor should select a driving hammer and cushion combination which is capable of
installing the selected piling without overstressing the pile material.  The hammer should have a
rated energy in foot-pounds at least equal to 15 percent of the design compressive load capacity
in pounds. The contractor should submit the pile driving plan and the pile hammer-cushion
combination to the engineer for evaluation of the driving stresses in advance of pile installation.
During driving, a maximum of 10 blows per inch is recommended to reduce the potential of
damage to the driving system.

If practical refusal is experienced above the anticipated rock surface elevation, then the pile may
be on a boulder or other obstruction and a replacement pile should be driven.  If this occurs, the
situation should be evaluated by Terracon during the pile driving operations.

Difficult driving could also be encountered in the weathered rock.  Consideration should be given
to using protective points and/or flange stiffening if H-piles are used.  The contractor should be
prepared to cut or splice piles, as necessary.  Splicing of piles should be in accordance with
specifications provided by the project structural engineer.
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Pile driving conditions, hammer efficiency, and stress on the pile during driving could be better
evaluated during installation using a Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA).  A Terracon representative
should observe pile driving operations.  Each pile should be observed and checked for buckling,
crimping and alignment in addition to recording penetration resistance, depth of embedment, and
general pile driving operations.

The existing adjacent structures and subsurface utilities should be observed prior to pile
installation to document their condition.  These structures should also be observed during pile
installation for any indications of movement.  Pile driving should be stopped and Terracon
contacted if movement or cracking of the existing structures is observed.  Monitoring vibration
levels during pile driving should be considered.  It should be understood that although vibrations
from pile driving may be below levels that will cause structural damage, they may be felt by
occupants of the adjacent buildings.  The potential impact of driving piles at this site should be
considered when evaluating this alternative.  Terracon is able to perform vibration monitoring
upon request.

4.5 Box Culvert Foundations

If a box culvert is used instead of a bridge for the unnamed tributary to the Iowa River crossing,
we anticipate that it would be a reinforced concrete box (RCB) culvert with a bottom elevation
near 635 feet.

4.5.1 Box Culvert Design Recommendations
DESCRIPTION VALUE

Foundation type Rigid reinforced mat foundation

Bearing material
Minimum 12 inches of well-graded crushed stone
over medium dense native sand or loose native
sand compacted to a medium dense condition

Net allowable contact pressure 1 2,000 psf

Total estimated settlement1 1 inch or less

Estimated differential settlement  of total settlement

1. Actual net contact pressure is expected to be lower than 2,000 psf.
2. The above settlement assumes the native soils exposed at the base of the culvert are compacted in

place to at least 98% of the material’s standard Proctor maximum dry density, or 70% relative density,
prior to foundation construction.
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4.5.2 Culvert Construction Considerations
The construction of the culvert should include establishing an effective means of controlling
surface run-off, seepage, groundwater, and/or surface water.  We anticipate that a cofferdam and
diversion of flow through the unnamed tributary will be needed to construct the culvert.
Groundwater levels should be maintained at least 2 feet below the proposed excavation grades
to reduce disturbance of the bearing soils.  This will likely require the use of well points to lower
the water table within the cofferdam.  It should be noted that “quick” conditions will result in sandy
soils if excavations extend below the water table and proper dewatering measures are not
performed.  This would significantly reduce the bearing capacity of the subgrade soils and may
result in subsequent settlement of the culvert and overlying trail pavement.  The specifications
should include a performance requirement for the construction dewatering system.

Construction and backfilling of the box culvert should be conducted well in advance of the trail
pavement construction.  This will allow expected settlement to occur without causing premature
pavement distress.  For an asphaltic cement concrete pavement section, consideration could be
given to placing the base course and then the surface course at a later date.

Where lower strength soils and/or loose sands cannot be densified in place and/or if unsuitable
bearing soils are encountered along the culvert foundation excavation, the excavation should be
extended deeper to suitable soils and the culvert should bear on properly compacted structural
backfill extending down to the suitable soils. Overexcavation for compacted backfill placement
below the culvert should extend laterally beyond its edges at least 8 inches per foot of
overexcavation depth. The overexcavation should then be backfilled up to the culvert’s base
elevation with well-graded granular material placed in lifts of 6 inches or less in loose thickness
and compacted to at least 98 percent of the material's maximum Standard Proctor dry density
(ASTM D698).

The base of culvert foundation excavations should be free of water and loose sands or soft soils
prior to placement of concrete.  Should the soils at the bearing level become disturbed, the
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affected soil should be stabilized or removed prior to placement of concrete.  Concrete should be
placed as soon as possible after excavating to minimize disturbance of bearing soils.

Foundation excavations should be observed by Terracon.  If the soil conditions encountered differ
significantly from those presented in this report, supplemental recommendations will be required.

4.6 Seismic Considerations

Description Value
2012 International Building Code Site Classification (IBC) 1 C2

Site Latitude 41° 38.93' N

Site Longitude 91° 32.28' W

SDS Spectral Acceleration for a Short Period 0.068 g

SD1 Spectral Acceleration for a 1-Second Period 0.062 g
1 Note: In general accordance with the 2012 International Building Code,  IBC Site Class is based on the average
characteristics of the upper 100 feet of the subsurface profile.

2 Note: The 2012 International Building Code (IBC) uses a site soil profile determination extending to a depth of
100 feet for seismic site classification.  The current scope does not include a 100 foot soil profile determination.
Borings extended to a maximum depth of 62 feet, and this seismic site class definition considers that moderately
weathered bedrock continues below the maximum depth of the subsurface exploration.  Additional exploration to
deeper depths, or seismic velocity testing would be required to confirm the conditions below the current depth of
exploration.

4.7 Lateral Earth Pressures

Reinforced concrete walls with unbalanced backfill levels on opposite sides, such as retaining
walls, should be designed for earth pressures at least equal to those indicated in the following
table.  Earth pressures will be influenced by structural design of the walls, conditions of wall
restraint, methods of construction and/or compaction and the strength of the materials being
restrained.  Two wall restraint conditions are shown.  Active earth pressure is commonly used for
design of free-standing cantilever retaining walls and assumes wall movement.  The "at-rest"
condition assumes no wall rotation and should be used where the wall’s geometry restrains them
from movement.  The surcharge components would apply where drives, surface parking or other
loading will be applied adjacent to the below grade walls.  The recommended design lateral earth
pressures are for cast-in-place concrete walls only, do not include a factor of safety, and do not
include any provision for possible hydrostatic pressure on the walls.  These recommendations are
not applicable to the design of modular block - geogrid reinforced backfill walls, and additional
analyses and evaluation would be required for these walls.
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Note that these recommendations are not intended for the design and construction of flood
protection walls.  Additional exploration, testing, and analyses would be required for flood wall
design; particularly if the flood protection will be USACE certified.

Earth Pressure Coefficients
Earth Pressure

Conditions
Coefficient for
Backfill Type

Equivalent Fluid
Density (pcf)

Surcharge
Pressure, p1 (psf)

Earth Pressure,
p2 (psf)

Active (Ka) Granular - 0.33
Lean Clay - 0.42

40
50

(0.33)S
(0.42)S

(40)H
(50)H

At-Rest (Ko) Granular - 0.46
Lean Clay - 0.60

55
70

(0.46)S
(0.60)S

(55)H
(70)H

Passive (Kp) Granular - 3.0
Lean Clay - 2.4

360
290

---
---

---
---

Ultimate Coefficient of Sliding
Resistance on Suitable Bearing Soils

0.30: On cohesive bearing soils
0.35: On granular bearing soils
0.45: On at least 2 feet of crushed stone backfill

Applicable conditions to the above include:
For active earth pressure, wall must rotate about base, with top lateral movements of about
0.002 H to 0.004 H, where H is wall height;
For passive earth pressure to develop, wall must move horizontally to mobilize resistance;
Uniform surcharge, where S is surcharge pressure;
In-situ soil backfill weight a maximum of 120 pcf;
Horizontal backfill, compacted between 95 and 100 percent of standard Proctor maximum
dry density;
Loading from heavy compaction equipment not included;
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No hydrostatic pressures acting on wall;
No dynamic loading;
No safety factor included;
Ignore passive pressure in frost zone.

Backfill placed against structures should consist of granular soils or low plasticity cohesive soils.
For the granular values to be valid, the granular backfill must extend out and up from the base of
the wall at an angle of at least 45 and 60 degrees from vertical for the active and passive cases,
respectively.

Heavy construction equipment should not operate within a distance closer than the exposed
height of retaining walls to prevent lateral pressures greater than those provided.  Backfill placed
in non-structural areas adjacent to the walls should be placed in thin lifts and compacted using
hand-operated equipment to at least 95 percent, but no more than 100 percent, of the material’s
maximum standard Proctor dry density (ASTM D 698).

Wall drainage and the potential for hydrostatic pressure should be carefully considered in
preparing final plans for the retaining walls constructed within the flood plain of the Iowa River.
Walls incorporated with flood protection should be designed for hydrostatic pressures.  Walls not
associated with flood protection should have effective drainage such that rises and falls of the
river stage will be mirrored in the backfill zone.  Filtration will be an important consideration to
reduce losses from the backfill zone through weep-holes or other wall perforations due to
fluctuations in water levels.  Terracon should be retained to provide further consultation once wall
profiles and design intents are determined.

Combined hydrostatic and lateral earth pressures for lean clay backfill can be calculated using an
equivalent fluid weighing 90 and 100 pcf for active and at-rest conditions, respectively.  For
granular backfill, an equivalent fluid weighing 85 and 90 pcf should be used for active and at-rest,
respectively.  These pressures do not include the influence of surcharge, equipment or pavement
loading.

4.8 Trail Design and Construction Recommendations

Traffic volumes and loading conditions were not provided.  We understand the proposed trail will
primarily be used by pedestrians and bicyclists; however, maintenance vehicles such as small
(i.e. gross weight under 20 tons) single-axle dump trucks could occasionally use the trail.

4.8.1 Trail Subgrade Preparation
As previously discussed, existing fill from about 7 to 13 feet deep is anticipated along most of the
trail alignment, therefore complete removal of the existing fill is not expected to be economically
feasible.  Therefore, as a minimum, we recommend placing at least 1 foot of properly compacted
granular fill below the recommended 6-inch thick crushed limestone aggregate base.  The upper
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1 foot of subgrade material should be placed on stable portions of the existing fill, and should be
compacted to at least 98 percent of the material’s maximum dry density as determined by ASTM
D698.  In addition, we recommend the aggregate base consist of a dense-graded crushed stone
meeting IDOT Section No. 4120.04, Gradation 11 if subdrains will not be installed.  If subdrains
are installed, then a free-draining crushed stone with less than 6% of material passing the U.S.
No. 200 sieve (e.g. IDOT Section No. 4121, Gradation 12a) should be used as the aggregate
subbase.

After rough grade has been established, the exposed subgrade should be proofrolled by the
contractor and observed by Terracon personnel prior to providing 1 foot of compacted structural
fill discussed above.  This surficial proofroll will assist in developing a stable base suitable for
compaction of new structural fill, and can also assist in delineating low density, soft, or disturbed
areas within the native soil or existing fill stratums.  Soft or loose areas should be undercut,
moisture conditioned, and recompacted or replaced with approved structural fill.  Subgrade
conditions should be observed by Terracon personnel during construction.

Based on the materials encountered in the borings, it appears that some of the existing materials
may be reused as structural fill.  However, moisture conditioning and some sorting of organic
material and rubble should be anticipated.  Consideration could also be given to placing geogrid
or woven geotextile below the aggregate base to assist in bridging small areas of localized
subsidence and/or poor subgrade support.

If there is a delay between subgrade preparation and paving, the pavement subgrades should be
carefully re-evaluated as the time for pavement construction approaches.  Within a few days of
the scheduled paving, we recommend the pavement areas be proofrolled again with a loaded
tandem axle dump truck in the presence of Terracon personnel.  Particular attention should be
given to the areas that were rutted and disturbed earlier during construction operations and
frequent movement of construction equipment.  Areas where unsuitable conditions exist should
be repaired by removing and replacing the materials with properly compacted fill.

4.8.2 Minimum Pavement Thicknesses
Traffic load information was not available at the time of this report; therefore, a formal pavement
design is not provided.  As a minimum, we suggest the following typical pavement sections be
considered.
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Traffic Area Alternative

Recommended Pavement Section Thickness 1 (inches)
Asphaltic
Cement

Concrete 2

Portland
Cement

Concrete

Aggregate
Base

Course
Total

Trail Pavement
A --- 6 6 3 12

B 4 --- 8 12

1.  All materials should meet the current Iowa Department of Transportation (IDOT) Standard
Specifications for Highway and Bridge Construction.

Asphaltic Surface - IDOT Type A Asphaltic Cement Concrete:  Section 2303

Asphaltic Base - IDOT Type B Asphaltic Cement Concrete, Class I:  Section 2303

Concrete Pavement - IDOT Portland Cement Concrete Type C:  Section 2301

2. A minimum 1.5-inch surface course should be used on ACC pavements.

3.  A 4-inch (or greater) granular base is recommended below PCC pavements to help reduce potential
for slab curl, shrinkage cracking, and subgrade “pumping” through joints.

The estimated pavement sections provided in this report are minimums for the assumed design
criteria, and as such, periodic maintenance should be expected.  A maintenance program that
includes surface sealing, joint cleaning and sealing, and timely repair of cracks and deteriorated
areas will increase the pavement’s service life.  Additional engineering observation is
recommended to determine the type and extent of a cost effective program.  Even with periodic
maintenance, some movements and related cracking may still occur and repairs may be required.
As an option, thicker sections could be constructed to decrease future maintenance.

All concrete for rigid pavements should have a minimum 28-day compressive strength of 4,000
psi, and be placed with a maximum slump of 4 inches.  Although not required for structural
support, a minimum 4-inch thick base course layer is recommended to help reduce potential for
slab curl, shrinkage cracking, and subgrade “pumping” through joints.  Proper joint spacing will
also be required to prevent excessive slab curling and shrinkage cracking.  All joints should be
sealed to prevent entry of foreign material and dowelled where necessary for load transfer.

Where practical, we recommend “early-entry” cutting of crack-control joints in Portland cement
concrete pavements.  Cutting of the concrete in its “green” state typically reduces the potential for
micro-cracking of the pavements prior to the crack control joints being formed, compared to
cutting the joints after the concrete has fully set.  Micro-cracking of pavements may lead to crack
formation in locations other than the sawed joints, and/or reduction of fatigue life of the pavement.
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4.9 Frost Considerations

The soils on this site are frost susceptible, and small amounts of water can affect the performance
of the slabs on-grade, sidewalks, and pavements.  Exterior slabs should be anticipated to heave
during winter months.  If frost action needs to be eliminated in critical areas, we recommend the
use of non-frost susceptible fill or structural slabs.  As an alternative to extending the non-frost
susceptible fill to the full frost depth, consideration can be made to placing extruded polystyrene
or cellular concrete under a buffer of at least 2 feet of non-frost susceptible fill.

4.10 Additional Explorations

The boring locations and depths were planned to provide information on the subsurface conditions
at the site for the structure crossing the unnamed tributary as well as trail pavements and retaining
walls.  Additional borings and/or the evaluation of the soils’ hydrogeological properties could be
required for shallow foundation supported structures such as retaining walls, or for USACE
approved flood protection walls.

5.0  GENERAL COMMENTS

Terracon should be retained to review the final design plans and specifications so comments can
be made regarding interpretation and implementation of our geotechnical recommendations in the
design and specifications.  Terracon also should be retained to provide observation and testing
services during grading, excavation, foundation construction and other earth-related construction
phases of the project.

The analysis and recommendations presented in this report are based upon the data obtained
from the borings performed at the indicated locations and from other information discussed in this
report.  This report does not reflect variations that may occur between borings, across the site, or
due to the modifying effects of construction or weather.  The nature and extent of such variations
may not become evident until during or after construction.  If variations appear, we should be
immediately notified so that further evaluation and supplemental recommendations can be
provided.

The scope of services for this project does not include either specifically or by implication any
environmental or biological (e.g., mold, fungi, bacteria) assessment of the site or identification or
prevention of pollutants, hazardous materials or conditions.  If the owner is concerned about the
potential for such contamination or pollution, other studies should be undertaken.
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Field Exploration Description
Our field exploration consisted of performing three soil borings at the project site.  A planned
fourth boring was not performed per the request of the MWDG and the City, due to their having
existing boring information by others in the area.  The borings were extended to depths of about
37 to 47 feet below the existing grades.  The boring locations were selected and laid out in the
field by Terracon personnel.  Distances from the boring locations to the reference features shown
on the attached plan are approximate and were located using a handheld GPS (estimated
horizontal accuracy of ±10 feet).  The ground surface elevations indicated on the boring logs are
also approximate (rounded to the nearest 1 foot), and were obtained by Terracon personnel by
interpolating between the contours of the Johnson County GIS topographic contour map.  True
surface elevations at the boring locations could differ due to interpolation, and other differences
could occur from superposing approximate boring locations on the topographic plan.  The
locations and elevations of the borings should be considered accurate only to the degree implied
by the means and methods used to define them.

The borings were drilled with an ATV-mounted, rotary drilling rig using continuous flight, hollow-
stemmed augers and a mud rotary procedure to advance the boreholes.  Samples were obtained
using split-barrel sampling procedures (ASTM D1586).  In the split-barrel sampling procedure, a
standard 2-inch O.D. split-barrel sampling spoon is driven into the ground with a 140-pound
hammer falling a distance of 30 inches.  A CME automatic SPT hammer was used to advance
the split-barrel sampler in the borings performed for this project.  A significantly greater efficiency
is achieved with the automatic hammer compared to the conventional safety hammer operated
with a cathead and rope.  This higher efficiency has an appreciable effect on the SPT-N value.
The effect of the automatic hammer's efficiency has been considered in the interpretation and
analysis of the subsurface information for this report.  The number of blows required to advance
the sampling spoon the last 12 inches of a normal 18-inch penetration is recorded as the standard
penetration resistance value.  These values are indicated on the boring logs at the corresponding
depths of occurrence.  The samples were sealed and returned to the laboratory for testing and
classification (ASTM D4220).

Field logs of the borings were prepared by the drill crew.  Each log included visual classification
of the materials encountered during drilling as well as the driller's interpretation of the subsurface
conditions between samples.  The boring logs included with this report (ASTM D5434) represent
an interpretation of the field logs by a geotechnical engineer and include modifications based on
laboratory observation and tests on select samples.
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Sediment samples were also obtained at seven locations selected by MWDG, with each location
determined by handheld GPS.  The samples were obtained from a Jon boat using an AMS 25-
pound SST bottom dredge, which samples from the river bottom to about one-half foot in depth.
Before each sampling, the dredge was cleaned with a solution of Alconox and potable water.
Three of the samples (S-DS, S-US-E, and S-US-W) were split in the field with portions turned
over to Stanley Consultants, Inc. for analytical testing.

Procedural standards noted above are for reference to methodology in general.  In some cases
variations to methods are applied as a result of local practice or professional judgment.
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Laboratory Testing
Soil samples were tested in the laboratory to measure their natural water contents (ASTM D
2216).  A hand penetrometer was used to estimate the unconfined compressive strength of some
cohesive samples.  The hand penetrometer provides a better estimate of soil consistency than
visual examination alone.  The following index tests were performed to aid in classifying the soils
and evaluating their engineering properties:

Two (2) Atterberg limits (liquid and plastic) tests (ASTM D4318).
Two (2) organic content (loss on ignition) determinations (ASTM D2974);
Nine (9) grain size analyses (washed over a U.S. No. 200 sieve) (ASTM D422).

The results of the laboratory tests are shown on the boring logs, adjacent to the soil profiles, at
their corresponding sample depths and/or as Exhibits B-2 and B-3.

As a part of the laboratory testing program, the soil samples were classified in the laboratory
(ASTM D2488) based on visual observation, texture, plasticity, and the limited laboratory testing
described above.  Additional testing could be performed to more accurately classify the samples.
Portions of the recovered samples were placed in sealed containers, and the samples will be
retained for at least 1 month in case additional testing is requested.  The soil descriptions
presented on the boring logs for native soils are in accordance with our enclosed General Notes
and Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) (ASTM D2487).  The estimated group symbol
for the USCS is also shown on the boring logs, and a brief description of the Unified System is
attached to this report.

Classification of rock materials is in accordance with the enclosed Description of Rock
Properties and has been estimated from disturbed samples.  Core samples and petrographic
analysis may indicate other rock types.

Procedural standards noted above are for reference to methodology in general.  In some cases
variations to methods are applied as a result of local practice or professional judgment.
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UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Criteria for Assigning Group Symbols and Group Names Using Laboratory Tests  A
Soil Classification

Group
Symbol Group Name B

Coarse Grained Soils:
More than 50% retained
on No. 200 sieve

Gravels:
More than 50% of
coarse fraction retained
on No. 4 sieve

Clean Gravels:
Less than 5% fines  C

Cu  4 and 1  Cc  3 E GW Well-graded gravel F

Cu  4 and/or 1  Cc  3 E GP Poorly graded gravel F

Gravels with Fines:
More than 12% fines C

Fines classify as ML or MH GM Silty gravel F,G,H

Fines classify as CL or CH GC Clayey gravel F,G,H

Sands:
50% or more of coarse
fraction passes No. 4
sieve

Clean Sands:
Less than 5% fines  D

Cu  6 and 1  Cc  3 E SW Well-graded sand I

Cu  6 and/or 1  Cc  3 E SP Poorly graded sand I

Sands with Fines:
More than 12% fines D

Fines classify as ML or MH SM Silty sand G,H,I

Fines classify as CL or CH SC Clayey sand G,H,I

Fine-Grained Soils:
50% or more passes the
No. 200 sieve

Silts and Clays:
Liquid limit less than 50

Inorganic: PI  J CL Lean clay K,L,M

PI  J ML Silt K,L,M

Organic:
Liquid limit - oven dried

 0.75 OL
Organic clay K,L,M,N

Liquid limit - not dried Organic silt K,L,M,O

Silts and Clays:
Liquid limit 50 or more

Inorganic:
CH Fat clay K,L,M

MH Elastic Silt K,L,M

Organic:
Liquid limit - oven dried

 0.75 OH
Organic clay K,L,M,P

Liquid limit - not dried Organic silt K,L,M,Q

Highly organic soils: Primarily organic matter, dark in color, and organic odor PT Peat

A Based on the material passing the 3-inch (75-mm) sieve
B If field sample

C Gravels with 5 to 12% fines require dual symbols:  GW-GM well-graded
gravel with silt, GW-GC well-graded gravel with clay, GP-GM poorly
graded gravel with silt, GP-GC poorly graded gravel with clay.

D Sands with 5 to 12% fines require dual symbols:  SW-SM well-graded
sand with silt, SW-SC well-graded sand with clay, SP-SM poorly graded
sand with silt, SP-SC poorly graded sand with clay

E Cu = D60/D10     Cc =
6010

2
30

DxD

)(D

F If soil contains
G If fines classify as CL-ML, use dual symbol GC-GM, or SC-SM.

H

I If soil contains
J If Atterberg limits plot in shaded area, soil is a CL-ML, silty clay.
K

whichever is predominant.
L If soil contains

group name.
M If soil contains  30% plus No. 200, predominantly gravel, add

N PI
O PI
P PI plots on or above
Q
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Section 1 

Description of Proposed Action 

The proposed Riverfront Park and Iowa River improvements project will build on previous 

planning initiatives that have fostered community consensus around the environmental benefits of 

moving development out of the floodplain and creating a resilient riverfront park system.  It will 

capitalize on the area’s potential for engaging a diverse population about these environmental 

benefits on an underutilized reach close to Iowa City’s downtown core and the main University of 

Iowa campus.  The objectives of this project include 1) building a community consensus around a 

plan to improve the Burlington Street dam in order to achieve goals of enhanced water quality, 

improved fish habitat, flood mitigation, improved public safety and dam safing, and public access 

to the Iowa River; 2) development of schematic design alternatives that incorporate best practices 

that achieve the project goals; 3) coordinating the dam improvement project with other 

community plans to build a resilient riverfront park system that will store, absorb and filter 

polluted urban run-off and floodwaters; 4) develop a plan for continued community engagement 

in implementing the project and developing educational components to enhance understanding of 

the environmental benefits of this initiative for current and future generations; and 5) stabilization 

of the eroded west bank of the river.  

The project area commences just north of the Burlington Street Bridge over the Iowa River.  The 

boundary continues along the east bank of the Iowa River until just south of the Benton Street 

Bridge; then follows the south right-of-way line of Benton Street east to S Clinton Street; then 

heads south.  The boundary continues to follow the eastern bank of Ralston Creek to the south to 

the intersection of Ralston Creek with the Iowa River; then west to approximately 100-150’ west 

of the western banks of the Iowa River.  The project area boundary then continues north along the 

western bank of the Iowa River to north of the Burlington Street Bridge and east to the point of 

beginning. 
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Section 2  

Project History 

In June of 2008, the Iowa River crested nearly 10 feet above the flood stage, inundating a large 

portion of the project area.  This included properties north of US Highway 6 and both sides of the 

Iowa River and Ralston Creek.  The flood prompted Iowa City to plan for the relocation of the 

wastewater treatment plant, which would free up land in the floodplain for a future regional park.  

This green space is the catalyst for the redevelopment of the area as well as mitigation against 

future flooding.  Iowa City is facing challenges rebuilding after the historic flooding.  This urban 

stretch of the Iowa River is ideally located to benefit from the planning initiative that incorporates 

best practices with regard to flood mitigation, improved water quality, and public education and 

engagement in these efforts. 
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Section 3 

Environmental Analysis 

3.1 Socioeconomic Impacts 

3.1.1 Land Use 

The project area consists of mostly commercial and industrial land uses.  Zoning of the 

properties included within the project area include I1 (Industrial), CC2 (Commercial), CI1 

(Commercial), and P1 (Public Use). (Iowa City Zoning Map, September 2014).  The currently 

adopted Iowa City Zoning Map is included in Appendix E.  

3.1.2 Environmental Justice 

Demographic statistics from the 2010 Census were used to characterize the population 

located within the identified project area.    Since the project area is generally commercial and 

industrial land uses, a very small population occupies the area.  Based on EPA’s EJView’s 

2010 Census Summary there are only 3 individuals and no households located within the 

project area.  The predominant employment in Iowa City is educational services followed by 

health care and accommodation and food services.   

3.1.3 Parklands, Recreational Area, and Section 4(f) Properties 

The project area incorporates areas along the banks of the Iowa River from just north of 

Burlington Street Bridge over the Iowa River to approximately 400’ south of the US 

Highway 6 bridge over the Iowa River including the former City of Iowa City North 

Wastewater Treatment Plant (NWWTP) property and the City Carton property located 

adjoining to the south of the Benton Street bridge.  This section of the Iowa River is State 

owned public land and water (Iowa Administrative Code 571, chapter 13) for the “:use and 

enjoyment of the public”.   One park lies within the project area boundaries.  The Ned Ashton 

Park is located along the western banks of the Iowa River just north of the Benton Street 

bridge.  This riverfront park includes trailhead parking for the hiking/jogging/biking trail 

along the western bank of the Iowa River and is open to the public, which makes the property 

subject to the requirements of Section 4(f).  This property will not be negatively impacted by 

the proposed improvements.  The proposed project will utilize the former Iowa City North 

Wastewater Treatment Plant (NWWTP) area and the City Carton property to develop a 

riverfront park with passive and active recreational opportunities.  
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3.1.4 Right of Way 

The right-of-way of US Highway 6, as it crosses the Iowa River, is included in the project 

area, however, it will not be impacted by the project.  The rights-of-way of Benton Street and 

Burlington Street bridges over the Iowa River are also included in the project area, but will 

not be impacted by the proposed project.  The right-of-way of the CRANDIC and Iowa 

Interstate Railroads are also included in the project area and will not be negatively impacted.  

The Iowa Interstate Railroad Bridge has piers and abutments located within the project 

footprint.   

3.1.5 Transportation 

An increase in traffic flow to the proposed riverfront park within the project area is expected 

to occur.  The traffic flow will be dependent on attractions planned for the park as well as the 

events held.   

3.2 Natural Environment Impacts 

3.2.1 Wetlands 

The project area land is steeply sloped on both banks of the Iowa River and Ralston Creek 

preventing the accumulation of water and therefore, the development of wetlands.  

Additionally, none of the soils along the banks of the river are classified as hydric nor does 

wetland hydrology exist along the river.  Areas immediately adjacent to the river have been 

developed and the hydrology and soils significantly altered, preventing hydric conditions 

from developing. Vegetation within the project corridor is a mix of both non-hydrophytic and 

hydrophytic plant species.  The hydric species that were observed during the site visit tend to 

be opportunistic and are able to thrive on the amount of surface and ground water directed 

toward the river.  Based on these observations, it is the opinion of Stanley Consultants that no 

wetlands are present within proposed construction boundaries or immediately adjacent to 

these boundaries.   

The areas at or below the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) of the Iowa River and Ralston 

Creek are defined as Waters of the U.S. and are regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACE).  A 404 permit from the USACE will need to be obtained for 

improvements that proposed to place fill within Waters of the U.S.  It is assumed that the 

improvements being made to the Burlington Street Dam will receive coverage under 

Nationwide Permit (NWP) 17: Hydropower Projects.   It is assumed that the bank 

stabilization work will receive coverage under NWP 13: Bank Stabilization, and because the 

project will impact more than 500 linear feet of the river a Pre-Construction Notification 

(PCN) meeting with the US Army Corps of Engineers will be required.  On behalf of the 

City, Stanley Consultants is requesting concurrence with these assumptions, and guidance on 

initiating the PCN process. 

A full copy of the submitted Wetlands Report is found in Appendix B. 

3.2.2 Floodplains 

The project area consists of Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) defined 

Special Flood Hazard Areas, including Zone AE (100 - year floodplain), Zone X (500-year 
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floodplain), and a Floodway.  A drawing showing the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map 

(FIRM) boundaries of the floodplains within the project area is located in Appendix A.  Zone 

AE generally occurs within the banks of the Iowa River and Ralston Creek, whereas Zone X 

extends beyond the river banks including the former North Wastewater Treatment Plant area 

between the Iowa River and Ralston Creek.  The project is planning to be designed to create 

no rise in the base flood elevation, although there may be minor increases in water surface 

that could occur.  Any proposed rise in water surface elevation would require approval by 

FEMA.  Increases to the widths of the Special Flood Hazard Areas would also require 

approval by FEMA, even if the water surface elevations are not increased.   

In addition, a Floodplain Development Permit will be required to be obtained from the  City 

for proposed improvements with the floodplain. 

3.2.3 Wildlife, Habitat, and Threatened and Endangered Species 

Based on the information provided by the Iowa Department of Natural Resources 

Environmental Review, two state-Endangered mussels, the Buckhorn (Tritogonia verrucosa) 

and the Yellow Sandshell (mapsilis teres), have been recorded from the Iowa River in Iowa 

City.  Based on these findings, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources recommends that a 

mussel reconnaissance is completed for the project by a qualified malacologist in advance of 

construction.  The results of the reconnaissance will determine if a full mussel survey is 

needed.   

3.2.3.1 Mussel Literature Search 

Malacological Consultants September 2006 Survey and September 2007 Relocation 

In September 2006, Malacological Consultants was hired to perform a quantitative and 

qualitative sampling at the site of the proposed McCollister Boulevard Bridge, Iowa City, 

Johnson County, Iowa.  This site is located approximately two miles south of the 

Burlington Street Dam.    

A total of nineteen unionid mussel species, including two state listed endangered species, 

and one exotic mussel species (Asian clam; Corbicula fluminea), were recovered during 

the field work. 

Eleven living specimens of the state endangered pistolgrip (Tritogonia verrucosa) species 

were found near the east shore bridge centerline.  Because a variety of size and age 

classes of the pistolgrip mussel was documented, it was determined that the species is 

able to thrive in the area, although at low densities and with patchy distribution. 

An approximate five year old state-listed yellow sandshell (Lampsilis teres anodontoides) 

was also identified near the east shore.  No Higgins eye mussels, or other federally 

endangered mussel species, dead or alive were found during the survey.    

As a result of this discovery, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) required 

that a relocation of identified mussel species be conducted prior to construction activities 

for the McCollister Bridge taking place.  This relocation took place over the course of 
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several days in September 2007.  Of the four hundred forty-six mussels recovered during 

the relocation, forty-two pistolgrip mussels and three yellow sandshells were identified.  

The bulk of the living mussels recovered from the site were moved by the IDNR to an 

upstream area, downstream of the Coralville Dam.  The exact location of the transplanted 

mussels was not made known to Malacological Consultants, so it cannot be said with 

certainty that the mussels were placed in an area near the proposed Burlington Street 

Dam project.  The remaining mussels, approximately ninety specimens, were relocated 

by Malacological Consultants a short distance upstream of the McCollister Bridge project 

area.   No Higgins eye mussels, state or federally endangered mussel species, or exotic 

species, dead or alive, were discovered during the relocation process.     

The areas where the most mussels were found was generally coarse sand, pea gravel, and 

cobble substrata.  The mean mussel density of the entire survey area, during the 2006 

survey, was 0.76 mussels per square meter (mussels/m2) (Havlik 2007).  The mean 

mussel density during the 2007 translocation was 0.2 mussels/m2 in the bridge impact 

area however, the 2006 survey covered a much larger area than the 2007 study.  

Helms & Associates January 2006 Survey and October 2006 Relocation 

A mussel survey was conducted in 2006 by Helms & Associates on a 300-foot wide area, 

bank to bank, at a location approximately 100 feet north of the Iowa Avenue Bridge in 

the Iowa River where two 36-inch chilled water pipelines were installed by the 

University of Iowa.  This site is approximately one quarter-mile north of the Burlington 

Street Bridge.  Forty-nine live native mussels from seven different species were identified 

during the survey for an overall density of 4.45 mussels per square meter (mussles/m2).  

Of the seven species identified, only pistolgrip (Tritogonia verrucosa) was listed on the 

state endangered list at that time.  No federally listed species, as of 2006, were identified 

during the survey. 

The relocation of the mussel species by Helms & Associates took place over several days 

in October 2006.  All captured species were moved to a location approximately 100 feet 

or more upstream of the impact area.  During the relocation, eleven taxa were collected.  

All except four of the eleven species were collected in the initial survey.  Species 

collected in the relocation, but not in the initial survey included nine specimens of fat 

mucket (Lampsilis siliquodiea) and one specimen each of fragile papershell (Leptodea 

fragilis), lilliput (Toxolasma parvus), and mapleleaf (Quadrula quadrula).   

Pimpleback (Plethobasus sp.) was the dominant species in both the initial survey and the 

relocation with 272 individuals being identified.  It was followed by plain pocketbook 

(Lampsilis cardium) with 49 individuals, 11.1% of total; and giant floater (Pyganodon 

grandis) with 43 individuals, 9.8% of total.  White heelsplitter (Lasmigona complanata) 

and threeridge (Amlema neislerii) were next with 30 and 22 individuals contributing 

6.8% and 5.0% respectively.  The remaining six species each contributed 2.0% or less to 

the catch.  The seven individuals of pistolgrip contributed 1.6%. Pistolgrip was the only 

state threatened or endangered species found at this site during the 2006 relocation 

process. 

Arbuckle, Kelly.  Relocation of Freshwater Mussels Iowa River, October 2001 
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Mussels were collected from an area likely to be impacted by the construction of a 

sewage effluent pipe from the City of Coralville, IA Wastewater Treatment Plant into the 

west bank of the Iowa River below the Burlington Street dam and north of a railroad 

trestle. The total length of the survey segment was 30 m, which covered a distance of 15 

m upstream of the proposed sewage effluent pipe and 15 m downstream of the pipe and 

extended 15m into the river channel.  The study was completed in August 2001.  A total 

of 3 animals representing 3 species were collected in the study area and relocated 

upstream of the effluent pipe.  The collection of recently dead and relic shell material 

within the survey area revealed the presence of 7 additional species a total of 10.  Two 

site visits were made during the week of construction and no additional living mussels 

were observed at that time.    

 

3.2.4 Sediment Sampling 

In August 2013, Stanley Consultants, Inc conducted an environmental investigation to determine 

if historical site and land use activities have impacted the subsurface and groundwater at the site.  

The boring locations and analytical methods were selected based on historical uses of the site and 

the physical and chemical characteristics of potential contaminants, and transport mechanisms. 

The limited environmental investigation consisted of advancing three soil borings to a depth at 

least one foot into the groundwater table.  One soil boring, SB-1, was completed as a temporary 

groundwater monitoring well MW-1.   Borings were advanced using a truck-mounted drilling rig 

with hollow stem augers.  Soil samples were collected at each boring location from a depth 

immediately above groundwater table.  Groundwater was encountered between a depth of 11.0 

feet (ft) below ground surface (bgs) to 16.5 ft bgs. Based on field observations, no suspicious 

materials, odors or staining was encountered during drilling operations.  Stanley Consultants 

recommended no further investigation or assessment activities for this property.   

A total of three sediment samples were collected to evaluate potential contamination of the Iowa 

River bottom sediments and a grain size analysis as part of the Iowa River Improvement Study 

being conducted for the Iowa River Improvements project in Iowa City, Iowa.  Four additional 

samples were collected for grain size analysis only.  A Sediment Sample Findings memo by 

Stanley Consultants is included as Appendix D of this report.  The project study area is included 

in the memo (Figure 1 – Project Study Area).   

3.2.4.1 Field Activities 

Field activities were completed by Terracon, on Thursday October 30th, 2014.  Two 

impoundment samples (US-E and US-W) were collected by boat upstream of the dam 

near the center of the Iowa River (with at least 10 feet distance between the two samples) 

and one sample (DS) was collected downstream of the dam immediately north of the 

Benton Street bridge. The sediment sampling location map is included as an attachment 

to the memo (Figure 2 – Sediment Sampling Locations).  Sediment sample locations were 

accessed by boat anchored in place utilizing a “digger” style anchor.  The coordinates of 

each sample were collected with a Trimble Geo7X and were post-processed utilizing the 

Iowa Real Time Network.  Sample coordinates are included as Attachment 2 of the 

memo. An AMS-25lb bottom dredge was used to recover the sediment samples from the 

bottom of the Iowa River.  The unit was lowered over the side of the boat utilizing a rope; 
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once on the bottom, the rope was given a tug to trigger the release mechanism, closing 

the jaws and collecting the bottom material.  Water was drained from the top of the 

dredge vents, then the sampler contents were placed into a dedicated proctor bag.  

Following sediment collection at each location, the sediment samples were transferred 

from the dedicated proctor bag to the laboratory provided; pre-cleaned 4 ounce soil jars 

until four containers were filled per sample location.  The bottom dredge was 

decontaminated prior to collection of samples with Alconox and 1-gal jugs of distilled 

water.  The sediment samples were sealed, labeled accordingly and placed on ice 

immediately following sample collection.  The approximate effective sampling area of 

each sediment sample is 33 square inches based on the opening dimensions of the dredge.  

The samples were recorded under chain-of-custody (COC) and were transferred to 

Stanley Consultants Inc., to process for packing and shipment to TestAmerica 

Laboratories, Inc., located in Cedar Falls, Iowa.  All parties properly executed the COC 

for the transfer.  Samples were sent to the laboratory for analysis of the following 

parameters and associated methods: 

• Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by EPA Method SW 8082A 

• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Metals by SW 6010C and 

7471B 

• Organochloride Pesticides and Herbicides by SW 8081B and 8151A 

• Polynuclear Aromatics (PNAs) by SW 8270D 

It should be noted that additional samples were collected by Terracon for grain size 

analysis by American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Method D422.  

 

3.2.4.2 Results Analysis 

The laboratory results of the sediment samples and the results of the grain size analysis 

are included as Attachment 3 and Attachment 4 (respectively) of the memo. A summary 

of the detected parameter concentrations are included in Table 1 below and are compared 

to the Sediment Probable Effect Concentrations (PECs) (McDonald DD, et. Al, 2000), 

EPA Region 5 RCRA Ecological Screening Levels, and EPA residential soil screening 

levels (EPA, 2012).   
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Table 3-1 – Sediment Sample Results 

Iowa River Improvements Study for the Burlington Street Dam Improvements 

Analyte  

Sample Location Applicable Standard 

Upstream Downstream 

PECs 

RCRA 
Screening 

Levels 

EPA 
Residential 

Soil 
Screening 

Level US-W US-E S-5 

Total Metals (mg/kg)       

Arsenic <1.61 5.01 3.17 17 9.79 0.39 

Barium 20.2 73.8 53.9 NG NG 15,000 

Cadmium 0.235 <0.238 0.308 3.53 0.990 70 

Chromium 2.29 10.3 5.97 90 43.4 NG 

Lead <0.676 3.45 <0.664 91.3 35.8 400 

Mercury <0.00387 0.00456 0.00424 0.486 0.174 10 

Organochloride 
(ug/kg) 

      

Endrin aldehyde <0.543 <0.232 0.653 NG 480 NG 
Concentrations in bold-type exceed an applicable standard 
NG = No guideline 
* Guideline established for Inorganic Arsenic is 0.39 mg/kg.  The value reported for the sediment samples is total 
arsenic. 

 

The grain size analysis shows the grain distribution of seven sample locations within the 

project study area.  The seven samples collected for grain size analysis include four 

samples (S-1, S-2, S-3 and S-4) collected starting from US Highway 6 to the Burlington 

Street Dam, the upstream samples (US-E and US-W) and the downstream sample (DS).   

3.2.4.3 Results Summary 

No detectable concentrations of PCBs were found above method detection limits (MDLs) 

in any of the sediment samples. 

No detectable concentrations of PNAs were found above method detection limits (MDLs) 

in any of the sediment samples. 

Endrin aldehyde, an Organochloride was detected at 0.653 ug/kg in the downstream 

sediment sample at a concentration above laboratory MDLs but below any applicable 

standard.  No other Organochlorides - Pesticides or Herbicides were detected in any of 

the sediment samples at a concentration above laboratory MDLs. 

Several RCRA Metals were detected above laboratory MDLs in the sediment samples.  

No detected concentrations of RCRA Metals exceed any applicable standard with the 

exception of arsenic.  Arsenic was detected in the sediment sample from the east-

upstream location (US-E) and from the sediment sample at the downstream location (S-5) 

at a concentration of 5.01 mg/kg and 3.17 mg/kg respectively, which exceeds the EPA 

Residential Soil Screening Level (EPA, 2012) of 0.39 mg/kg.  It should be noted that the 

samples with detectable concentrations of arsenic are below the default background 
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standard of 19 mg/kg in Iowa soil.  Based on the default background standard of 19 

mg/kg of Arsenic in soil, arsenic concentrations are within the acceptable range and can 

be considered within background values for Iowa soils. It is likely that the concentration 

of arsenic detected in the two samples shown above, are from a naturally occurring 

source and/or from a nonpoint source of contamination resultant from decades of 

industrial activity in the surrounding area. A single source for the arsenic contamination 

is unknown.   

3.2.5 Recommendation 

The sediment samples with reported values of arsenic were above the EPA Residential Soil 

Screening Level of 0.39 mg/kg, however, are still below the default background standard of 

19 mg/kg for Iowa soils, therefore contamination from arsenic is not of concern. Based on the 

findings of the sediment sample analytical results, the sediment in the Iowa River located 

within the study area does not pose a significant threat for exposure of contamination and 

does not require a Risk Evaluation and Response Action (RE/RA) Plan to address 

contamination at the proposed location of the Iowa River Improvements project. No further 

action is recommended. 

3.3 Physical Impacts 

3.3.1 Noise 

The primary surrounding land use is commercial with recreational zones for fishing and trail 

usage along the river.  The Riverfront plan would result in a temporary increase in noise for 

the duration of the project construction.  No sensitive noise receptors, such as schools, 

churches, or residences, are located within line-of-sight from the project area.  Noise sources 

would include heavy construction equipment and noises associated with construction and 

demolition, but will be limited to normal working hours to limit exposures.  Traffic noise 

from Highway 6, Burlington Street, and Benton Street would continue and not be impacted 

by the project.  Overall, the project would result in a negligible, adverse, short-term direct 

impact to noise receivers.  No long-term direct impact to noise receivers is anticipated from 

construction activities.  Typical recreational use of the proposed park area would create 

minimal noise, which will likely not impact the surrounding area.   

3.3.2 Visual 

The project would result in ground disturbance, the presence of construction equipment, and 

the removal of existing buildings.  These activities would have a moderate, short-term 

adverse visual impact during construction.  The resulting product in the Riverfront Park will 

provide a natural environment that will be in harmony with the river and natural trails. 

All lighting for the parking and park areas will be directional lighting which will allow for 

safety measures for those using the area but minimize light pollution impacts.  No additional 

lighting will be provided along the riverfront trails. 
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3.3.3 Utilities 

Utilities that may be impacted by the proposed project include water, wastewater treatment, 

electricity, communication, and gas. The local city and private companies provide all of 

these utilities. 

Water and Wastewater 

The City’s wastewater treatment plant which has been decommissioned is located within the 

proposed Riverfront Park area.  The majority of the structures will be removed as part of this 

project.  All water lines for the city’s provision of water and collection of wastewater will be 

undisturbed.  Pipes greater than 12 inches will be removed, except for an 84-inch interceptor 

sewer line.  Pipes less than 12 inches will be removed if exposed during demolition 

operations, otherwise they will be abandoned in place.  Mercury was found in the trickling 

filters and will be removed first, prior to the demolition of the structures.  If contamination 

from potential leaks in the wastewater treatment system is discovered during removal or 

replacement of the system, then all work in the immediate vicinity of the contamination 

should stop immediately and the area of contamination evaluated. Sediment and pipe debris 

found in the piping system of the contaminated wastewater collection system should be 

appropriately contained and disposed.  The project specifications will require engineering 

control methods to minimize the potential for wastewater impacts. 

Electrical and Gas 

Electricity and gas are provided by MidAmerican Energy. Present demand is adequately 

accommodated. Any increased electrical supply demands generated by the Riverfront Park 

and Trail plan are anticipated to be accommodated by existing services. 

3.4 Cultural Resources Assessment 

3.4.1 Recommendations for Further Investigations 

Three National Register Historic Places (NRHP)-eligible properties are located in or adjacent 

to the proposed project area:  the U.S. Highway 6 Bridge, the University of Iowa Main Power 

Plant and associated Burlington Street Dam, and the Iowa City National Guard Armory.  The 

University of Iowa Main Power Plant is outside the project area; however, alterations to the 

dam will be conducted as part of the project.  No other resources in the project area appear to 

be more than 50 years of age.   

Two archaeological sites have been reported in or close to the project area  Site 13JH780 

(within the project area) consists of a 300-meter-long scatter of post-1900 historic materials 

stretching along the west bank of the Iowa River from Benton Street south to U.S. Highway 

6.  Most of the debris is construction material.  The site was recommended as not eligible for 

listing in the NRHP (Fishel 1996; OSA 2014). 

Site 13JH781 is the location of a historic-period landfill in Sturgis Ferry Park.  The site 

measures at least 155 meters north-south and probably some 200 meters east-west.  Artifacts 

reported in the fill deposits included construction materials and household debris, including 
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modern trash.  The site was recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP (Fishel 1996; 

OSA 2014).   

Based on the preliminary findings presented in a Cultural Resource Assessment report by 

Louis Berger, (see Appendix C) Louis Berger makes the following recommendations. 

1. The City should consult with the appropriate agencies and the Iowa SHPO to 

determine if these agencies concur with Louis Berger’s assessment of the project 

area’s known and potential archaeological and architectural resources.   

2. As the design of the project is finished and an area of potential effect defined, NRHP 

evaluations should be conducted for all properties adjacent to the project area.  

NRHP evaluations are recommended for any property and/or resource that will be 

directly or indirectly affected by the proposed project. 

3. An assessment of effect should be conducted for the U.S. Highway 6 Bridge and 

University of Iowa Main Power Plant.  As the University of Iowa Main Power Plant 

is a contributing structure in the proposed University of Iowa River Valley Historic 

District, an assessment of effect should be conducted to determine the potential effect 

of the project on the individual property as well as the district as a whole.  

4. No additional archaeological investigations are recommended for the project because 

grading and construction in the project area appear to have destroyed archaeological 

deposits associated with the prehistory or early history of Iowa City and Johnson 

County that might have been present.   

A full copy of the Louis Berger Cultural Resources Assessment report is available in 

Appendix C.   
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Section 4 

Conclusion 

The Iowa Department of Natural Resources Environmental Review recommends that a mussel 

reconnaissance be completed for the project by a qualified malacologist in advance of 

construction.  The results of the reconnaissance will determine if a full mussel survey is needed.  

A 404 permit from the USACE will be required for proposed construction of improvements 

within Water of the U.S. (i.e., below the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM)) for both the Iowa 

River and Ralston Creek.  Wetlands were not found within the study limits, but disturbance of 

other vegetation (trees, shrubs, and grasses) may need to be mitigated.   

Both the Iowa River and Ralston Creek have defined FEMA floodplain limits for the 100-year 

floodplain, 500-year floodplain, and floodway.  Improvements within these floodplain limits will 

need to be evaluated to determine if the proposed improvements would cause a rise in 100-year 

and/or 500-year water surface or not, or increase the width of the floodway.  If a floodplain 

change is proposed, a map revision approval will need to be obtained from FEMA prior to 

construction.  Also, a Floodplain Development Permit will need to be obtained from the City for 

construction within the floodplain.  

If a mussel survey is required and mussels are identified, they may need to be relocated prior to 

construction of the proposed improvements within the Iowa River.   

One park lies within the project area boundaries.  The Ned Ashton Park is located along the 

western banks of the Iowa River just north of the Benton Street bridge.  This riverfront park 

includes trailhead parking for the hiking/jogging/biking trail along the western bank of the Iowa 

River and is open to the public, which makes the property subject to the requirements of Section 

4(f).  This property will not be negatively impacted by the proposed improvements.   

The sediment samples with reported values of arsenic were above the EPA Residential Soil 

Screening Level of 0.39 mg/kg, however, are still below the default background standard of 19 

mg/kg for Iowa soils, therefore contamination from arsenic is not of concern. Based on the 

findings of the sediment sample analytical results, the sediment in the Iowa River located within 

the study area does not pose a significant threat for exposure of contamination and does not 

require a Risk Evaluation and Response Action (RE/RA) Plan to address contamination at the 
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proposed location of the Burlington St. Dam Modification project. No further action is 

recommended.  Sediment samples collected for this report were over 95% sand. 

Based on the findings of the Louis Berger Cultural Resource Assessment report, the City should: 

• Consult with the appropriate agencies and the Iowa SHPO to determine if these agencies 

concur with Louis Berger’s assessment of the project area’s known and potential 

archaeological and architectural resources.   

• As the design of the project is finished and an area of potential effect defined, NRHP 

evaluations should be conducted for all properties adjacent to the project area.  NRHP 

evaluations are recommended for any property and/or resource that will be directly or 

indirectly affected by the proposed project. 

• An assessment of effect should be conducted for the U.S. Highway 6 Bridge and 

University of Iowa Main Power Plant.  As the University of Iowa Main Power Plant is a 

contributing structure in the proposed University of Iowa River Valley Historic District, 

as assessment of effect should be conducted to determine the potential effect of the 

project on the individual property as well as the district as a whole.  

No additional significant environmental impacts are anticipated to occur with the development of 

the proposed Iowa River improvements.   
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Appendix A 

Floodplain Map 
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Wetland Report 



September 26, 2014 

Enforcement Section 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District 

Clock Tower Building 

PO Box 2004 

Rock Island, IL 61204-2004 

 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Subject: Burlington Street Dam Improvements - Iowa City, Iowa 

 

Executive Summary 

Stanley Consultants has partnered with McLaughlin Whitewater Design Group to work with the City of 

Iowa City (City) to rebuild an urban stretch of the Iowa River recently impacted by historic flooding.  The 

objectives of the project include a modification to the Burlington Street dam to improve water quality, 

fish habitat, flood mitigation, public safety, and public access to the river and to eventually incorporate 

other community plans to build a riverfront park system that will store, absorb, and ultimately filter 

polluted runoff/floodwaters before entering the river.  The project is located within the city limits of Iowa 

City, located downtown along Riverside Drive, and is approximately one mile in length.  More 

specifically, the site is located within Sections 15 and 16, T79N, R6W, beginning slightly north of 

Burlington Street and ending slightly south of Highway 6 (refer to Figure 1: Site Location).  All proposed 

work is to take place along the banks of the river and within the river at the existing dam structure.   

Prior to proposed construction taking place, an on-site field investigation was conducted to determine if 

dredged or fill material will be discharged to Waters of the U.S. as a result of construction activities, per 

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA).  Stanley Consultants personnel visited the site on June 11, 

2014, to evaluate the project corridor and observe adjacent properties for potential wetlands. The 

investigation yielded no wetlands within or adjacent to project boundaries.  One blue-line perennial 

stream, Ralston Creek, is located east of the project corridor, and eventually discharges into the Iowa 

River within project boundaries. 

All wetland delineations were performed in accordance with the United States Anny Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) 1987 Wetlands Delineation Manual and the USACE Regional Supplement to the Corps of 

Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Midwest Region (August 2010). Criteria described in the manual 

and the supplement include methods to characterize vegetation, hydrology, and soils throughout the site 

where potential for wetlands exist. 
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General Site Description 

The City of Iowa City has developed around the river ultimately changing the soils to be composed 

primarily of fill and silt and stabilized by rip-rap.  Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Web 

Soil Survey (WSS) data indicates that there are five different types of soil present within the project 

corridor; Wiota silt loam, Colo-Ely complex, Sparta Loamy fine sand, Bertrand silt loam, and Orthents, 

loamy.  The hydric soil rating, as determined by the WSS, show that all of the soils are non-hydric with 

the exception of Colo-Ely complex which is only partially-hydric (refer to Site Soils attachment).   

The surrounding topography, both east and west of the river, is generally flat with a slight slope to the 

Iowa River.  For the majority of the project corridor, the banks have been eroded over time, and stabilized 

with rip-rap (Photos 1 – 11).   The southern portion of the project corridor, on the east side of the river at 

its confluence with Ralston Creek is not as steeply sloped however, it is still elevated such that water is 

prevented from accumulating and therefore preventing the development of wetlands (Photos 12 – 14).   

 

Site Visit 

On June 11, 2014, Megan Dusing and Wyatt McCain of Stanley Consultants arrived at the northern 

portion of the project corridor, at the intersection of Burlington Street and Riverside Drive, at 9:00 AM 

(refer to Figure 2: Site Detail for project corridor boundary).  Weather at the time of the site visit was 

pleasant with mostly sunny skies and highs in the lower 70s.  Rain had passed through the area the day 

before the field investigation. Upon arrival Stanley Consultants staff parked at a nearby business and 

accessed the river via pedestrian trail.  The banks of the river throughout the majority of the corridor are 

steeply sloped and inaccessible.  These areas could not support the development of wetlands and were 

therefore only visually observed (Photos 1 – 11).   

Continuing south along the west bank of the river, a data point (DP01) was taken beneath the railroad 

tressel.  This area is sloped toward the river and has been stabilized with rip-rap (Photos 5 – 7) before the 

bank drops dramatically into the river (Photo 8).  Vegetation is limited at this location, and the dominant 

species is wheat (Triticum aestivum), an upland species.  The soil is comprised of very fine sand and silt 

and does not meet the definition of a hydric soil.   

The area on the east bank of the Iowa River at the confluence of Ralston Creek, and the length of the 

creek that is located within project boundaries was then evaluated.  As previously mentioned, the banks 

are not as steeply sloped as they are upstream, but they are sloped such that water cannot accumulate 

along the banks therefore, wetlands do not have the chance to become established (Photos 19 – 27).  

Should project features impact the stream, that area at and below the ordinary high watermark (OHWM) 

will be subject to jurisdictional regulation.   

A small drainage swale is located north of the Ralston Creek confluence, south of the recreational trail.  A 

second data point, DP02, was taken at this location to document area vegetation, soils, and hydrology.  

Vegetation includes, but is not limited to white clover (Trifolium repens), Queen Anne’s lace (Daucus 

carota), reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata), pale dock (Rumex 
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altissimus), and mullein (Verbascum thapsus).  The soil is light in color (10YR3/2 to 10YR3/3) with sand 

and silt throughout the soil column.  Surface water runoff is directed out of the swale (Photo 15) through 

a culvert (Photo 16), and under the nearby recreational path.  It is the opinion of Stanley Consultants that 

this location is not a wetland as none of the wetland criteria are met.   

Conclusion 

The land is steeply sloped on both banks of the Iowa River and Ralston Creek preventing the 

accumulation of water and therefore, the development of wetlands.  Additionally, none of the soils along 

the banks of the river are classified as hydric nor does wetland hydrology exist along the river.  Areas 

immediately adjacent to the river have been developed and the hydrology and soils significantly altered 

preventing hydric conditions from developing. Vegetation within the project corridor is a mix of both 

non-hydrophytic and hydrophytic plant species.  The hydric species that were observed during the site 

visit tend to be opportunistic and are able to thrive on the amount of surface and ground water directed 

toward the river.  Based on these observations, it is the opinion of Stanley Consultants that no wetlands 

are present within proposed construction boundaries or immediately adjacent to these boundaries.  Only 

those areas at or below the ordinary high watermark of the Iowa River and Ralston Creek qualify for 

regulation.   

 

It is assumed that the improvements being made to the Burlington Street Dam will receive coverage under 

Nationwide Permit (NWP) 17: Hydropower Projects.   It is assumed that the bank stabilization work will 

receive coverage NWP 13: Bank Stabilization, and because the project will impact more than 500 linear 

feet of the river a Pre-Construction Notification (PCN) meeting with the US Army Corps of Engineers 

will be required.  On behalf of the City, Stanley Consultants is requesting concurrence with these 

assumptions, and guidance on initiating the PCN process. 

 

If you have any questions or require additional information during review of this information, please do 

not hesitate to contact me at 319.626.5301 or at dusingmegan@stanleygroup.com or Ms. Cynthia Quast at 

319.626.5316 or at quastcynthia@stanleygroup.com.  Thank you for taking the time and working with 

Stanley Consultants on this important project. 

Sincerely, 

 

Stanley Consultants, Inc. 

 

 

 

Megan Dusing 

Senior Environmental Scientist 

 

Attachment(s):   USACE Data Forms 

  Site Figures 

  Site Photographs 

  Site Soils Information 

mailto:dusingmegan@stanleygroup.com
mailto:quastcynthia@stanleygroup.com
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cc: Iowa DNR Flood Plain Section 

 Iowa DNR Sovereign Lands Section 

 Cindy Quast, Stanley Consultants 

 Brook Seymour, McLaughlin Whitewater Design Group 
 

 

MD:MD 
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WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM – Midwest Region 
 

Project/Site:                                                                                             City/County:                                                           Sampling Date:                              

Applicant/Owner:                                                                                                                                     State:                     Sampling Point:                               

Investigator(s):                                                                                         Section, Township, Range:                                                                                         

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):                                                                             Local relief (concave, convex, none):                                                          

Slope (%):                        Lat:                                                                  Long:                                                                     Datum:                                           

Soil Map Unit Name:                                                                                                                                     NWI or WWI classification:                                           

Are climatic / hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year?  Yes               No               (If no, explain in Remarks.)  

Are Vegetation            , Soil             , or Hydrology              significantly disturbed?            Are “Normal Circumstances” present?   Yes               No              

Are Vegetation            , Soil             , or Hydrology              naturally problematic?             (If needed, explain any answers in Remarks.) 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS –  Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc. 

Hydrophytic Vegetation Present? Yes                 No               

Hydric Soil Present?  Yes                 No               

Wetland Hydrology Present? Yes                 No               

Is the Sampled Area 

within a Wetland?                   Yes                   No               

Remarks: 

 

VEGETATION – Use scientific names of plants.

Dominance Test worksheet: 

Number of Dominant Species   
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:                              (A) 
 
Total Number of Dominant    
Species Across All Strata:                               (B) 
 
Percent of Dominant Species 
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:                              (A/B) 

 

Prevalence Index worksheet: 

       Total % Cover of:                    Multiply by:        

OBL species                        x 1 =                       

FACW species                        x 2 =                       

FAC species                        x 3 =                       

FACU species                        x 4 =                       

UPL species                        x 5 =                       

Column Totals:                        (A)                          (B) 

         Prevalence Index  = B/A =                              

Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:  

       Dominance Test is >50% 

       Prevalence Index is 3.0
1
 

       Morphological Adaptations
1
 (Provide supporting 

            data in Remarks or on a separate sheet) 

       Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation
1
 (Explain) 

 
1
Indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must 

be present, unless disturbed or problematic. 

                           Absolute    Dominant  Indicator 
Tree Stratum   (Plot size:                               )                       % Cover    Species?     Status   

1.                                                                                                                                               

2.                                                                                                                                               

3.                                                                                                                                               

4.                                                                                                                                               

5.                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                               = Total Cover 
Sapling/Shrub Stratum   (Plot size:                               ) 

1.                                                                                                                                               

2.                                                                                                                                               

3.                                                                                                                                               

4.                                                                                                                                               

5.                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                               = Total Cover 
Herb Stratum   (Plot size:                               ) 

1.                                                                                                                                               

2.                                                                                                                                               

3.                                                                                                                                               

4.                                                                                                                                               

5.                                                                                                                                               

6.                                                                                                                                               

7.                                                                                                                                               

8.                                                                                                                                               

9.                                                                                                                                               

10.                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                               = Total Cover 
Woody Vine Stratum   (Plot size:                               ) 

1.                                                                                                                                               

2.                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                               = Total Cover 

Hydrophytic  
Vegetation 
Present?                 Yes                 No             

Remarks:  (Include photo numbers here or on a separate sheet.) 

Burlington Street Dam Modifications Iowa City/Johnson County June 11, 2014

City of Iowa City Iowa DP01

Megan Dusing S15 T79N R6W

Hillslope None

NA 41o 39' 9.5" 91o 32' 22.2" NAD83

5040 - Orthents, loamy None

Due to the project location, and development of the City around the Iowa River, soils, vegetation, and hydrology have all be significantly altered.
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SOIL                                                      Sampling Point:                        

Profile Description:  (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.) 

 Depth                    Matrix                                           Redox Features                              
 (inches)           Color (moist)            %           Color (moist)             %         Type

1
       Loc

2
           Texture                             Remarks                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
1
Type:  C=Concentration, D=Depletion, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.         

2
Location:  PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.

Hydric Soil Indicators: Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils
3
: 

       Histosol (A1)        Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)        Coast Prairie Redox (A16) 

       Histic Epipedon (A2)        Sandy Redox (S5)        Iron-Manganese Masses (F12) 

       Black Histic (A3)        Stripped Matrix (S6)        Other (Explain in Remarks) 

       Hydrogen Sulfide (A4)        Loamy Mucky Mineral (F1)   

       Stratified Layers (A5)        Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)  

       2 cm Muck (A10)        Depleted Matrix (F3)   

       Depleted Below Dark Surface (A11)         Redox Dark Surface (F6)   

       Thick Dark Surface (A12)        Depleted Dark Surface (F7)  
3
Indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and 

       Sandy Mucky Mineral (S1)        Redox Depressions (F8)  wetland hydrology must be present, 

       5 cm Mucky Peat or Peat (S3)         unless disturbed or problematic. 

Restrictive Layer (if observed): 

     Type:                                                                  

     Depth (inches):                                                 

 

 

Hydric Soil Present?     Yes                 No             

Remarks: 

 

 

 

HYDROLOGY 

Wetland Hydrology Indicators:   

Primary Indicators (minimum of one is required; check all that apply)                                                    Secondary Indicators (minimum of two required) 

       Surface Water (A1)        Water-Stained Leaves (B9)        Surface Soil Cracks (B6) 

       High Water Table (A2)        Aquatic Fauna (B13)        Drainage Patterns (B10) 

       Saturation (A3)        True Aquatic Plants (B14)        Dry-Season Water Table (C2) 

       Water Marks (B1)        Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (C1)        Crayfish Burrows (C8) 

       Sediment Deposits (B2)        Oxidized Rhizospheres on Living Roots (C3)        Saturation Visible on Aerial Imagery (C9) 

       Drift Deposits (B3)        Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)        Stunted or Stressed Plants (D1) 

       Algal Mat or Crust (B4)        Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled Soils (C6)        Geomorphic Position (D2) 

       Iron Deposits (B5)        Thin Muck Surface (C7)        FAC-Neutral Test (D5) 

       Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (B7)        Gauge or Well Data (D9)  

       Sparsely Vegetated Concave Surface (B8)        Other (Explain in Remarks) 

Field Observations: 

Surface Water Present? Yes             No             Depth (inches):                           

Water Table Present?  Yes             No             Depth (inches):                           

Saturation Present?    Yes             No             Depth (inches):                          
(includes capillary fringe) 

Wetland Hydrology Present?    Yes                 No             

Describe Recorded Data (stream gauge, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections), if available: 

Remarks: 

 

DP01

0 - 18 10YR3/3 100 Silty sand Pebbles and rock present throughout

Area composed primarily of fill and cement used to stabilize rail bridge.  Area also receives runoff and sediment discharge from neighboring properties 

at a higher elevation.

Area steeply sloped toward Iowa River.



US Army Corps of Engineers                      Midwest Region – Interim Version 

WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM – Midwest Region 
 

Project/Site:                                                                                             City/County:                                                           Sampling Date:                              

Applicant/Owner:                                                                                                                                     State:                     Sampling Point:                               

Investigator(s):                                                                                         Section, Township, Range:                                                                                         

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):                                                                             Local relief (concave, convex, none):                                                          

Slope (%):                        Lat:                                                                  Long:                                                                     Datum:                                           

Soil Map Unit Name:                                                                                                                                     NWI or WWI classification:                                           

Are climatic / hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year?  Yes               No               (If no, explain in Remarks.)  

Are Vegetation            , Soil             , or Hydrology              significantly disturbed?            Are “Normal Circumstances” present?   Yes               No              

Are Vegetation            , Soil             , or Hydrology              naturally problematic?             (If needed, explain any answers in Remarks.) 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS –  Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc. 

Hydrophytic Vegetation Present? Yes                 No               

Hydric Soil Present?  Yes                 No               

Wetland Hydrology Present? Yes                 No               

Is the Sampled Area 

within a Wetland?                   Yes                   No               

Remarks: 

 

VEGETATION – Use scientific names of plants.

Dominance Test worksheet: 

Number of Dominant Species   
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:                              (A) 
 
Total Number of Dominant    
Species Across All Strata:                               (B) 
 
Percent of Dominant Species 
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:                              (A/B) 

 

Prevalence Index worksheet: 

       Total % Cover of:                    Multiply by:        

OBL species                        x 1 =                       

FACW species                        x 2 =                       

FAC species                        x 3 =                       

FACU species                        x 4 =                       

UPL species                        x 5 =                       

Column Totals:                        (A)                          (B) 

         Prevalence Index  = B/A =                              

Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:  

       Dominance Test is >50% 

       Prevalence Index is 3.0
1
 

       Morphological Adaptations
1
 (Provide supporting 

            data in Remarks or on a separate sheet) 

       Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation
1
 (Explain) 

 
1
Indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must 

be present, unless disturbed or problematic. 

                           Absolute    Dominant  Indicator 
Tree Stratum   (Plot size:                               )                       % Cover    Species?     Status   

1.                                                                                                                                               

2.                                                                                                                                               

3.                                                                                                                                               

4.                                                                                                                                               

5.                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                               = Total Cover 
Sapling/Shrub Stratum   (Plot size:                               ) 

1.                                                                                                                                               

2.                                                                                                                                               

3.                                                                                                                                               

4.                                                                                                                                               

5.                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                               = Total Cover 
Herb Stratum   (Plot size:                               ) 

1.                                                                                                                                               

2.                                                                                                                                               

3.                                                                                                                                               

4.                                                                                                                                               

5.                                                                                                                                               

6.                                                                                                                                               

7.                                                                                                                                               

8.                                                                                                                                               

9.                                                                                                                                               

10.                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                               = Total Cover 
Woody Vine Stratum   (Plot size:                               ) 

1.                                                                                                                                               

2.                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                               = Total Cover 

Hydrophytic  
Vegetation 
Present?                 Yes                 No             

Remarks:  (Include photo numbers here or on a separate sheet.) 

Burlington Street Dam Modifications Iowa City/Johnson County June 11, 2014

City of Iowa City Iowa DP02

Megan Dusing S15 & 16 T79N R6W

Hillslope None

0 - 2 41o 38' 47.7" 91o 32' 8.4" NAD83

41 - Sparta Loamy fine sand None

30'
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None

0 0

20 40

10 30

0 0
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65 325

Trifolium repens

Phalaris arundinacea
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UPL

UPL

FACW

FAC

FACW

NI

UPL

95 395

Daucus carota

4.16

30'

None  

 

Photos 15 &16
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SOIL                                                      Sampling Point:                        

Profile Description:  (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.) 

 Depth                    Matrix                                           Redox Features                              
 (inches)           Color (moist)            %           Color (moist)             %         Type

1
       Loc

2
           Texture                             Remarks                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
1
Type:  C=Concentration, D=Depletion, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.         

2
Location:  PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.

Hydric Soil Indicators: Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils
3
: 

       Histosol (A1)        Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)        Coast Prairie Redox (A16) 

       Histic Epipedon (A2)        Sandy Redox (S5)        Iron-Manganese Masses (F12) 

       Black Histic (A3)        Stripped Matrix (S6)        Other (Explain in Remarks) 

       Hydrogen Sulfide (A4)        Loamy Mucky Mineral (F1)   

       Stratified Layers (A5)        Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)  

       2 cm Muck (A10)        Depleted Matrix (F3)   

       Depleted Below Dark Surface (A11)         Redox Dark Surface (F6)   

       Thick Dark Surface (A12)        Depleted Dark Surface (F7)  
3
Indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and 

       Sandy Mucky Mineral (S1)        Redox Depressions (F8)  wetland hydrology must be present, 

       5 cm Mucky Peat or Peat (S3)         unless disturbed or problematic. 

Restrictive Layer (if observed): 

     Type:                                                                  

     Depth (inches):                                                 

 

 

Hydric Soil Present?     Yes                 No             

Remarks: 

 

 

 

HYDROLOGY 

Wetland Hydrology Indicators:   

Primary Indicators (minimum of one is required; check all that apply)                                                    Secondary Indicators (minimum of two required) 

       Surface Water (A1)        Water-Stained Leaves (B9)        Surface Soil Cracks (B6) 

       High Water Table (A2)        Aquatic Fauna (B13)        Drainage Patterns (B10) 

       Saturation (A3)        True Aquatic Plants (B14)        Dry-Season Water Table (C2) 

       Water Marks (B1)        Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (C1)        Crayfish Burrows (C8) 

       Sediment Deposits (B2)        Oxidized Rhizospheres on Living Roots (C3)        Saturation Visible on Aerial Imagery (C9) 

       Drift Deposits (B3)        Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)        Stunted or Stressed Plants (D1) 

       Algal Mat or Crust (B4)        Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled Soils (C6)        Geomorphic Position (D2) 

       Iron Deposits (B5)        Thin Muck Surface (C7)        FAC-Neutral Test (D5) 

       Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (B7)        Gauge or Well Data (D9)  

       Sparsely Vegetated Concave Surface (B8)        Other (Explain in Remarks) 

Field Observations: 

Surface Water Present? Yes             No             Depth (inches):                           

Water Table Present?  Yes             No             Depth (inches):                           

Saturation Present?    Yes             No             Depth (inches):                          
(includes capillary fringe) 

Wetland Hydrology Present?    Yes                 No             

Describe Recorded Data (stream gauge, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections), if available: 

Remarks: 
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Attachment 1:     
Site Photographs 

 

All photos taken on June 11, 2014, by Megan Dusing of Stanley Consultants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   
Photo 1 – Looking N from rail bridge along west bank.    Photo 2 – Looking onto E bank from Photo 1 Location 

 

    
Photo 3 – Looking N onto Burlington Street Dam    Photo 4 – Looking E from Photo 3 

     



   
Photo 5 – Fill and rubble under railroad bridge on W bank    Photo 6 – Looking NE under railroad bridge  

  

   
Photo 7 – Same as Photo 06; different angle Photo 8 – Steeply sloped western bank; behind Dairy Queen  

 



    
Photo 9 – Looking S along W bank; Benton Street in background   Photo 10 – Steeply sloped W bank behind Mom's Pub 

 

         
Photo 11 – Looking NE from Photo 10 location onto general vicinity  Photo 12 – Looking SE from Photo 11 location                                     

identified for whitewater rafting course inlet. 

                    

 

  



   
Photo 13 – Looking NE onto Ralston Creek and Hwy 6 Photo 14 – Looking SW onto Iowa River/Ralston Creek confluence 

 

       
Photo 15 – Looking E onto swale S of trail, N of Hwy 6 Photo 16 – Culvert draining swale S of closed wastewater treatment plant, S of 

recreational trail, N of Highway 6 

 

 

 

 



 

       
Photo 17 – Storm water culvert on E bank of Ralston Creek   Photo 18 – Looking N along trail on E side of closed wastewater treatment plant 

 

   
Photo 19 – Looking SE onto Ralston Creek from W bank   Photo 20 – Looking onto steep slope of Ralston Creek W bank 

 

 

 

 



       
Photo 21 – Looking onto rip rap along W bank of Ralston Creek   Photo 22 – Looking NE onto steep banks of Ralston Creek. 

 

 

 

 

       
Photo 23 – Looking onto E bank of Ralston Creek    Photo 24 – Looking NE onto Kirkwood Ave bridge crossing Ralston Creek 

 



       
Photo 25 – Looking SW onto Ralston Creek near Kirkwood Ave.                          Photo 26 – Looking SW onto Ralston Creek from Kirkwood Ave bridge 

 

 

 

 
Photo 27 – Looking S onto Ralston Creek from Kirkwood Ave bridge 
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Cultural Resources Report 
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Sediment Sampling 
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MEMO 

TO: Brooke Seymour, McLaughlin Whitewater Design 

Group 

DATE: November 18, 2014 

FROM: Stanley Consultants, Inc. 

SUBJECT: Sediment Sample Findings for Iowa 

River Improvements Study 

A total of three sediment samples were collected to evaluate potential contamination of the Iowa River bottom 

sediments and a grain size analysis as part of the Iowa River Improvement Study being conducted for the Burlington 

Street dam modification project in Iowa City, Iowa.  Four additional samples were collected for grain size analysis 

only.  The project study area is included as Attachment 1 of this memo (Figure 1 – Project Study Area).   

Field Activities 
Field activities were completed by Terracon, on Thursday October 30

th
, 2014.  Two impoundment samples (US-E and 

US-W) were collected by boat upstream of the dam near the center of the Iowa River (with at least 10 feet distance 

between the two samples) and one sample (S-5) was collected downstream of the dam immediately north of Ralston 

Creek. The sediment sampling location map is included as an attachment to this memo (Figure 2 – Sediment Sampling 

Locations).  Sediment sample locations were accessed by boat anchored in place utilizing a “digger” style anchor.  The 

coordinates of each sample were collected with a Trimble Geo7X and were post-processed utilizing the Iowa Real 

Time Network.  Sample coordinates are included as Attachment 2 of this memo. An AMS-25lb bottom dredge was 

used to recover the sediment samples from the bottom of the Iowa River.  The unit was lowered over the side of the 

boat utilizing a rope; once on the bottom, the rope was given a tug to trigger the release mechanism, closing the jaws 

and collecting the bottom material.  Water was drained from the top of the dredge vents, then the sampler contents 

were placed into a dedicated proctor bag.  Following sediment collection at each location, the sediment samples were 

transferred from the dedicated proctor bag to the laboratory provided; pre-cleaned 4 ounce soil jars until four 

containers were filled per sample location.  The bottom dredge was decontaminated prior to collection of samples with 

Alconox and 1-gal jugs of distilled water.  The sediment samples were sealed, labeled accordingly and placed on ice 

immediately following sample collection.  The approximate effective sampling area of each sediment sample is 33 

square inches based on the opening dimensions of the dredge.  The samples were recorded under chain-of-custody 

(COC) and were transferred to Wyatt McCain, P.E. of Stanley Consultants Inc., to process for packing and shipment to 

TestAmerica Laboratories, Inc., located in Cedar Falls, Iowa.  All parties properly executed the COC for the transfer. 

Samples were sent to the laboratory for analysis of the following parameters and associated methods: 

• Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by EPA Method SW 8082A

• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Metals by SW 6010C and 7471B

• Organochloride Pesticides and Herbicides by SW 8081B and 8151A

• Polynuclear Aromatics (PNAs) by SW 8270D

It should be noted that additional samples were collected by Terracon for grain size analysis by American Society for 

Testing and Materials (ASTM) Method D422.  
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Results Analysis 
The laboratory results of the sediment samples and the results of the grain size analysis are included as Attachment 3 

and Attachment 4 (respectively) of this memo. A summary of the detected parameter concentrations are included in 

Table 1 below and are compared to the Sediment Probable Effect Concentrations (PECs) (McDonald DD, et. Al, 

2000), EPA Region 5 RCRA Ecological Screening Levels, and EPA residential soil screening levels (EPA, 2012).  

Table 1 – Sediment Sample Results 

Iowa River Improvement Study for the Burlington St. Dam Modifications 

Analyte 

Sample Location Applicable Standard 

Upstream Downstream 

PECs 
RCRA Screening 

Levels 

EPA Residential 
Soil Screening 

Level US-W US-E S-5 

Total Metals (mg/kg) 

Arsenic <1.61 5.01 3.17 17 9.79 0.39 

Barium 20.2 73.8 53.9 NG NG 15,000 

Cadmium 0.235 <0.238 0.308 3.53 0.990 70 

Chromium 2.29 10.3 5.97 90 43.4 NG 

Lead <0.676 3.45 <0.664 91.3 35.8 400 

Mercury <0.00387 0.00456 0.00424 0.486 0.174 10 

Organochloride (ug/kg) 

Endrin aldehyde <0.543 <0.232 0.653 NG 480 NG 
Concentrations in bold-type exceed an applicable standard 

NG = No guideline 

* Guideline established for Inorganic Arsenic is 0.39 mg/kg.  The value reported for the sediment samples is total arsenic.

The grain size analysis shows the grain distribution of seven sample locations within the project study area.  The seven 

samples collected for grain size analysis include four samples (S-1, S-2, S-3 and S-4) collected starting from US 

Highway 6 to the Burlington Street Dam, the upstream samples (US-E and US-W) and the downstream sample (S-5). 

The results of the grain size analysis are included as Attachment 4 of this memo. 

Results Summary 
No detectable concentrations of PCBs were found above method detection limits (MDLs) in any of the sediment 

samples. 

No detectable concentrations of PNAs were found above method detection limits (MDLs) in any of the sediment 

samples. 

Endrin aldehyde, an Organochloride was detected at 0.653 ug/kg in the downstream sediment sample at a 

concentration above laboratory MDLs but below any applicable standard.  No other Organochlorides - Pesticides or 

Herbicides were detected in any of the sediment samples at a concentration above laboratory MDLs. 

Several RCRA Metals were detected above laboratory MDLs in the sediment samples.  No detected concentrations of 

RCRA Metals exceed any applicable standard with the exception of arsenic.  Arsenic was detected in the sediment 

sample from the east-upstream location (US-E) and from the sediment sample at the downstream location (S-5) at a 

concentration of 5.01 mg/kg and 3.17 mg/kg respectively, which exceeds the EPA Residential Soil Screening Level 

(EPA, 2012) of 0.39 mg/kg.  It should be noted that the samples with detectable concentrations of arsenic are below 

the default background standard of 19 mg/kg in Iowa soil.  Based on the default background standard of 19 mg/kg of 

Arsenic in soil, arsenic concentrations are within the acceptable range and can be considered within background values 

for Iowa soils. It is likely that the concentration of arsenic detected in the two samples shown above, are from a 

naturally occurring source and/or from a nonpoint source of contamination resultant from decades of industrial activity 

in the surrounding area. A single source for the arsenic contamination is unknown.   
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Recommendation 
The sediment samples with reported values of arsenic were above the EPA Residential Soil Screening Level of 0.39 

mg/kg, however, are still below the default background standard of 19 mg/kg for Iowa soils, therefore contamination 

from arsenic is not of concern. Based on the findings of the sediment sample analytical results, the sediment in the 

Iowa River located within the study area does not pose a significant threat for exposure of contamination and does not 

require a Risk Evaluation and Response Action (RE/RA) Plan to address contamination at the proposed location of the 

Burlington St. Dam Modification project. No further action is recommended. 



December 19, 2013

Figure 1 - Project Location

Iowa City, Iowa



December 19, 2013

Figure 2 - Sediment Sampling Locations

US-E

US-W

DS/S-5



POINT LATITUDE LONGITUDE EASTING NORTHING ELEVATION

S-1 41.64745618 -91.53732043 2176788.934 606285.279 625.973

S-2 41.64818538 -91.5375396 2176723.055 606549.568 637.477

S-3 41.64942889 -91.53801532 2176582.851 606999.633 629.385

S-4 41.65036378 -91.53833391 2176488.12 607338.24 626.259

S-5 41.65174761 -91.53882846 2176341.628 607839.307 626.31

US-W 41.65933069 -91.54152108 2175543.738 610585.18 641.118

US-E 41.65912806 -91.54084025 2175731.396 610515.555 637.996

Attachment 2 - Sediment Sample Coordinates



ANALYTICAL REPORT
TestAmerica Laboratories, Inc.
TestAmerica Cedar Falls
704 Enterprise Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
Tel: (319)277-2401

TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1
TestAmerica SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River Sediment
Client Project/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

For:
Stanley Consultants Inc
U of I Oakdale Res.
Park 2658 Crosspark Road, #100
Coralville, Iowa 52241-3212

Attn: Wyatt McCain

Authorized for release by:
11/14/2014 5:01:22 PM
Shirley Thompson, Senior Project Manager
shirley.thompson@testamericainc.com

Designee for

Zach Bindert, Project Management Assistant II
(319)277-2401
zach.bindert@testamericainc.com

This report has been electronically signed and authorized by the signatory. Electronic signature is
intended to be the legally binding equivalent of a traditionally handwritten signature.

Results relate only to the items tested and the sample(s) as received by the laboratory.
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Case Narrative
Client: Stanley Consultants Inc TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1

Project/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River Sediment

Job ID: 310-42799-1

Laboratory: TestAmerica Cedar Falls

Narrative

Job Narrative

310-42799-1

Comments

No additional comments. 

Receipt 

The samples were received on 10/31/2014 10:10 AM; the samples arrived in good condition, properly preserved and, where required, on 

ice.  The temperature of the cooler at receipt was 0.4º C.

GC/MS Semi VOA 

Method(s) 8270D SIM: The laboratory control sample (LCS) and / or laboratory control sample duplicate (LCSD) for batch 67333 recovered 

outside control limits for the following analytes: Dibenz(a,h)anthracene.

No additional analytical or quality issues were noted, other than those described above or in the Definitions/Glossary page.

GC Semi VOA 

Method(s) 8081B: The method blank for batch 67522 contained Endrin aldehyde and gamma-BHC above the method detection limit.  This 

target analyte concentration was less than the reporting limit (RL); therefore, re-extraction and/or re-analysis of samples was not 

performed.

No additional analytical or quality issues were noted, other than those described above or in the Definitions/Glossary page.

Metals 

Method(s) 200.7 Rev 4.4, 6010C: The following sample(s) was diluted due to the presence of an interferent. US-E (310-42799-3).  

Elevated reporting limits (RLs) are provided.

No additional analytical or quality issues were noted, other than those described above or in the Definitions/Glossary page.

General Chemistry 

No analytical or quality issues were noted, other than those described in the Definitions/Glossary page.

Organic Prep 

No analytical or quality issues were noted, other than those described in the Definitions/Glossary page.

TestAmerica Cedar Falls
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Sample Summary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID ReceivedCollectedMatrix

310-42799-1 S-5 Soil 10/30/14 13:28 10/31/14 10:10

310-42799-2 US-W Soil 10/30/14 14:25 10/31/14 10:10

310-42799-3 US-E Soil 10/30/14 14:35 10/31/14 10:10

TestAmerica Cedar Falls
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Detection Summary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Client Sample ID: S-5 Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1

☼Endrin aldehyde

RL

7.41 ug/Kg

MDL

0.556

Analyte Result Qualifier Unit Dil Fac D Method Prep Type

Total/NA1J B0.653 8081B

☼Arsenic 3.20 mg/Kg1.58 Total/NA13.17 J 6010C

☼Barium 0.399 mg/Kg0.152 Total/NA153.9 6010C

☼Cadmium 0.799 mg/Kg0.103 Total/NA10.308 J 6010C

☼Chromium 0.799 mg/Kg0.123 Total/NA15.97 6010C

☼Mercury 0.0213 mg/Kg0.00387 Total/NA10.00424 J 7471B

Client Sample ID: US-W Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-2

☼Barium

RL

0.407 mg/Kg

MDL

0.155

Analyte Result Qualifier Unit Dil Fac D Method Prep Type

Total/NA120.2 6010C

☼Cadmium 0.814 mg/Kg0.105 Total/NA10.235 J 6010C

☼Chromium 0.814 mg/Kg0.125 Total/NA12.29 6010C

Client Sample ID: US-E Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-3

☼Arsenic

RL

7.39 mg/Kg

MDL

3.66

Analyte Result Qualifier Unit Dil Fac D Method Prep Type

Total/NA2J5.01 6010C

☼Barium 0.924 mg/Kg0.351 Total/NA273.8 6010C

☼Chromium 1.85 mg/Kg0.285 Total/NA210.3 6010C

☼Lead 9.24 mg/Kg1.54 Total/NA23.45 J 6010C

☼Mercury 0.0200 mg/Kg0.00364 Total/NA10.00456 J 7471B

TestAmerica Cedar Falls

This Detection Summary does not include radiochemical test results.
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Client Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1Client Sample ID: S-5
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 13:28

Percent Solids: 83.9Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Method: 8270D SIM - Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL)
RL MDL

2-Methylnaphthalene <0.00395 0.0114 0.00395 mg/Kg ☼ 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.0114 0.00362 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Acenaphthene <0.00362

0.0114 0.00227 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Acenaphthylene <0.00227

0.0114 0.00348 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Anthracene <0.00348

0.0114 0.00249 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Benzo[a]anthracene <0.00249

0.0114 0.00152 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Benzo[a]pyrene <0.00152

0.0114 0.00166 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Benzo[b]fluoranthene <0.00166

0.0114 0.00168 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Benzo[g,h,i]perylene <0.00168

0.0114 0.00144 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Benzo[k]fluoranthene <0.00144

0.0114 0.00153 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Chrysene <0.00153

0.0114 0.00158 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Dibenz(a,h)anthracene <0.00158 *

0.0114 0.00336 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Fluoranthene <0.00336

0.0114 0.00433 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Fluorene <0.00433

0.0114 0.00165 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene <0.00165

0.0114 0.00496 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Naphthalene <0.00496

0.0114 0.00299 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Phenanthrene <0.00299

0.0114 0.00303 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1☼Pyrene <0.00303

2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr) 61 20 - 105 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr) 59 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 120 - 100

Terphenyl-d14 (Surr) 88 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 22:39 130 - 125

Method: 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC)
RL MDL

Aldrin <0.289 7.41 0.289 ug/Kg ☼ 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

7.41 0.197 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼alpha-BHC <0.197

7.41 0.371 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼beta-BHC <0.371

185 2.32 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Chlordane (technical) <2.32

7.41 0.151 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼4,4'-DDD <0.151

7.41 0.220 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼4,4'-DDE <0.220

7.41 0.139 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼4,4'-DDT <0.139

7.41 0.266 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼delta-BHC <0.266

7.41 0.139 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Dieldrin <0.139

7.41 0.208 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Endosulfan I <0.208

7.41 0.208 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Endosulfan II <0.208

7.41 0.232 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Endosulfan sulfate <0.232

7.41 0.220 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Endrin <0.220

7.41 0.556 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Endrin aldehyde 0.653 J B

7.41 0.116 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼gamma-BHC (Lindane) <0.116

7.41 0.162 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Heptachlor <0.162

7.41 0.232 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Heptachlor epoxide <0.232

7.41 0.371 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Methoxychlor <0.371

185 6.02 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1☼Toxaphene <6.02

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 79 35 - 130 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 92 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 10:56 145 - 140

TestAmerica Cedar Falls
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Client Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1Client Sample ID: S-5
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 13:28

Percent Solids: 83.9Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Method: 8082A - Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by Gas Chromatography
RL MDL

PCB-1016 <0.00153 0.0588 0.00153 mg/Kg ☼ 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.0588 0.0158 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1☼PCB-1221 <0.0158

0.0588 0.00588 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1☼PCB-1232 <0.00588

0.0588 0.00635 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1☼PCB-1242 <0.00635

0.0588 0.00400 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1☼PCB-1248 <0.00400

0.0588 0.00376 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1☼PCB-1254 <0.00376

0.0588 0.00200 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1☼PCB-1260 <0.00200

0.0588 0.000823 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1☼PCB-1268 <0.000823

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 63 40 - 120 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 77 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:18 110 - 105

Method: 8151A - Herbicides (GC)
RL MDL

2,4-D <110 386 110 ug/Kg ☼ 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 14:36 10

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

386 99.4 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 14:36 10☼Silvex (2,4,5-TP) <99.4

386 94.3 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 14:36 10☼2,4,5-T <94.3

DCAA 67 32 - 122 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 14:36 10

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Method: 6010C - Metals (ICP)
RL MDL

Arsenic 3.17 J 3.20 1.58 mg/Kg ☼ 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:49 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.399 0.152 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:49 1☼Barium 53.9

0.799 0.103 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:49 1☼Cadmium 0.308 J

0.799 0.123 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:49 1☼Chromium 5.97

3.99 0.664 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:49 1☼Lead <0.664

5.99 2.57 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:49 1☼Selenium <2.57

0.799 0.261 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:49 1☼Silver <0.261

Method: 7471B - Mercury in Solid or Semisolid Waste (Manual Cold Vapor Technique)
RL MDL

Mercury 0.00424 J 0.0213 0.00387 mg/Kg ☼ 11/03/14 11:01 11/03/14 17:51 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

General Chemistry
RL RL

Percent Moisture 16 0.10 0.10 % 11/03/14 09:37 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.10 0.10 % 11/03/14 09:37 1Percent Solids 84

TestAmerica Cedar Falls
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Client Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-2Client Sample ID: US-W
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 14:25

Percent Solids: 85.2Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Method: 8270D SIM - Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL)
RL MDL

2-Methylnaphthalene <0.00387 0.0112 0.00387 mg/Kg ☼ 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.0112 0.00355 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Acenaphthene <0.00355

0.0112 0.00223 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Acenaphthylene <0.00223

0.0112 0.00341 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Anthracene <0.00341

0.0112 0.00244 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Benzo[a]anthracene <0.00244

0.0112 0.00149 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Benzo[a]pyrene <0.00149

0.0112 0.00162 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Benzo[b]fluoranthene <0.00162

0.0112 0.00164 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Benzo[g,h,i]perylene <0.00164

0.0112 0.00141 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Benzo[k]fluoranthene <0.00141

0.0112 0.00150 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Chrysene <0.00150

0.0112 0.00154 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Dibenz(a,h)anthracene <0.00154 *

0.0112 0.00329 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Fluoranthene <0.00329

0.0112 0.00424 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Fluorene <0.00424

0.0112 0.00161 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene <0.00161

0.0112 0.00485 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Naphthalene <0.00485

0.0112 0.00293 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Phenanthrene <0.00293

0.0112 0.00296 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1☼Pyrene <0.00296

2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr) 55 20 - 105 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr) 53 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 120 - 100

Terphenyl-d14 (Surr) 54 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:03 130 - 125

Method: 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC)
RL MDL

Aldrin <0.283 7.24 0.283 ug/Kg ☼ 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

7.24 0.192 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼alpha-BHC <0.192

7.24 0.362 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼beta-BHC <0.362

181 2.26 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Chlordane (technical) <2.26

7.24 0.147 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼4,4'-DDD <0.147

7.24 0.215 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼4,4'-DDE <0.215

7.24 0.136 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼4,4'-DDT <0.136

7.24 0.260 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼delta-BHC <0.260

7.24 0.136 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Dieldrin <0.136

7.24 0.204 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Endosulfan I <0.204

7.24 0.204 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Endosulfan II <0.204

7.24 0.226 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Endosulfan sulfate <0.226

7.24 0.215 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Endrin <0.215

7.24 0.543 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Endrin aldehyde <0.543

7.24 0.113 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼gamma-BHC (Lindane) <0.113

7.24 0.158 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Heptachlor <0.158

7.24 0.226 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Heptachlor epoxide <0.226

7.24 0.362 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Methoxychlor <0.362

181 5.88 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1☼Toxaphene <5.88

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 68 35 - 130 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 67 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:08 145 - 140

TestAmerica Cedar Falls
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Client Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-2Client Sample ID: US-W
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 14:25

Percent Solids: 85.2Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Method: 8082A - Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by Gas Chromatography
RL MDL

PCB-1016 <0.00150 0.0576 0.00150 mg/Kg ☼ 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.0576 0.0154 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1☼PCB-1221 <0.0154

0.0576 0.00576 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1☼PCB-1232 <0.00576

0.0576 0.00622 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1☼PCB-1242 <0.00622

0.0576 0.00392 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1☼PCB-1248 <0.00392

0.0576 0.00369 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1☼PCB-1254 <0.00369

0.0576 0.00196 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1☼PCB-1260 <0.00196

0.0576 0.000807 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1☼PCB-1268 <0.000807

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 58 40 - 120 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 72 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:40 110 - 105

Method: 8151A - Herbicides (GC)
RL MDL

2,4-D <107 375 107 ug/Kg ☼ 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 14:58 10

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

375 96.6 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 14:58 10☼Silvex (2,4,5-TP) <96.6

375 91.7 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 14:58 10☼2,4,5-T <91.7

DCAA 75 32 - 122 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 14:58 10

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Method: 6010C - Metals (ICP)
RL MDL

Arsenic <1.61 3.25 1.61 mg/Kg ☼ 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:51 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.407 0.155 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:51 1☼Barium 20.2

0.814 0.105 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:51 1☼Cadmium 0.235 J

0.814 0.125 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:51 1☼Chromium 2.29

4.07 0.676 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:51 1☼Lead <0.676

6.10 2.62 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:51 1☼Selenium <2.62

0.814 0.266 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 18:51 1☼Silver <0.266

Method: 7471B - Mercury in Solid or Semisolid Waste (Manual Cold Vapor Technique)
RL MDL

Mercury <0.00387 0.0213 0.00387 mg/Kg ☼ 11/03/14 11:01 11/03/14 17:53 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

General Chemistry
RL RL

Percent Moisture 15 0.10 0.10 % 11/03/14 09:56 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.10 0.10 % 11/03/14 09:56 1Percent Solids 85
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Client Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-3Client Sample ID: US-E
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 14:35

Percent Solids: 85.5Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Method: 8270D SIM - Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL)
RL MDL

2-Methylnaphthalene <0.00386 0.0112 0.00386 mg/Kg ☼ 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.0112 0.00354 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Acenaphthene <0.00354

0.0112 0.00222 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Acenaphthylene <0.00222

0.0112 0.00340 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Anthracene <0.00340

0.0112 0.00243 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Benzo[a]anthracene <0.00243

0.0112 0.00148 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Benzo[a]pyrene <0.00148

0.0112 0.00162 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Benzo[b]fluoranthene <0.00162

0.0112 0.00164 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Benzo[g,h,i]perylene <0.00164

0.0112 0.00141 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Benzo[k]fluoranthene <0.00141

0.0112 0.00150 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Chrysene <0.00150

0.0112 0.00154 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Dibenz(a,h)anthracene <0.00154 *

0.0112 0.00328 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Fluoranthene <0.00328

0.0112 0.00423 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Fluorene <0.00423

0.0112 0.00161 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene <0.00161

0.0112 0.00484 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Naphthalene <0.00484

0.0112 0.00292 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Phenanthrene <0.00292

0.0112 0.00296 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1☼Pyrene <0.00296

2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr) 72 20 - 105 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr) 70 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 120 - 100

Terphenyl-d14 (Surr) 73 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 23:29 130 - 125

Method: 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC)
RL MDL

Aldrin <0.291 7.44 0.291 ug/Kg ☼ 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

7.44 0.198 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼alpha-BHC <0.198

7.44 0.372 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼beta-BHC <0.372

186 2.32 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Chlordane (technical) <2.32

7.44 0.151 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼4,4'-DDD <0.151

7.44 0.221 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼4,4'-DDE <0.221

7.44 0.139 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼4,4'-DDT <0.139

7.44 0.267 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼delta-BHC <0.267

7.44 0.139 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Dieldrin <0.139

7.44 0.209 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Endosulfan I <0.209

7.44 0.209 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Endosulfan II <0.209

7.44 0.232 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Endosulfan sulfate <0.232

7.44 0.221 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Endrin <0.221

7.44 0.558 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Endrin aldehyde <0.558

7.44 0.116 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼gamma-BHC (Lindane) <0.116

7.44 0.163 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Heptachlor <0.163

7.44 0.232 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Heptachlor epoxide <0.232

7.44 0.372 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Methoxychlor <0.372

186 6.04 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1☼Toxaphene <6.04

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 67 35 - 130 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 86 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 11:21 145 - 140
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Client Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-3Client Sample ID: US-E
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 14:35

Percent Solids: 85.5Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Method: 8082A - Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by Gas Chromatography
RL MDL

PCB-1016 <0.00148 0.0568 0.00148 mg/Kg ☼ 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.0568 0.0152 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1☼PCB-1221 <0.0152

0.0568 0.00568 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1☼PCB-1232 <0.00568

0.0568 0.00613 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1☼PCB-1242 <0.00613

0.0568 0.00386 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1☼PCB-1248 <0.00386

0.0568 0.00363 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1☼PCB-1254 <0.00363

0.0568 0.00193 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1☼PCB-1260 <0.00193

0.0568 0.000795 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1☼PCB-1268 <0.000795

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 41 40 - 120 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 1

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 65 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 10:50 110 - 105

Method: 8151A - Herbicides (GC)
RL MDL

2,4-D <107 375 107 ug/Kg ☼ 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 15:20 10

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

375 96.6 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 15:20 10☼Silvex (2,4,5-TP) <96.6

375 91.7 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 15:20 10☼2,4,5-T <91.7

DCAA 87 32 - 122 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 15:20 10

Surrogate Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Method: 6010C - Metals (ICP)
RL MDL

Arsenic 5.01 J 7.39 3.66 mg/Kg ☼ 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 19:15 2

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.924 0.351 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 19:15 2☼Barium 73.8

1.85 0.238 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 19:15 2☼Cadmium <0.238

1.85 0.285 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 19:15 2☼Chromium 10.3

9.24 1.54 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 19:15 2☼Lead 3.45 J

13.9 5.95 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 19:15 2☼Selenium <5.95

1.85 0.604 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 19:15 2☼Silver <0.604

Method: 7471B - Mercury in Solid or Semisolid Waste (Manual Cold Vapor Technique)
RL MDL

Mercury 0.00456 J 0.0200 0.00364 mg/Kg ☼ 11/03/14 11:01 11/03/14 17:54 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

General Chemistry
RL RL

Percent Moisture 14 0.10 0.10 % 11/03/14 09:56 1

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedUnit DResult Qualifier

0.10 0.10 % 11/03/14 09:56 1Percent Solids 86
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Definitions/Glossary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Qualifiers

GC/MS Semi VOA

Qualifier Description

* LCS or LCSD exceeds the control limits

Qualifier

GC Semi VOA

Qualifier Description

B Compound was found in the blank and sample.

Qualifier

J Result is less than the RL but greater than or equal to the MDL and the concentration is an approximate value.

p The %RPD between the primary and confirmation column/detector is >40%. The lower value has been reported.

Metals

Qualifier Description

J Result is less than the RL but greater than or equal to the MDL and the concentration is an approximate value.

Qualifier

Glossary

These commonly used abbreviations may or may not be present in this report.

¤ Listed under the "D" column to designate that the result is reported on a dry weight basis

Abbreviation

%R Percent Recovery

CFL Contains Free Liquid

CNF Contains no Free Liquid

DER Duplicate error ratio (normalized absolute difference)

Dil Fac Dilution Factor

DL, RA, RE, IN Indicates a Dilution, Re-analysis, Re-extraction, or additional Initial metals/anion analysis of the sample

DLC Decision level concentration

MDA Minimum detectable activity

EDL Estimated Detection Limit

MDC Minimum detectable concentration

MDL Method Detection Limit

ML Minimum Level (Dioxin)

NC Not Calculated

ND Not detected at the reporting limit (or MDL or EDL if shown)

PQL Practical Quantitation Limit

QC Quality Control

RER Relative error ratio

RL Reporting Limit or Requested Limit (Radiochemistry)

RPD Relative Percent Difference, a measure of the relative difference between two points

TEF Toxicity Equivalent Factor (Dioxin)

TEQ Toxicity Equivalent Quotient (Dioxin)
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Surrogate Summary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 8270D SIM - Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL)
Prep Type: Total/NAMatrix: Soil

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID (20-105) (20-100) (30-125)

FBP NBZ TPH

61 59 88310-42799-1

Percent Surrogate Recovery (Acceptance Limits)

S-5

59 54 70310-42799-1 MS S-5

65 64 73310-42799-1 MSD S-5

55 53 54310-42799-2 US-W

72 70 73310-42799-3 US-E

Surrogate Legend

FBP = 2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr)

NBZ = Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr)

TPH = Terphenyl-d14 (Surr)

Method: 8270D SIM - Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL)
Prep Type: Total/NAMatrix: Solid

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID (20-105) (20-100) (30-125)

FBP NBZ TPH

44 43 58LCS 310-67333/2-A

Percent Surrogate Recovery (Acceptance Limits)

Lab Control Sample

43 40 65MB 310-67333/1-A Method Blank

Surrogate Legend

FBP = 2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr)

NBZ = Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr)

TPH = Terphenyl-d14 (Surr)

Method: 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC)
Prep Type: Total/NAMatrix: Soil

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID (35-130) (45-140)

DCB1 TCX1

79 92310-42799-1

Percent Surrogate Recovery (Acceptance Limits)

S-5

70 84310-42799-1 MS S-5

79 84310-42799-1 MSD S-5

68 67310-42799-2 US-W

67 86310-42799-3 US-E

Surrogate Legend

DCB = DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr)

TCX = Tetrachloro-m-xylene

Method: 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC)
Prep Type: Total/NAMatrix: Solid

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID (35-130) (45-140)

DCB1 TCX1

75 100LCS 310-67522/2-A

Percent Surrogate Recovery (Acceptance Limits)

Lab Control Sample

76 76MB 310-67522/1-A Method Blank

Surrogate Legend
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Surrogate Summary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

DCB = DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr)

TCX = Tetrachloro-m-xylene

Method: 8082A - Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by Gas Chromatography
Prep Type: Total/NAMatrix: Soil

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID (40-120) (10-105)

DCB1 TCX1

63 77310-42799-1

Percent Surrogate Recovery (Acceptance Limits)

S-5

69 77310-42799-1 MS S-5

73 82310-42799-1 MSD S-5

58 72310-42799-2 US-W

41 65310-42799-3 US-E

Surrogate Legend

DCB = DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr)

TCX = Tetrachloro-m-xylene

Method: 8082A - Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by Gas Chromatography
Prep Type: Total/NAMatrix: Solid

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID (40-120) (10-105)

DCB1 TCX1

69 75LCS 310-66921/2-A

Percent Surrogate Recovery (Acceptance Limits)

Lab Control Sample

74 79MB 310-66921/1-A Method Blank

Surrogate Legend

DCB = DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr)

TCX = Tetrachloro-m-xylene

Method: 8151A - Herbicides (GC)
Prep Type: Total/NAMatrix: Soil

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID (32-122)

DCPA1

67310-42799-1

Percent Surrogate Recovery (Acceptance Limits)

S-5

75310-42799-2 US-W

87310-42799-3 US-E

Surrogate Legend

DCPA = DCAA

Method: 8151A - Herbicides (GC)
Prep Type: Total/NAMatrix: Solid

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID (32-122)

DCPA1

70LCS 500-263621/2-A

Percent Surrogate Recovery (Acceptance Limits)

Lab Control Sample

85MB 500-263621/1-A Method Blank

Surrogate Legend

DCPA = DCAA
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QC Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 8270D SIM - Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL)

Client Sample ID: Method BlankLab Sample ID: MB 310-67333/1-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67611 Prep Batch: 67333

RL MDL

2-Methylnaphthalene <0.00346 0.0100 0.00346 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1

MB MB

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedDUnitResult Qualifier

<0.00317 0.003170.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Acenaphthene

<0.00199 0.001990.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Acenaphthylene

<0.00305 0.003050.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Anthracene

<0.00218 0.002180.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Benzo[a]anthracene

<0.00133 0.001330.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Benzo[a]pyrene

<0.00145 0.001450.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Benzo[b]fluoranthene

<0.00147 0.001470.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Benzo[g,h,i]perylene

<0.00126 0.001260.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Benzo[k]fluoranthene

<0.00134 0.001340.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Chrysene

<0.00138 0.001380.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Dibenz(a,h)anthracene

<0.00294 0.002940.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Fluoranthene

<0.00379 0.003790.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Fluorene

<0.00144 0.001440.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene

<0.00434 0.004340.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Naphthalene

<0.00262 0.002620.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Phenanthrene

<0.00265 0.002650.0100 mg/Kg 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Pyrene

2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr) 43 20 - 105 11/07/14 20:09 1

MB MB

Surrogate

11/05/14 15:46

Dil FacPrepared AnalyzedQualifier Limits%Recovery

40 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr) 20 - 100

65 11/05/14 15:46 11/07/14 20:09 1Terphenyl-d14 (Surr) 30 - 125

Client Sample ID: Lab Control SampleLab Sample ID: LCS 310-67333/2-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67611 Prep Batch: 67333

2-Methylnaphthalene 0.200 0.09634 mg/Kg 48 30 - 80

Analyte

LCS LCS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

%Rec.

Limits

Acenaphthene 0.200 0.1077 mg/Kg 54 35 - 80

Acenaphthylene 0.200 0.1094 mg/Kg 55 35 - 85

Anthracene 0.200 0.1103 mg/Kg 55 15 - 100

Benzo[a]anthracene 0.200 0.1163 mg/Kg 58 40 - 100

Benzo[a]pyrene 0.200 0.1254 mg/Kg 63 35 - 95

Benzo[b]fluoranthene 0.200 0.1189 mg/Kg 59 35 - 100

Benzo[g,h,i]perylene 0.200 0.1004 mg/Kg 50 40 - 115

Benzo[k]fluoranthene 0.200 0.1456 mg/Kg 73 30 - 105

Chrysene 0.200 0.1216 mg/Kg 61 40 - 100

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 0.200 0.06683 * mg/Kg 33 35 - 125

Fluoranthene 0.200 0.09989 mg/Kg 50 20 - 115

Fluorene 0.200 0.1077 mg/Kg 54 35 - 85

Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene 0.200 0.1175 mg/Kg 59 40 - 125

Naphthalene 0.200 0.09203 mg/Kg 46 30 - 75

Phenanthrene 0.200 0.1070 mg/Kg 53 30 - 95

Pyrene 0.200 0.1145 mg/Kg 57 20 - 115
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QC Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 8270D SIM - Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL) (Continued)

Client Sample ID: Lab Control SampleLab Sample ID: LCS 310-67333/2-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67611 Prep Batch: 67333

2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr) 20 - 105

Surrogate

44

LCS LCS

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

43Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr) 20 - 100

58Terphenyl-d14 (Surr) 30 - 125

Client Sample ID: S-5Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1 MS

Matrix: Soil Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67611 Prep Batch: 67333

2-Methylnaphthalene <0.00395 0.225 0.1386 mg/Kg 61 15 - 110☼

Analyte

MS MS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

Sample

Result

Sample

Qualifier

%Rec.

Limits

Acenaphthene <0.00362 0.225 0.1531 mg/Kg 68 15 - 110☼

Acenaphthylene <0.00227 0.225 0.1531 mg/Kg 68 10 - 105☼

Anthracene <0.00348 0.225 0.1567 mg/Kg 70 15 - 120☼

Benzo[a]anthracene <0.00249 0.225 0.1427 mg/Kg 63 20 - 115☼

Benzo[a]pyrene <0.00152 0.225 0.1543 mg/Kg 68 20 - 115☼

Benzo[b]fluoranthene <0.00166 0.225 0.1731 mg/Kg 77 25 - 120☼

Benzo[g,h,i]perylene <0.00168 0.225 0.1273 mg/Kg 56 25 - 120☼

Benzo[k]fluoranthene <0.00144 0.225 0.1470 mg/Kg 65 20 - 115☼

Chrysene <0.00153 0.225 0.1496 mg/Kg 66 25 - 120☼

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene <0.00158 * 0.225 0.08479 mg/Kg 38 25 - 125☼

Fluoranthene <0.00336 0.225 0.1318 mg/Kg 58 20 - 120☼

Fluorene <0.00433 0.225 0.1539 mg/Kg 68 15 - 110☼

Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene <0.00165 0.225 0.1483 mg/Kg 66 25 - 125☼

Naphthalene <0.00496 0.225 0.1297 mg/Kg 58 10 - 105☼

Phenanthrene <0.00299 0.225 0.1523 mg/Kg 68 25 - 120☼

Pyrene <0.00303 0.225 0.1491 mg/Kg 66 20 - 125☼

2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr) 20 - 105

Surrogate

59

MS MS

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

54Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr) 20 - 100

70Terphenyl-d14 (Surr) 30 - 125

Client Sample ID: S-5Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1 MSD

Matrix: Soil Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67611 Prep Batch: 67333

2-Methylnaphthalene <0.00395 0.225 0.1498 mg/Kg 67 15 - 110 8 40☼

Analyte

MSD MSD

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

Sample

Result

Sample

Qualifier

%Rec.

Limits LimitRPD

RPD

Acenaphthene <0.00362 0.225 0.1590 mg/Kg 71 15 - 110 4 40☼

Acenaphthylene <0.00227 0.225 0.1597 mg/Kg 71 10 - 105 4 40☼

Anthracene <0.00348 0.225 0.1780 mg/Kg 79 15 - 120 13 40☼

Benzo[a]anthracene <0.00249 0.225 0.1489 mg/Kg 66 20 - 115 4 40☼

Benzo[a]pyrene <0.00152 0.225 0.1605 mg/Kg 71 20 - 115 4 40☼

Benzo[b]fluoranthene <0.00166 0.225 0.1893 mg/Kg 84 25 - 120 9 40☼

Benzo[g,h,i]perylene <0.00168 0.225 0.1364 mg/Kg 61 25 - 120 7 40☼

Benzo[k]fluoranthene <0.00144 0.225 0.1561 mg/Kg 70 20 - 115 6 40☼

Chrysene <0.00153 0.225 0.1561 mg/Kg 69 25 - 120 4 40☼

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene <0.00158 * 0.225 0.09009 mg/Kg 40 25 - 125 6 40☼
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QC Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 8270D SIM - Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL) (Continued)

Client Sample ID: S-5Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1 MSD

Matrix: Soil Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67611 Prep Batch: 67333

Fluoranthene <0.00336 0.225 0.1450 mg/Kg 65 20 - 120 10 40☼

Analyte

MSD MSD

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

Sample

Result

Sample

Qualifier

%Rec.

Limits LimitRPD

RPD

Fluorene <0.00433 0.225 0.1609 mg/Kg 72 15 - 110 4 40☼

Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene <0.00165 0.225 0.1604 mg/Kg 71 25 - 125 8 40☼

Naphthalene <0.00496 0.225 0.1410 mg/Kg 63 10 - 105 8 40☼

Phenanthrene <0.00299 0.225 0.1630 mg/Kg 73 25 - 120 7 40☼

Pyrene <0.00303 0.225 0.1624 mg/Kg 72 20 - 125 9 40☼

2-Fluorobiphenyl (Surr) 20 - 105

Surrogate

65

MSD MSD

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

64Nitrobenzene-d5 (Surr) 20 - 100

73Terphenyl-d14 (Surr) 30 - 125

Method: 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC)

Client Sample ID: Method BlankLab Sample ID: MB 310-67522/1-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67864 Prep Batch: 67522

RL MDL

Aldrin <0.244 6.23 0.244 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1

MB MB

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedDUnitResult Qualifier

<0.312 0.3126.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1beta-BHC

<1.95 1.95156 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Chlordane (technical)

<0.127 0.1276.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 14,4'-DDD

<0.185 0.1856.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 14,4'-DDE

<0.117 0.1176.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 14,4'-DDT

<0.224 0.2246.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1delta-BHC

<0.117 0.1176.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Dieldrin

<0.175 0.1756.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Endosulfan I

<0.175 0.1756.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Endosulfan II

<0.195 0.1956.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Endosulfan sulfate

<0.185 0.1856.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Endrin

0.7494 J 0.4686.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Endrin aldehyde

0.2024 J 0.09746.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1gamma-BHC (Lindane)

<0.136 0.1366.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Heptachlor

<0.195 0.1956.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Heptachlor epoxide

<0.312 0.3126.23 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Methoxychlor

<5.07 5.07156 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Toxaphene

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 76 35 - 130 11/11/14 09:31 1

MB MB

Surrogate

11/07/14 08:48

Dil FacPrepared AnalyzedQualifier Limits%Recovery

76 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:31 1Tetrachloro-m-xylene 45 - 140
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QC Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC) (Continued)

Client Sample ID: Method BlankLab Sample ID: MB 310-67522/1-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67866 Prep Batch: 67522

RL MDL

alpha-BHC <0.166 6.23 0.166 ug/Kg 11/07/14 08:48 11/11/14 09:39 1

MB MB

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedDUnitResult Qualifier

Client Sample ID: Lab Control SampleLab Sample ID: LCS 310-67522/2-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67864 Prep Batch: 67522

Aldrin 19.8 13.65 ug/Kg 69 60 - 110

Analyte

LCS LCS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

%Rec.

Limits

alpha-BHC 19.8 15.22 ug/Kg 77 60 - 110

beta-BHC 19.8 18.06 ug/Kg 91 65 - 115

4,4'-DDD 19.8 13.22 ug/Kg 67 65 - 120

4,4'-DDE 19.8 13.11 ug/Kg 66 65 - 120

4,4'-DDT 19.8 13.53 ug/Kg 68 60 - 125

delta-BHC 19.8 15.65 ug/Kg 79 55 - 120

Dieldrin 19.8 13.59 ug/Kg 69 60 - 115

Endosulfan I 19.8 9.344 ug/Kg 47 20 - 115

Endosulfan II 19.8 10.01 ug/Kg 51 40 - 120

Endosulfan sulfate 19.8 16.24 ug/Kg 82 55 - 135

Endrin 19.8 14.87 ug/Kg 75 65 - 120

Endrin aldehyde 19.8 13.39 ug/Kg 68 50 - 145

gamma-BHC (Lindane) 19.8 14.75 ug/Kg 75 55 - 115

Heptachlor 19.8 17.62 ug/Kg 89 60 - 115

Heptachlor epoxide 19.8 13.62 p ug/Kg 69 65 - 110

Methoxychlor 19.8 14.07 p ug/Kg 71 60 - 145

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 35 - 130

Surrogate

75

LCS LCS

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

100Tetrachloro-m-xylene 45 - 140

Client Sample ID: S-5Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1 MS

Matrix: Soil Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67864 Prep Batch: 67522

Aldrin <0.289 23.1 15.35 ug/Kg 66 20 - 115☼

Analyte

MS MS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

Sample

Result

Sample

Qualifier

%Rec.

Limits

alpha-BHC <0.197 23.1 14.43 ug/Kg 62 20 - 115☼

beta-BHC <0.371 23.1 15.49 ug/Kg 67 50 - 145☼

4,4'-DDD <0.151 23.1 15.30 ug/Kg 66 30 - 125☼

4,4'-DDE <0.220 23.1 15.04 ug/Kg 65 25 - 120☼

4,4'-DDT <0.139 23.1 15.30 ug/Kg 66 25 - 125☼

delta-BHC <0.266 23.1 15.09 ug/Kg 65 25 - 120☼

Dieldrin <0.139 23.1 15.65 ug/Kg 68 25 - 120☼

Endosulfan I <0.208 23.1 10.69 ug/Kg 46 10 - 115☼

Endosulfan II <0.208 23.1 11.21 ug/Kg 48 10 - 120☼

Endosulfan sulfate <0.232 23.1 20.28 ug/Kg 88 30 - 135☼

Endrin <0.220 23.1 17.16 ug/Kg 74 30 - 125☼

Endrin aldehyde 0.653 J B 23.1 13.92 ug/Kg 57 25 - 145☼

gamma-BHC (Lindane) <0.116 23.1 14.23 ug/Kg 62 30 - 125☼
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QC Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC) (Continued)

Client Sample ID: S-5Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1 MS

Matrix: Soil Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67864 Prep Batch: 67522

Heptachlor <0.162 23.1 15.54 ug/Kg 67 25 - 120☼

Analyte

MS MS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

Sample

Result

Sample

Qualifier

%Rec.

Limits

Heptachlor epoxide <0.232 23.1 15.47 ug/Kg 67 30 - 125☼

Methoxychlor <0.371 23.1 16.13 p ug/Kg 70 40 - 145☼

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 35 - 130

Surrogate

70

MS MS

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

84Tetrachloro-m-xylene 45 - 140

Client Sample ID: S-5Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1 MSD

Matrix: Soil Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67864 Prep Batch: 67522

Aldrin <0.289 23.4 16.88 ug/Kg 72 20 - 115 9 40☼

Analyte

MSD MSD

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

Sample

Result

Sample

Qualifier

%Rec.

Limits LimitRPD

RPD

alpha-BHC <0.197 23.4 16.08 ug/Kg 69 20 - 115 11 40☼

beta-BHC <0.371 23.4 16.83 ug/Kg 72 50 - 145 8 40☼

4,4'-DDD <0.151 23.4 16.79 ug/Kg 72 30 - 125 9 40☼

4,4'-DDE <0.220 23.4 16.37 ug/Kg 70 25 - 120 8 40☼

4,4'-DDT <0.139 23.4 16.52 ug/Kg 71 25 - 125 8 40☼

delta-BHC <0.266 23.4 16.42 ug/Kg 70 25 - 120 8 40☼

Dieldrin <0.139 23.4 17.00 ug/Kg 73 25 - 120 8 40☼

Endosulfan I <0.208 23.4 12.05 ug/Kg 51 10 - 115 12 40☼

Endosulfan II <0.208 23.4 12.14 ug/Kg 52 10 - 120 8 40☼

Endosulfan sulfate <0.232 23.4 21.81 ug/Kg 93 30 - 135 7 40☼

Endrin <0.220 23.4 18.68 ug/Kg 80 30 - 125 8 40☼

Endrin aldehyde 0.653 J B 23.4 15.21 ug/Kg 62 25 - 145 9 40☼

gamma-BHC (Lindane) <0.116 23.4 15.69 ug/Kg 67 30 - 125 10 40☼

Heptachlor <0.162 23.4 17.33 ug/Kg 74 25 - 120 11 40☼

Heptachlor epoxide <0.232 23.4 17.01 ug/Kg 73 30 - 125 10 40☼

Methoxychlor <0.371 23.4 17.57 p ug/Kg 75 40 - 145 9 40☼

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 35 - 130

Surrogate

79

MSD MSD

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

84Tetrachloro-m-xylene 45 - 140

Method: 8082A - Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by Gas Chromatography

Client Sample ID: Method BlankLab Sample ID: MB 310-66921/1-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67178 Prep Batch: 66921

RL MDL

PCB-1016 <0.00130 0.0500 0.00130 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1

MB MB

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedDUnitResult Qualifier

<0.0134 0.01340.0500 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1PCB-1221

<0.00500 0.005000.0500 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1PCB-1232

<0.00540 0.005400.0500 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1PCB-1242

<0.00340 0.003400.0500 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1PCB-1248
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QC Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 8082A - Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by Gas Chromatography (Continued)

Client Sample ID: Method BlankLab Sample ID: MB 310-66921/1-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67178 Prep Batch: 66921

RL MDL

PCB-1254 <0.00320 0.0500 0.00320 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1

MB MB

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedDUnitResult Qualifier

<0.00170 0.001700.0500 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1PCB-1260

<0.000700 0.0007000.0500 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1PCB-1268

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 74 40 - 120 11/05/14 08:41 1

MB MB

Surrogate

11/03/14 11:54

Dil FacPrepared AnalyzedQualifier Limits%Recovery

79 11/03/14 11:54 11/05/14 08:41 1Tetrachloro-m-xylene 10 - 105

Client Sample ID: Lab Control SampleLab Sample ID: LCS 310-66921/2-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67178 Prep Batch: 66921

PCB-1016 0.200 0.1547 mg/Kg 77 20 - 105

Analyte

LCS LCS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

%Rec.

Limits

PCB-1260 0.200 0.1540 mg/Kg 77 20 - 105

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 40 - 120

Surrogate

69

LCS LCS

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

75Tetrachloro-m-xylene 10 - 105

Client Sample ID: S-5Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1 MS

Matrix: Soil Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67178 Prep Batch: 66921

PCB-1016 <0.00153 0.237 0.1848 mg/Kg 78 20 - 115☼

Analyte

MS MS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

Sample

Result

Sample

Qualifier

%Rec.

Limits

PCB-1260 <0.00200 0.237 0.1792 mg/Kg 76 20 - 115☼

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 40 - 120

Surrogate

69

MS MS

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

77Tetrachloro-m-xylene 10 - 105

Client Sample ID: S-5Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1 MSD

Matrix: Soil Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67178 Prep Batch: 66921

PCB-1016 <0.00153 0.234 0.1861 mg/Kg 79 20 - 115 1 20☼

Analyte

MSD MSD

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

Sample

Result

Sample

Qualifier

%Rec.

Limits LimitRPD

RPD

PCB-1260 <0.00200 0.234 0.1801 mg/Kg 77 20 - 115 0 20☼

DCB Decachlorobiphenyl (Surr) 40 - 120

Surrogate

73

MSD MSD

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

82Tetrachloro-m-xylene 10 - 105
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QC Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 8151A - Herbicides (GC)

Client Sample ID: Method BlankLab Sample ID: MB 500-263621/1-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 263714 Prep Batch: 263621

RL MDL

2,4-D <93.7 330 93.7 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 09:04 10

MB MB

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedDUnitResult Qualifier

<84.9 84.9330 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 09:04 10Silvex (2,4,5-TP)

<80.6 80.6330 ug/Kg 11/11/14 11:06 11/13/14 09:04 102,4,5-T

DCAA 85 32 - 122 11/13/14 09:04 10

MB MB

Surrogate

11/11/14 11:06

Dil FacPrepared AnalyzedQualifier Limits%Recovery

Client Sample ID: Lab Control SampleLab Sample ID: LCS 500-263621/2-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 263714 Prep Batch: 263621

2,4-D 1350 951.5 ug/Kg 70 23 - 125

Analyte

LCS LCS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

%Rec.

Limits

Silvex (2,4,5-TP) 1330 963.8 ug/Kg 72 36 - 114

2,4,5-T 1340 869.6 ug/Kg 65 30 - 119

DCAA 32 - 122

Surrogate

70

LCS LCS

Qualifier Limits%Recovery

Method: 6010C - Metals (ICP)

Client Sample ID: Method BlankLab Sample ID: MB 310-66936/1-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67501 Prep Batch: 66936

RL MDL

Arsenic <1.69 3.42 1.69 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 17:59 1

MB MB

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedDUnitResult Qualifier

<0.162 0.1620.427 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 17:59 1Barium

<0.110 0.1100.854 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 17:59 1Cadmium

<0.132 0.1320.854 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 17:59 1Chromium

<0.710 0.7104.27 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 17:59 1Lead

<2.75 2.756.40 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 17:59 1Selenium

<0.279 0.2790.854 mg/Kg 11/04/14 08:00 11/06/14 17:59 1Silver

Client Sample ID: Lab Control SampleLab Sample ID: LCS 310-66936/2-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67501 Prep Batch: 66936

Arsenic 189 185.8 mg/Kg 98 80 - 115

Analyte

LCS LCS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

%Rec.

Limits

Barium 94.3 94.93 mg/Kg 101 80 - 110

Cadmium 94.3 93.91 mg/Kg 100 80 - 115

Chromium 94.3 95.50 mg/Kg 101 85 - 110

Lead 189 182.6 mg/Kg 97 80 - 115

Selenium 377 376.6 mg/Kg 100 85 - 110

Silver 94.3 101.6 mg/Kg 108 80 - 120
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QC Sample Results
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method: 7471B - Mercury in Solid or Semisolid Waste (Manual Cold Vapor Technique)

Client Sample ID: Method BlankLab Sample ID: MB 310-66896/1-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 66979 Prep Batch: 66896

RL MDL

Mercury <0.00335 0.0184 0.00335 mg/Kg 11/03/14 11:01 11/03/14 17:13 1

MB MB

Analyte Dil FacAnalyzedPreparedDUnitResult Qualifier

Client Sample ID: Lab Control SampleLab Sample ID: LCS 310-66896/2-A

Matrix: Solid Prep Type: Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 66979 Prep Batch: 66896

Mercury 0.156 0.1471 mg/Kg 94 80 - 120

Analyte

LCS LCS

DUnitResult Qualifier %Rec

Spike

Added

%Rec.

Limits
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QC Association Summary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

GC/MS Semi VOA

Prep Batch: 67333

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 3546310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-1 MS S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-1 MSD S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 3546LCS 310-67333/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 3546MB 310-67333/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67611

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 8270D SIM 67333310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8270D SIM 67333310-42799-1 MS S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8270D SIM 67333310-42799-1 MSD S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8270D SIM 67333310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 8270D SIM 67333310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 8270D SIM 67333LCS 310-67333/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 8270D SIM 67333MB 310-67333/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

GC Semi VOA

Prep Batch: 66921

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 3546310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-1 MS S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-1 MSD S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 3546LCS 310-66921/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 3546MB 310-66921/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67178

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 8082A 66921310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8082A 66921310-42799-1 MS S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8082A 66921310-42799-1 MSD S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8082A 66921310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 8082A 66921310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 8082A 66921LCS 310-66921/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 8082A 66921MB 310-66921/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Prep Batch: 67522

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 3546310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-1 MS S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-1 MSD S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 3546310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 3546LCS 310-67522/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 3546MB 310-67522/1-A Method Blank Total/NA
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QC Association Summary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

GC Semi VOA (Continued)

Analysis Batch: 67864

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 8081B 67522310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8081B 67522310-42799-1 MS S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8081B 67522310-42799-1 MSD S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8081B 67522310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 8081B 67522310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 8081B 67522LCS 310-67522/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 8081B 67522MB 310-67522/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67866

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Solid 8081B 67522MB 310-67522/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Prep Batch: 263621

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 8151A310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8151A310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 8151A310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 8151ALCS 500-263621/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 8151AMB 500-263621/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 263714

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 8151A 263621310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 8151A 263621310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 8151A 263621310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 8151A 263621LCS 500-263621/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 8151A 263621MB 500-263621/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Metals

Prep Batch: 66896

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 7471B310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 7471B310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 7471B310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 7471BLCS 310-66896/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 7471BMB 310-66896/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Prep Batch: 66936

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 3050B310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 3050B310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 3050B310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 3050BLCS 310-66936/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 3050BMB 310-66936/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 66979

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 7471B 66896310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 7471B 66896310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA
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QC Association Summary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Metals (Continued)

Analysis Batch: 66979 (Continued)

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 7471B 66896310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 7471B 66896LCS 310-66896/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 7471B 66896MB 310-66896/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

Analysis Batch: 67501

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil 6010C 66936310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil 6010C 66936310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil 6010C 66936310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA

Solid 6010C 66936LCS 310-66936/2-A Lab Control Sample Total/NA

Solid 6010C 66936MB 310-66936/1-A Method Blank Total/NA

General Chemistry

Analysis Batch: 66871

Lab Sample ID Client Sample ID Prep Type Matrix Method Prep Batch

Soil Moisture310-42799-1 S-5 Total/NA

Soil Moisture310-42799-2 US-W Total/NA

Soil Moisture310-42799-3 US-E Total/NA
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Lab Chronicle
Client: Stanley Consultants Inc TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1

Project/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River Sediment

Client Sample ID: S-5 Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-1
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 13:28

Percent Solids: 83.9Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Prep 3546 11/05/14 15:46 EEE67333 TAL CF

Type

Batch Batch

MethodPrep Type LabAnalystRun

Prepared

or Analyzed

Batch

Number

Dilution

Factor

Total/NA

Analysis 8270D SIM 1 67611 11/07/14 22:39 DEM TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 3546 67522 11/07/14 08:48 EEE TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 8081B 1 67864 11/11/14 10:56 TRM TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 3546 66921 11/03/14 11:54 EEE TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 8082A 1 67178 11/05/14 10:18 TRM TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 8151A 263621 11/11/14 11:06 SML TAL CHITotal/NA

Analysis 8151A 10 263714 11/13/14 14:36 SAW TAL CHITotal/NA

Prep 3050B 66936 11/04/14 08:00 CJT TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 6010C 1 67501 11/06/14 18:49 MRH TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 7471B 66896 11/03/14 11:01 CJT TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 7471B 1 66979 11/03/14 17:51 OAD TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis Moisture 1 66871 11/03/14 09:37 SAS TAL CFTotal/NA

Client Sample ID: US-W Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-2
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 14:25

Percent Solids: 85.2Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Prep 3546 11/05/14 15:46 EEE67333 TAL CF

Type

Batch Batch

MethodPrep Type LabAnalystRun

Prepared

or Analyzed

Batch

Number

Dilution

Factor

Total/NA

Analysis 8270D SIM 1 67611 11/07/14 23:03 DEM TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 3546 67522 11/07/14 08:48 EEE TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 8081B 1 67864 11/11/14 11:08 TRM TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 3546 66921 11/03/14 11:54 EEE TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 8082A 1 67178 11/05/14 10:40 TRM TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 8151A 263621 11/11/14 11:06 SML TAL CHITotal/NA

Analysis 8151A 10 263714 11/13/14 14:58 SAW TAL CHITotal/NA

Prep 3050B 66936 11/04/14 08:00 CJT TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 6010C 1 67501 11/06/14 18:51 MRH TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 7471B 66896 11/03/14 11:01 CJT TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 7471B 1 66979 11/03/14 17:53 OAD TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis Moisture 1 66871 11/03/14 09:56 SAS TAL CFTotal/NA

Client Sample ID: US-E Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-3
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 14:35

Percent Solids: 85.5Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Prep 3546 11/05/14 15:46 EEE67333 TAL CF

Type

Batch Batch

MethodPrep Type LabAnalystRun

Prepared

or Analyzed

Batch

Number

Dilution

Factor

Total/NA

Analysis 8270D SIM 1 67611 11/07/14 23:29 DEM TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 3546 67522 11/07/14 08:48 EEE TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 8081B 1 67864 11/11/14 11:21 TRM TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 3546 66921 11/03/14 11:54 EEE TAL CFTotal/NA
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Lab Chronicle
Client: Stanley Consultants Inc TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1

Project/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River Sediment

Client Sample ID: US-E Lab Sample ID: 310-42799-3
Matrix: SoilDate Collected: 10/30/14 14:35

Percent Solids: 85.5Date Received: 10/31/14 10:10

Analysis 8082A 11/05/14 10:50 TRM1 67178 TAL CF

Type

Batch Batch

MethodPrep Type LabAnalystRun

Prepared

or Analyzed

Batch

Number

Dilution

Factor

Total/NA

Prep 8151A 263621 11/11/14 11:06 SML TAL CHITotal/NA

Analysis 8151A 10 263714 11/13/14 15:20 SAW TAL CHITotal/NA

Prep 3050B 66936 11/04/14 08:00 CJT TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 6010C 2 67501 11/06/14 19:15 MRH TAL CFTotal/NA

Prep 7471B 66896 11/03/14 11:01 CJT TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis 7471B 1 66979 11/03/14 17:54 OAD TAL CFTotal/NA

Analysis Moisture 1 66871 11/03/14 09:56 SAS TAL CFTotal/NA

Laboratory References:

TAL CF = TestAmerica Cedar Falls, 704 Enterprise Drive, Cedar Falls, IA 50613, TEL (319)277-2401

TAL CHI = TestAmerica Chicago, 2417 Bond Street, University Park, IL 60484, TEL (708)534-5200
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Certification Summary
Client: Stanley Consultants Inc TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1

Project/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River Sediment

Laboratory: TestAmerica Cedar Falls
Unless otherwise noted, all analytes for this laboratory were covered under each certification below.

Authority Program EPA Region Certification ID Expiration Date

Iowa 0077State Program 12-01-15

Analysis Method Prep Method Matrix Analyte

The following analytes are included in this report, but certification is not offered by the governing authority:

8082A 3546 Soil PCB-1268

Moisture Soil Percent Moisture

Moisture Soil Percent Solids

Laboratory: TestAmerica Chicago
Unless otherwise noted, all analytes for this laboratory were covered under each certification below.

Authority Program EPA Region Certification ID Expiration Date

Iowa 827State Program 05-01-16

Analysis Method Prep Method Matrix Analyte

The following analytes are included in this report, but certification is not offered by the governing authority:

8151A 8151A Soil 2,4,5-T
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Method Summary
TestAmerica Job ID: 310-42799-1Client: Stanley Consultants Inc

SDG: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River SedimentProject/Site: Iowa City Burlington Dam Modification

Method Method Description LaboratoryProtocol

SW8468270D SIM Semivolatile Organic Compound (GC/MS SIM LL) TAL CF

SW8468081B Organochlorine Pesticides (GC) TAL CF

SW8468082A Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by Gas Chromatography TAL CF

SW8468151A Herbicides (GC) TAL CHI

SW8466010C Metals (ICP) TAL CF

SW8467471B Mercury in Solid or Semisolid Waste (Manual Cold Vapor Technique) TAL CF

EPAMoisture Percent Moisture TAL CF

Protocol References:

EPA = US Environmental Protection Agency

SW846 = "Test Methods For Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods", Third Edition, November 1986 And Its Updates.

Laboratory References:

TAL CF = TestAmerica Cedar Falls, 704 Enterprise Drive, Cedar Falls, IA 50613, TEL (319)277-2401

TAL CHI = TestAmerica Chicago, 2417 Bond Street, University Park, IL 60484, TEL (708)534-5200
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Login Sample Receipt Checklist

Client: Stanley Consultants Inc Job Number: 310-42799-1

SDG Number: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River Sediment

Login Number: 42799

Question Answer Comment

Creator: Facciani, Melene K

List Source: TestAmerica Cedar Falls

List Number: 1

N/ARadioactivity wasn't checked or is </= background as measured by a 

survey meter.

TrueThe cooler's custody seal, if present, is intact.

N/ASample custody seals, if present, are intact.

TrueThe cooler or samples do not appear to have been compromised or 

tampered with.

TrueSamples were received on ice.

TrueCooler Temperature is acceptable.

TrueCooler Temperature is recorded.

TrueCOC is present.

TrueCOC is filled out in ink and legible.

TrueCOC is filled out with all pertinent information.

TrueIs the Field Sampler's name present on COC?

TrueThere are no discrepancies between the containers received and the COC.

TrueSamples are received within Holding Time.

TrueSample containers have legible labels.

TrueContainers are not broken or leaking.

TrueSample collection date/times are provided.

TrueAppropriate sample containers are used.

TrueSample bottles are completely filled.

TrueSample Preservation Verified.

TrueThere is sufficient vol. for all requested analyses, incl. any requested 

MS/MSDs

TrueContainers requiring zero headspace have no headspace or bubble is 

<6mm (1/4").

TrueMultiphasic samples are not present.

TrueSamples do not require splitting or compositing.

N/AResidual Chlorine Checked.
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Login Sample Receipt Checklist

Client: Stanley Consultants Inc Job Number: 310-42799-1

SDG Number: 211758.01.01 - Iowa River Sediment

Login Number: 42799

Question Answer Comment

Creator: Kelsey, Shawn M

List Source: TestAmerica Chicago

List Creation: 11/01/14 11:28 AMList Number: 2

TrueRadioactivity wasn't checked or is </= background as measured by a 

survey meter.

TrueThe cooler's custody seal, if present, is intact.

TrueSample custody seals, if present, are intact.

TrueThe cooler or samples do not appear to have been compromised or 

tampered with.

TrueSamples were received on ice.

TrueCooler Temperature is acceptable.

TrueCooler Temperature is recorded.

TrueCOC is present.

TrueCOC is filled out in ink and legible.

TrueCOC is filled out with all pertinent information.

TrueIs the Field Sampler's name present on COC?

TrueThere are no discrepancies between the containers received and the COC.

TrueSamples are received within Holding Time.

TrueSample containers have legible labels.

TrueContainers are not broken or leaking.

TrueSample collection date/times are provided.

TrueAppropriate sample containers are used.

TrueSample bottles are completely filled.

TrueSample Preservation Verified.

TrueThere is sufficient vol. for all requested analyses, incl. any requested 

MS/MSDs

TrueContainers requiring zero headspace have no headspace or bubble is 

<6mm (1/4").

TrueMultiphasic samples are not present.

TrueSamples do not require splitting or compositing.

TrueResidual Chlorine Checked.
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APPENDIX D 
HYDROLOGIC INFORMATION 
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APPENDIX E 
BURLINGTON STREET DAM EXHIBITS 
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APPENDIX F 
RIVERFRONT CROSSINGS PARK EXHIBITS 
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RIVERFRONT CROSSINGS PARK
APRIL 2015
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RIVERFRONT CROSSINGS PARK
APRIL 2015

MASTER PLAN - Illustrative Perspective Views
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RIVERFRONT CROSSINGS PARK
APRIL 2015
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future park design phases.
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RIVERFRONT CROSSINGS PARK
APRIL 2015
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RIVERFRONT CROSSINGS PARK
APRIL 2015
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RIVERFRONT CROSSINGS PARK
APRIL 2015
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APPENDIX G 
WEST BANK RESTORATION 

AND 

PEDESTRIAN TRAIL EXHIBITS 
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APPENDIX H 
HEC-RAS MODEL RESULTS 

 



 

Cross Section Location Map  

 














 

100-Year HEC-RAS Results 
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HEC-RAS   River: Stream   Reach: Reach    Profile: 100-year
Reach River Sta Profile Plan Q Total Min Ch El W.S. Elev Crit W.S. E.G. Elev E.G. Slope Vel Chnl Flow Area Top Width Froude # Chl

(cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft/s) (sq ft) (ft)  
Reach 21265   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 628.25 648.00 637.15 648.48 0.000424 5.57 5206.30 305.90 0.24
Reach 21265   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 628.25 647.97 637.15 648.45 0.000426 5.58 5195.25 305.85 0.24

Reach 21024   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 626.14 647.94 637.05 648.38 0.000304 5.34 5434.95 335.00 0.23
Reach 21024   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 626.14 647.90 637.05 648.34 0.000306 5.35 5422.64 335.00 0.23

Reach 20984   Bridge

Reach 20944   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 626.54 647.74 636.80 648.20 0.000288 5.40 5370.57 331.31 0.24
Reach 20944   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 626.54 647.71 636.80 648.16 0.000290 5.41 5358.14 331.19 0.24

Reach 20905   Bridge

Reach 20866   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 627.04 647.43 636.58 647.90 0.000288 5.45 5316.82 315.44 0.23
Reach 20866   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 627.04 647.40 636.58 647.86 0.000290 5.47 5304.77 315.42 0.23

Reach 20854   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 627.47 647.37 636.63 647.88 0.000342 5.73 5063.30 315.62 0.25
Reach 20854   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 627.47 647.33 636.63 647.84 0.000345 5.74 5051.09 315.59 0.25

Reach 20844   Inl Struct

Reach 20843   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 636.00 645.60 643.49 647.56 0.002165 11.23 2582.17 314.42 0.69

Reach 20798   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 619.02 646.40 630.88 646.75 0.000174 4.72 6150.05 275.00 0.18

Reach 20768   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 619.00 646.40 630.33 646.73 0.000159 4.60 6298.27 275.00 0.17
Reach 20768   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 625.50 646.25 635.58 646.81 0.000336 6.02 4816.18 275.00 0.25

Reach 20766   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 619.02 646.31 632.18 646.75 0.000341 5.32 5455.18 275.00 0.21

Reach 20716   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 619.34 646.43 630.58 646.69 0.000126 4.07 7119.46 362.76 0.16
Reach 20716   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 619.34 646.37 631.60 646.66 0.000218 4.29 6757.42 362.53 0.18

Reach 20634   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 619.34 646.27 632.08 646.66 0.000251 5.01 5793.19 310.27 0.20
Reach 20634   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 619.34 646.20 633.05 646.63 0.000335 5.21 5564.09 309.99 0.22

Reach 20475   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 620.10 646.14 633.46 646.61 0.000379 5.50 5275.02 336.71 0.24
Reach 20475   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 620.10 646.09 633.46 646.56 0.000382 5.51 5260.09 336.35 0.25

Reach 19969   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 621.08 646.02 631.86 646.43 0.000219 5.18 5929.86 435.82 0.21
Reach 19969   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 621.08 645.98 631.86 646.39 0.000221 5.20 5910.08 435.04 0.21

Reach 19512   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 622.71 645.97 632.45 646.31 0.000182 4.73 6474.28 479.72 0.19
Reach 19512   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 622.71 645.92 632.45 646.26 0.000184 4.74 6452.20 479.59 0.19

Reach 19025   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 620.71 645.86 631.66 646.21 0.000190 4.83 6300.73 408.28 0.19
Reach 19025   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 620.71 645.81 631.66 646.17 0.000191 4.85 6281.64 408.25 0.19

Reach 18950   Bridge

Reach 18865   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 616.31 645.68 629.58 645.95 0.000125 4.13 7250.58 440.43 0.16
Reach 18865   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 616.31 645.64 629.58 645.90 0.000126 4.14 7229.73 439.03 0.16

Reach 18569   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 624.12 645.56 633.51 645.88 0.000206 4.61 7011.84 787.72 0.19
Reach 18569   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 624.72 645.58 634.15 645.85 0.000177 4.27 7489.49 798.82 0.19

Reach 18438   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 624.13 645.53 633.39 645.84 0.000467 4.55 6895.75 685.88 0.19
Reach 18438   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 624.13 645.49 633.41 645.80 0.000470 4.56 6872.64 683.24 0.19

Reach 18293   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 620.18 645.49 632.29 645.80 0.000152 4.48 6583.94 663.68 0.20
Reach 18293   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 622.94 645.45 632.48 645.76 0.000181 4.47 6672.28 537.34 0.20

Reach 18193   Bridge

Reach 18093   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 622.83 645.37 632.48 645.72 0.000214 4.76 6448.95 603.53 0.20
Reach 18093   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 622.87 645.31 632.35 645.66 0.000304 4.77 6364.17 514.51 0.20

Reach 17848   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 622.86 645.35 632.10 645.64 0.000162 4.40 7311.74 696.31 0.20
Reach 17848   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 622.86 645.28 632.21 645.58 0.000160 4.39 6685.91 510.75 0.20

Reach 17648   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 622.86 645.27 632.27 645.60 0.000240 4.64 6912.05 804.03 0.21
Reach 17648   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 622.86 645.21 632.39 645.54 0.000199 4.64 6280.95 621.43 0.22

Reach 17447   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 621.06 645.36 632.42 645.51 0.000130 3.12 10052.51 1340.72 0.14
Reach 17447   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 621.06 645.06 632.32 645.49 0.000226 5.40 5868.40 1101.45 0.22

Reach 17339   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 621.93 645.05 631.42 645.47 0.000267 5.19 6142.50 662.74 0.22
Reach 17339   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 621.93 645.07 631.54 645.46 0.000214 5.09 6213.15 881.05 0.21
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HEC-RAS   River: Stream   Reach: Reach    Profile: 100-year (Continued)
Reach River Sta Profile Plan Q Total Min Ch El W.S. Elev Crit W.S. E.G. Elev E.G. Slope Vel Chnl Flow Area Top Width Froude # Chl

(cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft/s) (sq ft) (ft)  

Reach 17217   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 620.56 645.04 630.95 645.43 0.000245 5.02 5784.34 605.36 0.21
Reach 17217   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 620.56 645.08 630.97 645.42 0.000168 4.77 6690.47 959.13 0.20

Reach 17097   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 620.69 645.03 631.09 645.40 0.000209 4.87 5998.79 731.62 0.20
Reach 17097   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 620.69 645.09 631.11 645.38 0.000274 4.46 7172.86 1156.56 0.18

Reach 16858   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 621.06 645.04 630.67 645.32 0.000166 4.25 6833.02 600.96 0.18
Reach 16858   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 621.06 645.08 630.33 645.32 0.000118 4.09 8021.03 1027.45 0.17

Reach 16633   100-year 100YR-EX 29000.00 616.11 645.01 628.37 645.29 0.000135 4.29 6954.01 1325.55 0.17
Reach 16633   100-year 100YR-PR 29000.00 616.11 645.01 628.37 645.29 0.000135 4.29 6954.01 1325.55 0.17

Reach 16533   Bridge

Reach 16452   100-year 100YR-EX 31000.00 617.46 644.84 628.20 645.17 0.000152 4.68 6768.81 1774.45 0.18
Reach 16452   100-year 100YR-PR 31000.00 617.46 644.84 628.20 645.17 0.000152 4.68 6768.81 1774.45 0.18

Reach 16158   100-year 100YR-EX 31000.00 618.73 644.64 630.06 645.09 0.000193 5.44 6188.05 977.59 0.21
Reach 16158   100-year 100YR-PR 31000.00 618.73 644.64 630.06 645.09 0.000193 5.44 6188.05 977.59 0.21
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HEC-RAS   River: Stream   Reach: Reach    Profile: 500-year
Reach River Sta Profile Plan Q Total Min Ch El W.S. Elev Crit W.S. E.G. Elev E.G. Slope Vel Chnl Flow Area Top Width Froude # Chl

(cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft/s) (sq ft) (ft)  
Reach 21426   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 627.96 653.23 638.94 653.67 0.000228 5.33 8886.28 782.44 0.22
Reach 21426   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 627.96 653.32 638.94 653.75 0.000225 5.30 8946.36 783.79 0.21

Reach 21265   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 628.25 652.94 639.50 653.60 0.000509 6.50 7012.67 554.18 0.26
Reach 21265   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 628.25 653.03 639.50 653.68 0.000502 6.47 7050.78 558.95 0.26

Reach 21024   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 626.14 652.86 639.49 653.49 0.000317 6.35 7083.84 835.27 0.24
Reach 21024   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 626.14 652.95 639.49 653.57 0.000313 6.33 7113.04 849.41 0.24

Reach 20984   Bridge

Reach 20944   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 626.54 651.87 639.23 652.56 0.000347 6.65 6765.69 778.81 0.26
Reach 20944   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 626.54 651.96 639.23 652.64 0.000342 6.62 6793.93 796.12 0.26

Reach 20905   Bridge

Reach 20866   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 627.04 651.56 639.03 652.27 0.000343 6.80 6619.10 446.91 0.26
Reach 20866   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 627.04 651.64 639.03 652.35 0.000339 6.77 6645.12 446.92 0.26

Reach 20854   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 627.47 651.48 639.07 652.25 0.000402 7.07 6364.63 447.77 0.28
Reach 20854   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 627.47 651.56 639.07 652.33 0.000396 7.04 6391.16 447.80 0.28

Reach 20844   Inl Struct

Reach 20843   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 636.00 650.00 646.00 651.99 0.001311 11.33 3971.15 387.37 0.56

Reach 20798   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 619.02 650.75 633.44 651.33 0.000242 6.13 7346.43 470.09 0.21

Reach 20768   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 619.00 650.76 632.90 651.31 0.000223 6.00 7495.02 490.90 0.20
Reach 20768   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 625.50 650.51 638.14 651.39 0.000412 7.52 5987.40 451.26 0.28

Reach 20766   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 619.02 650.59 635.66 651.30 0.000443 6.76 6817.26 457.63 0.24

Reach 20716   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 619.34 650.83 633.27 651.22 0.000199 5.06 9634.32 918.04 0.19
Reach 20716   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 619.34 650.71 634.46 651.14 0.000281 5.29 9190.27 910.27 0.20

Reach 20634   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 619.34 650.59 634.96 651.18 0.000276 6.20 8247.76 893.53 0.23
Reach 20634   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 619.34 650.47 635.82 651.10 0.000392 6.42 7928.25 888.54 0.24

Reach 20475   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 620.10 650.44 636.60 651.12 0.000423 6.62 6898.13 679.36 0.27
Reach 20475   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 620.10 650.34 636.60 651.03 0.000430 6.66 6851.26 662.40 0.27

Reach 19969   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 621.08 650.34 634.68 650.90 0.000242 6.22 8185.78 686.33 0.22
Reach 19969   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 621.08 650.24 634.68 650.81 0.000246 6.26 8129.33 683.85 0.23

Reach 19512   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 622.71 650.28 634.88 650.76 0.000202 5.69 8865.18 894.12 0.21
Reach 19512   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 622.71 650.18 634.88 650.66 0.000206 5.73 8796.73 880.87 0.21

Reach 19025   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 620.71 650.12 634.23 650.64 0.000222 5.93 8766.80 738.60 0.21
Reach 19025   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 620.71 650.02 634.23 650.55 0.000225 5.96 8694.09 733.41 0.22

Reach 18950   Bridge

Reach 18865   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 616.31 649.89 631.94 650.30 0.000161 5.19 9733.04 1123.38 0.18
Reach 18865   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 616.31 649.78 631.94 650.19 0.000163 5.22 9653.34 1105.00 0.18

Reach 18569   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 624.12 649.82 635.68 650.24 0.000213 5.41 10759.98 1398.20 0.20
Reach 18569   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 624.72 649.76 636.36 650.12 0.000182 4.99 11087.67 1280.21 0.20

Reach 18438   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 624.13 649.81 635.48 650.20 0.000183 5.26 11369.31 1303.08 0.20
Reach 18438   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 624.13 649.71 635.60 650.08 0.000456 5.19 11068.36 1294.18 0.20

Reach 18293   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 620.18 649.76 634.80 650.18 0.000168 5.27 10879.31 1330.38 0.21
Reach 18293   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 622.94 649.60 634.77 650.04 0.000207 5.34 10332.33 1301.88 0.21

Reach 18193   Bridge

Reach 18093   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 622.83 649.15 635.03 649.65 0.000250 5.85 9075.91 758.51 0.23
Reach 18093   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 622.87 648.98 634.86 649.48 0.000374 5.82 8558.99 712.68 0.23

Reach 17848   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 622.87 649.15 634.53 649.54 0.000193 5.31 11109.56 1964.00 0.20
Reach 17848   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 622.86 648.95 634.61 649.39 0.000196 5.39 9602.48 1588.68 0.22

Reach 17648   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 622.87 649.13 634.69 649.49 0.000197 5.16 16100.31 3111.41 0.20
Reach 17648   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 622.86 648.91 634.69 649.35 0.000223 5.39 10673.14 1865.64 0.23

Reach 17447   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 621.05 649.19 634.97 649.42 0.000122 4.59 13865.09 2989.13 0.17
Reach 17447   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 621.06 648.87 634.93 649.30 0.000206 5.84 12984.04 2553.41 0.22
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HEC-RAS   River: Stream   Reach: Reach    Profile: 500-year (Continued)
Reach River Sta Profile Plan Q Total Min Ch El W.S. Elev Crit W.S. E.G. Elev E.G. Slope Vel Chnl Flow Area Top Width Froude # Chl

(cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft/s) (sq ft) (ft)  

Reach 17339   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 621.93 648.75 634.14 649.37 0.000289 6.43 8392.54 2039.28 0.25
Reach 17339   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 621.93 648.86 634.40 649.27 0.000201 5.61 12068.67 2322.71 0.21

Reach 17217   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 620.56 648.71 633.56 649.33 0.000320 6.35 8315.98 2072.48 0.25
Reach 17217   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 620.56 648.87 633.80 649.23 0.000193 5.20 12411.04 2146.78 0.20

Reach 17097   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 620.69 648.70 633.70 649.28 0.000275 6.14 8700.46 1921.91 0.24
Reach 17097   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 620.69 648.89 633.88 649.19 0.000254 4.84 12756.71 2053.09 0.18

Reach 16858   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 621.06 648.72 632.99 649.19 0.000223 5.52 8147.82 1046.16 0.21
Reach 16858   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 621.06 648.81 633.07 649.14 0.000136 4.91 12040.00 1165.67 0.18

Reach 16633   500-year 500YR-EX 45000.00 616.11 648.91 631.21 649.06 0.000091 3.62 19916.48 3185.55 0.14
Reach 16633   500-year 500YR-PR 45000.00 616.11 648.91 631.21 649.06 0.000091 3.62 19916.48 3185.55 0.14

Reach 16533   Bridge

Reach 16452   500-year 500YR-EX 47000.00 617.46 648.43 631.03 648.61 0.000104 4.00 19839.00 2664.93 0.15
Reach 16452   500-year 500YR-PR 47000.00 617.46 648.43 631.03 648.61 0.000104 4.00 19839.00 2664.93 0.15

Reach 16158   500-year 500YR-EX 47000.00 618.73 648.00 632.79 648.48 0.000197 6.06 11431.73 1620.65 0.22
Reach 16158   500-year 500YR-PR 47000.00 618.73 648.00 632.79 648.48 0.000197 6.06 11431.73 1620.65 0.22
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